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Abstract	 	

The first full protocol for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) crystallography (NMRX) using chemical 
shifts was developed a decade ago, and it combines experimental isotropic chemical shifts with crystal structure 
prediction (CSP) and with the calculation of NMR parameters. In a nutshell, a set of candidate crystal structures is 
generated using CSP, and then the crystal structure is determined by assessing the agreement between 
experimental and calculated chemical shifts (usually 1H).  

While this method has proven to be very powerful for structure validation and de novo crystal structure 
determination, it has some severe limitations. The main drawbacks of this protocol, which often prevent the 
application of NMRX to large and/or complex molecules, are: (i) the poor resolution of 1H solid-state NMR spectra 
due to the strong homonuclear dipolar coupling networks, and (ii) the computational costs of the chemical shift 
calculations and of the CSP protocol. This thesis focuses on the development of methods to overcome these 
limitations. 

The resolution of 1H solid-state NMR spectra can be improved either by using homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
sequences or by magic angle spinning (MAS). In the frame of homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences, we make 
a broad comparison of the experimental performance of eight schemes developed in the past five decades, and 
then we provide simple guidelines for the optimization of these experiments. We also probe the limits on 
resolution using this approach by measuring transverse dephasing times under homonuclear decoupling. We find 
that coherence lifetimes are limited by the appearance of a coherent oscillatory behaviour that leads to a residual 
anisotropic splitting, and that this oscillation can be completely removed in a double spin-echo experiment.  

In the context of ultra-fast MAS, we work on the development of methods to improve 1H spectral resolution at 
sample spinning frequencies higher than 100.0 kHz. We first develop a method which makes use of a constant-
time acquisition to remove the spectral broadening due to non-refocusable interactions. Then, assuming that part 
of the residual homonuclear dipolar coupling behaves like the scalar coupling in this spinning regime, we show 
that the anti-z-COSY pulse sequence reduces the residual line broadening of 1H NMR spectra of powdered organic 
solids. These methods provide up to 50% improvement in resolution compared to conventional echo experiments. 

To reduce the computational costs of chemical shift calculations, we develop a machine learning model to predict 
chemical shifts in molecular solids. This model predicts chemical shifts thousands of times faster than traditional 
DFT methods, while maintaining similar accuracy. We show that this method can be used as an alternative to 
GIPAW-DFT in NMR crystallography.  

Finally, we propose a modification of the current NMR crystallography protocol. We first develop a method to 
select the conformers in the first step of the CSP protocol based on structural constraints extracted from NMR 
experiments. This reduces the number of conformers selected while ensuring that the correct conformer is not 
excluded. Then, we introduce a Bayesian framework to determine the confidence in the identification of the 
crystal structure, as well as a visualization approach for the similarity between candidates in terms of their 
chemical shifts and of their structures to critically assess the reliability of the structure determinations. 
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Sommario	

Il primo protocollo completo per cristallografia utilizzando lo spostamento chimico della risonanza 
magnetica nucleare (NMR) è stato sviluppato un decennio fa, e si basa sulla combinazione della spettroscopia 
NMR con la crystal structure prediction (CSP) e con il calcolo computazionale di parametri NMR. In breve, un set 
di possibili strutture cristallografiche viene generato ustilizzando CSP, e poi la struttura cristallina viene 
determinata paragonando gli spostamenti chimici calcolati e sperimentali (normalmente 1H). 

Nonostante questo metodo abbia dimostrato di poter essere usato per predirre strutture cristallografiche de novo, 
non è privo di difetti. I maggiori problemi, che prevengono l’utilizzo di questo protocollo su strutture piu grandi o 
complesse, sono: (i) la risoluzione dello spettro 1H NMR allo stato solido, a causa dell’accoppiamento dipolare 
omonucleare, e (ii) i costi computazionali dei calcoli degli spostamenti chimici e della CSP. Questa tesi si focalizza 
sullo sviluppo di metodi per superare queste limitazioni.  

La risoluzione degli spettri 1H NMR allo stato solido può essere migliorata utilizzando sequenze per il 
disaccoppiamento dipolare omonucleare o facendo ruotare velocemente il campione attorno all’angolo magico 
(MAS). In questa tesi, abbiamo fatto un confronto delle performance di otto sequenze per il disaccoppiamento 
dipolare omonucleare sviluppate negli ultimi 50 anni, e abbiamo fornito semplici linee guida per la loro 
ottimizzazione. Abbiamo anche testato i limiti della risoluzione utilizzando queste sequenze attraverso la misura 
dei tempi di rilassamento trasversale durante disaccoppiamento. Abbiamo trovato che i tempi di vita sono limitati 
dalla presenza di un’oscillazione, e che questa può essere rimossa utilizzando un doppio echo.  

Abbiamo lavorato sullo sviluppo di sequenze per migliorare la risoluzione a frequenze MAS piu alte di 100.0 kHz. 
Abbiamo sviluppato la sequenza CT-MAS, che si basa su un tempo di evoluzione costante per rimuovere il 
contributo delle interazioni non rifocalizzabili dall’allargamento di banda. In seguito, assumendo che parte 
dell’accoppiamento dipolare omonucleare residuo a quelle velocità di rotazione si comporti in maniera analoga 
all’accoppiamento scalare dipolare, abbiamo dimostrato che l’uso della sequenza anti-z-COSY riduce la larghezza 
di banda in spettri protonici di solidi organici. Questi metodi migliorano la risoluzione fino al 50 % rispetto 
esperimenti 1D convenzionali. 

Per ridurre i costi computazionali del calcolo di spostamenti chimici, abbiamo sviluppato un modello basato sul 
machine learning per predirre spostamenti chimici. Quest modello é migliaia di volte piu veloce rispetto a metodi 
DFT, mantenendo una simile precisione. Abbiamo dimostrato che questo può essere utilizzato come alternativa a 
GIPAW-DFT in cristallografia NMR.  

Infine, abbiamo proposto delle modifiche del protocollo per cristallografia NMR. Abbiamo sviluppato un metodo 
per selezionare i conformeri nel protocollo CSP basato su vincoli strutturali estratti da esperimenti NMR. Questo 
riduce il numero di conformeri selezionati assicurando che il conformero corretto non sia escluso. Poi, abbiamo 
introdotto un nuovo metodo per determinare la confidenza nell’identificazione della struttura cristallografica, e 
per la visuallizzazione della somiglianza delle strutture candidate in termini di spostamento chimico e di coordinate 
in modo da valutare in modo critico l’affidabilità delle strutture determinate.  
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 Introduction	

In this thesis, I will show some recent developments in the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
crystallography. These developments, which range from new sequences to improve the resolution of 1H NMR 
spectra to a machine learning model to predict chemical shifts in record time, have made NMR crystallography 
(NMRX) faster, more reliable, and more accurate. To start, let’s make a step back.  

The meaning of the word “crystallography”, which derives from the Greek words krystallos (“clear ice”) and 
graphe (“description”),1 evolved from the almost 300-years-old idea of “science that describes the geometrical 
shapes of minerals”2 to the most modern definition of being a “branch of science devoted to the study of 
molecular and crystalline structure and properties, with far-reaching applications in mineralogy, chemistry, 
physics, mathematics, biology, metallurgy and materials science”.3 The origin of this shift can be attributed to 
René Just Haüy, who in 1784 first realized that crystals were made by the combination of very small identical 
building blocks which describe the geometrical properties of the crystal (the “unit cell”).4 However, the perhaps 
most relevant event that led to the creation of the “modern crystallography” is dated to 1912, when Max von Laue 
observed the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal.5 This discovery immediately attracted the attention of William 
Henry Bragg and William Lawrence Bragg, who developed this observation into the famous Bragg’s Law (nl = 
2dsinq), which describes the relationship between the X-ray wavelength (l), the scattering angle (q) and the 
interplanar spacings in the crystal lattice (d).6 These events, whose importance is underlined by two Nobel Prizes 
in Physics (von Laue in 1914 and Henry and Lawrence Bragg in 1915), marked the birth of X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
crystallography and, more generally, of the idea of crystallography as “the study of structures at the atomic level”.  

XRD was first used for the determination of the crystal structure of diamonds,7 and it is nowadays routinely used 
in many areas of chemistry, physics, biology, and material science. While single-crystal XRD is widely considered 
the gold standard to determine the structure of crystalline solids, it is not the only technique that provides 
structural information at the atomic level. Similar to X-rays, neutrons are diffracted by crystals,8 and can be used 
in an analogous way for structural determination of crystalline solids.9 More recently, solid-state NMR and 
electron diffraction (EDX) methods10-13 have shown to be powerful methods to access atomic level information. 

As mentioned above, the work shown in this thesis is focused on the development of methodologies for NMRX. 
The following paragraphs are dedicated to a more detailed introduction of this concept.  

1.1 Why	NMR	?	
Being a spectroscopic technique, NMR measures the intensity of absorption of a given electromagnetic radiation 
as a function of the frequency of irradiation. The NMR spectrum appears at relatively low frequencies in the 
electromagnetic spectrum, at about a few tens/hundreds of MHz, which is the region of the radio waves that 
corresponds to wavelengths a few m/cm long. This spectroscopic technique is based on the ability of an oscillating 
magnetic field to flip the magnetic orientation of nuclei immersed in a static magnetic field, which was discovered 
by Isidor Isaac Rabi in 1938.14 However, only after Felix Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell independently acquired 
the first NMR experiments on condensed matter, the interest for this technique spread.15,16 
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NMR offers many advantages over XRD from a crystallographic point of view. The most relevant one is the fact 
that NMR directly probes local atomic environments, thus allowing for structural characterization without the 
need for long-range order. Indeed, when the sample exists only in the form of a powder, which is increasingly the 
case, the use of XRD is still possible, but far more challenging.17 Solid-state NMR, on the other side, has shown to 
be a powerful and robust method to determine crystal structures from powdered samples with an accuracy at 
least comparable to that of single-crystal XRD.18 Another advantage of NMR over XRD is its ability to accurately 
determine 1H positions. Nuclei poor in electrons, such as hydrogen, are indeed hard to detect using XRD due to 
the fact that X-rays are scattered by the electron density. In contrast, 1H is often considered the perfect nucleus 
for NMR because it has nearly 100% natural abundance and the highest gyromagnetic ratio (see below) of all the 
stable nuclei. This is a key difference between XRD and NMR, as it allows to access the rich information contained 
in 1H, which is ubiquitous in chemistry, that leads to determining accurate structural information, and shines also 
light to interactions such as hydrogen bonds, which play a critical role in crystallography. Another difference 
between these two techniques is the ability of NMR to obtain selective information. Selective information means 
to focus only on a particular nucleus of interest at the time, as well as to observe specific interactions (see below). 
In both cases, this is a very precious feature of NMR as it gives access to an enormous amount of information, 
facilitating the analysis of complex samples. Finally, solid-state NMR has shown to be a powerful method to obtain 
some of the crystallographic information hardly accessible with powder XRD, such as the study of dynamics and 
the ability to study amorphous or disordered solids.19 

On the other side, the use of NMR for crystallographic purposes is more recent and less developed than XRD. The 
large amount of information contained in NMR yields relatively complicated spectra, which often require the 
acquisition of multiple NMR experiments for a correct interpretation. This can be challenging and time-consuming, 
especially considering that the acquisition and interpretation of solid-state NMR data is often limited either by 
sensitivity or by spectral resolution. In addition, NMR alone cannot yet be used for full structure determination, 
and it needs to be paired with other techniques that require different areas of expertise, such as XRD or crystal 
structure prediction (CSP). The complexity of NMR spectra, together with the computational costs associated with 
the calculation of NMR parameters or to other processes involved in NMRX such as CSP, strongly limit the size and 
the complexity of the structures that can be determined using this method. All these disadvantages, together 
perhaps with the high costs associated with setting up and maintaining an NMR facility, prevent the widespread 
of NMRX, despite its potential. 

In the following section, I will review some theoretical aspects of NMR in order to understand how this technique 
can be used to obtain structural information. These concepts are only briefly summarized here as they are 
explained with more detail in several textbooks.20-23 

1.2 NMR	in	a	Nutshell	
In NMR we measure the net magnetization (M), which is the vectorial sum of the individual magnetic moments 
associated with the nuclei 

𝑴𝑴 =	$𝝁𝝁𝒊𝒊
𝒊𝒊

, (1.1) 

where 𝝁𝝁𝒊𝒊 is the magnetic moment of the i-th nucleus, which is related to the nuclear spin (𝑰𝑰) of the nucleus by the 
gyromagnetic ratio (𝛾𝛾), an intrinsic property of each NMR active isotope 

𝝁𝝁𝒊𝒊 = 	𝛾𝛾-𝑰𝑰-. (1.2) 

The magnitude of the magnetic moment is given by 

|𝝁𝝁𝒊𝒊| = 	1𝐼𝐼(𝐼𝐼 + 1)𝛾𝛾-ℏ, (1.3) 
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where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant (ℏ =	1.054571817×10−34 J·s), and 𝐼𝐼 is the nuclear spin quantum number 
(𝐼𝐼 = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, etc.) which depends on the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus.  

When a nucleus is placed in an external magnetic field (𝐵𝐵7) whose axis defines the z-direction, its magnetic dipole 
moment interacts with the magnetic field (the Zeeman interaction), causing the loss of degeneration of the energy 
levels which splits into (2𝐼𝐼+1) eigenstates, with energies equal to:  

𝐸𝐸9 =	−	𝜇𝜇<𝐵𝐵7 = −	𝑚𝑚ℏ𝛾𝛾𝐵𝐵7, (1.4) 

where 𝑚𝑚 is the magnetic quantum number, which varies between -𝐼𝐼 and +𝐼𝐼 in integer steps. This creates energy 
splittings which correspond to a photon of energy Δ𝐸𝐸 = ℏ𝛾𝛾𝐵𝐵7 = ℏ𝜔𝜔A, where 𝜔𝜔A is known as the Larmor frequency 
of the nucleus (in rad·sed-1).  

If all nuclei of a given species would resonate exactly at their Larmor frequency, NMR would not be of use in many 
applications (except, perhaps, elemental analysis), and it definitely would not have been useful in crystallographic 
applications. The real strength of NMR lies in the energy gap between eigenvalues, which is in a first order defined 
by the Zeeman splitting, and then shaped by weaker interactions that depend on the chemical system under 
analysis. For spins with 𝐼𝐼=½ such as 1H or 13C, the spins subject to the work of this thesis, the Hamiltonian operator 
(𝐻𝐻C) that describes the energy of the system in an external magnetic field is typically given by: 

𝐻𝐻C = 𝐻𝐻CDEE9FG + 𝐻𝐻CH + 𝐻𝐻CI + 𝐻𝐻CJ, (1.5) 

where the corresponding interactions are 𝐻𝐻CDEE9FG the Zeeman interaction, 𝐻𝐻CH the chemical shielding, 𝐻𝐻CI the 
dipolar coupling and 𝐻𝐻CJ the scalar coupling. While the Zeeman interaction, discussed above, it is not of great 
interest from a crystallographic point of view, the other components of Equation 1.5 are, since they are directly 
related to the structure of the system under analysis. 

In the following, the chemical shielding and dipolar coupling interactions are detailed as these are the interactions 
that are mainly used to obtain structural information with NMR. Note that, in principle, also the scalar coupling 
(or J-coupling), which represents the interaction between nuclear spins mediated by electrons, can be used in 
NMR crystallography as it contains important structural information such as dihedral angles, bond lengths and, 
more generally, crystal packing.24-30 

1.2.1 The chemical shielding 

The chemical shielding Hamiltonian describes the effect of the electron density surrounding a given nucleus on its 
resonance frequency. Indeed, when an atom is placed into a magnetic field, the electrons that surround the 
nucleus do not remain inert, but react producing a secondary field that contributes to the total magnetic field 
experienced by the nucleus. The electron density depends to first order on the central nucleus and to second 
order on the adjacent nuclei, especially the bonded ones. As a result, the nuclei of a compound have often 
different but typical resonance frequencies, which mostly depend on chemical connectivity. This effect has made 
NMR the technique of choice for the characterization of chemical compounds, and it is also very important for 
crystallographic purposes as it allows to obtain selective information on each atom. Even more importantly from 
a crystallographic point of view is the fact that the electron density also depends, to third order, on the crystal 
packing surrounding the investigated nuclei, which allows direct correlation between resonance frequency and 
crystal structure. The chemical shielding Hamiltonian is given by 

𝐻𝐻CH = −𝛾𝛾𝐵𝐵7𝝈𝝈𝐼𝐼M, (1.6) 

where 𝝈𝝈 is the chemical shielding tensor and 𝐼𝐼M is the nuclear spin operator. Here, 𝝈𝝈 is a 3x3 matrix, and it is possible 
to choose the axis frame so that this tensor is diagonal (called the principal axis system (PAS)). The chemical 
shielding tensor can be expressed in terms of its principal values 𝜎𝜎--PQR as  
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S
𝜎𝜎TT 𝜎𝜎TU 𝜎𝜎T<
𝜎𝜎UT 𝜎𝜎UU 𝜎𝜎U<
𝜎𝜎<T 𝜎𝜎<U 𝜎𝜎<<

V
PQR
WXYZ

𝜎𝜎TTPQR 0 0
0 𝜎𝜎UUPQR 0
0 0 𝜎𝜎<<PQR

\ (1.7) 

with the isotropic chemical shielding (𝜎𝜎-^_) being the average of the three principal components 

𝜎𝜎-^_ =
𝜎𝜎TTPQR + 𝜎𝜎UUPQR + 𝜎𝜎<<PQR

3 . (1.8) 

In NMR experiments the chemical shielding tensor is not measured as absolute frequency, but relative to a 
reference substance and reported as chemical shift with respect to that reference. The chemical shift tensor (𝜹𝜹) 
and the isotropic chemical shift are thus expressed as 

𝛿𝛿-c =
𝜎𝜎-c
dEe − 𝜎𝜎-c
1 − 𝜎𝜎-c

dEe 										and										𝛿𝛿-^_ =
𝜎𝜎-^_
dEe − 𝜎𝜎-^_
1 − 𝜎𝜎-^_

dEe . (1.9) 

Both components of the chemical shift, isotropic and anisotropic parts, strongly depend on the local environment 
around the nucleus, making full structural information accessible with NMR. The work shown in this thesis is based 
on an NMR crystallographic method which uses isotropic chemical shifts, which are usually easier to measure than 
the full anisotropic tensors, to fully determine the crystal structure of molecular solids (see Section 1.3). 

1.2.2 The	dipolar	coupling	

The third term of Equation 1.5 is the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian, which describes the interaction through space 
between the magnetic moments of two nuclei. It is possible to derive the form of this Hamiltonian from classical 
physics. Considering nuclei 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑆𝑆 at a distance 𝑟𝑟, the energy of the interaction of their magnetic moments is 

𝑈𝑈 =	 j
𝜇𝜇k · 𝜇𝜇R
𝑟𝑟m 	 − 	3

(𝜇𝜇k · 𝑟𝑟)(𝜇𝜇R · 𝑟𝑟)
𝑟𝑟n o

𝜇𝜇7
4𝜋𝜋 ,

(1.10) 

which leads to 

𝐻𝐻Cq = 	−r
𝜇𝜇7
4𝜋𝜋s gtguℏv

𝐼𝐼M · 𝑆𝑆M
𝒓𝒓m 	– 	3

y𝐼𝐼M · 𝒓𝒓zy𝑆𝑆M · 𝒓𝒓z
𝒓𝒓n 	{ , (1.11) 

where 𝜇𝜇7is the vacuum permeability constant. This equation can also be expressed using spherical polar 
coordinates 

𝒓𝒓 = (𝑟𝑟 sin 𝜃𝜃 cos𝜙𝜙 , 𝑟𝑟 sin 𝜃𝜃 sin𝜙𝜙 , 𝑟𝑟 cos 𝜃𝜃), (1.12) 

which gives the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian as 

𝐻𝐻Cq = 	−r
𝜇𝜇7
4𝜋𝜋s

gtguℏ
𝑟𝑟m 	[𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵 + 𝐶𝐶 + 𝐷𝐷 + 𝐸𝐸 + 𝐹𝐹], (1.13) 

where 
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𝐴𝐴 = 𝐼𝐼M<𝑆𝑆M<(3 cosâ 𝜃𝜃 − 1)

𝐵𝐵 = −
1
4
ä𝐼𝐼Mã𝑆𝑆Må + 𝐼𝐼Må𝑆𝑆Mãç(3 cosâ 𝜃𝜃 − 1)

𝐶𝐶 = −
3
2 ä𝐼𝐼
M<𝑆𝑆Mã + 𝐼𝐼Mã𝑆𝑆M<ç(sin 𝜃𝜃 cos 𝜃𝜃 𝑒𝑒å-è)

𝐷𝐷 = −
3
2 ä𝐼𝐼
M<𝑆𝑆Må + 𝐼𝐼Må𝑆𝑆M<ç(sin 𝜃𝜃 cos 𝜃𝜃 𝑒𝑒ã-è)

𝐸𝐸 = −
3
4 ä𝐼𝐼
Mã𝑆𝑆Mãç(sinâ 𝜃𝜃 𝑒𝑒åâ-è)

𝐷𝐷 = −
3
4 ä𝐼𝐼
Må𝑆𝑆Måç(sinâ 𝜃𝜃 𝑒𝑒ãâ-è)

(1.14) 

known as the dipolar alphabet. 𝐼𝐼Mã, 𝑆𝑆Mã, 𝐼𝐼Må and 𝑆𝑆Må in Equation 1.14 are respectively the raising and lowering 
operators acting on spin 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑆𝑆, which in terms of Cartesian operators are equal to 

𝐽𝐽M± =	 𝐽𝐽Më	±	𝑖𝑖𝐽𝐽Mì. (1.15) 

We can now consider this interaction in the presence of a static magnetic field. In general, the local fields arising 
from the interactions within the sample are orders of magnitude lower than the Zeeman interaction, and therefore 
at equilibrium many of them have a negligible effect on the spin states. The only components of local fields that 
significantly affect the spin state are: (i) components parallel or antiparaller to 𝐵𝐵7 and (ii) components precessing 
at or near the Larmor frequency in the plane perpendicular to 𝐵𝐵7. Among the terms that compose the dipolar 
alphabet, only terms 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵 have a non-negligible effect on the energy of the spin-system in the presence of a 
static magnetic field. We can thus introduce the high-field dipolar Hamiltonian as 

𝐻𝐻Cq = 	− r
𝜇𝜇7
4𝜋𝜋s

gtguℏ
𝑟𝑟m

	(3 cosâ 𝜃𝜃 − 1) î𝐼𝐼M<𝑆𝑆M< −
1
2
y𝐼𝐼MT𝑆𝑆MT + 𝐼𝐼MU𝑆𝑆MUzï . (1.16) 

Note that the terms 𝐼𝐼MT𝑆𝑆MT and 𝐼𝐼MU𝑆𝑆MU represent components of the nuclear spin in the plane perpendicular to 𝐵𝐵7. As 
mentioned above, these components have a non-negligible effect on the spin state only if they precess at or near 
the Larmor frequency. We can thus distinguish two cases, depending on the species of the spin 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑆𝑆. If 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑆𝑆 
are the same nuclide (homonuclear dipolar coupling) then this component affects the spin state, otherwise 
(heteronuclear dipolar coupling) this term is negligible. We can then describe the homonuclear and heteronuclear 
dipolar coupling Hamiltonians respectively as 

𝐻𝐻CIñ_9_ = 	−r
𝜇𝜇7
4𝜋𝜋s

gtguℏ
𝑟𝑟m

	(3 cosâ 𝜃𝜃 − 1) î𝐼𝐼M<𝑆𝑆M< −
1
2
y𝐼𝐼MT𝑆𝑆MT + 𝐼𝐼MU𝑆𝑆MUzï (1.17) 

and  

𝐻𝐻CIñEóEd_ = 	− r
𝜇𝜇7
4𝜋𝜋s

gtguℏ
𝑟𝑟m 	(3 cosâ 𝜃𝜃 − 1)ä𝐼𝐼M<𝑆𝑆M<ç (1.18) 

This difference has a huge impact on the effect of these couplings on the spectra and on the strategies that need 
to be implemented in order to remove or scale them. This, however, does not influence the structural information 
contained in this interaction. From a crystallographic point of view, the direct dipolar couplings are interesting 

thanks to their dependence on the cube of the distance between nuclei ( ∝ ô
dö

), which implies that the distances 

between all nuclei are encoded in this coupling, and therefore accessible with NMR. In Chapter 5 I will show an 
example of how this information can be extracted from correlation experiments and used to drive the structural 
determination of molecular solids, and in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 I will present the work we have done to average 
the homonuclear dipolar couplings and improve the resolution of 1H NMR spectra. 
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1.3 NMR	Crystallography		
If we consider the meaning of NMR crystallography in its broader sense, as the use of NMR experiments in order 
to obtain structural and crystallographic information, then most of the solid-state NMR works published so far 
would fit in this category. This is due to the fact that the amount of structural information that can be extracted 
using NMR is massive, and this power was recognized already in the early days of NMR.31 The potential of solid-
state NMR in this field has been perfectly described by Robin Harris, who wrote:32 

“A few points about NMR and its potential applications to crystallography are as follows:  

• NMR responds to the short-range environment of relevant atoms and is not directly influenced by long-
range order. 

• It can therefore be applied to amorphous materials as well as crystalline ones, though with broader lines 
for the former to encompass the variations in nuclear environments. 

• It can be readily used to determine the chemical nature of a solid compound, including crystallographically 
important information such as conformation and tautomeric form. 

• Chemical shifts give information about intermolecular interactions. 
• Inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen-bond linkages can be identified. 
• Information on crystallographic asymmetric units is especially readily available, usually merely by counting 

lines. 
• Polymorphs are usually easily distinguished. 
• Phase transitions can be monitored. 
• Crystallographic disorder is detectable, and distinctions between spatial and temporal disorder can be 

made. 
• Motions such as internal rotation and ring inversion can be detected and their rates obtained, even in 

cases of mutual exchange (e.g. 180° ring flips of phenyl groups). 
• More general information about molecular-level mobility can be obtained by measurements of relaxation 

times. 
• Measurement of dipolar coupling constants yields through-space inter-atomic (i.e. internuclear) distances, 

though these will be modulated by local mobility. 
• NMR data can be used as restraints in carrying out full structure determination from powder diffraction 

data. 
• Heterogeneous materials can be studied and selective spectra for particular domains obtained by the use 

of special pulse sequences. 
• Intensities can be made quantitative (e.g. for polymorph ratios or crystallinity proportions). 
• NMR is a multinuclear technique, each relevant isotope and element having its own specific frequency 

range. 
• NMR experiments can be tailored to produce particular results by suitable choice of pulse sequences.”  

which explains the success of solid-state NMR as a structural investigator, subject of many reviews,19,33-49 in several 
fields of chemistry, life and material science. In the following, I will focus only on the application of solid-state 
NMR for crystallographic purposes in organic chemistry (in particular, for small organic compounds), although it 
has been successfully widely applied also in other fields such as bio-50-64 and inorganic chemistry.65-85  

Today, the term “NMR crystallography” refers to the approaches that use NMR data in order to determine, refine, 
select or validate crystal structures.48 The structural interest for solid-state NMR was initially developed due to 
the fact that it provides structural information which is complementary to the ones obtained with XRD. In 
particular, it was first used to determine the number of inequivalent molecules in the asymmetric unit,86-89 
distinguish between polymorphs,87-89 as well as to obtain information difficult to access with XRD such as the 
characterization of hydrogen bonds90,91 or the nature of disorder in crystals.92-94 This information was mostly used 
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to validate or refine the crystal structures obtained using single-crystal XRD,87-91,93 and in some cases also to aid 
the refinement of diffraction data.92  

The use of NMR in combination with XRD, however, became more prominent only when it was necessary to 
determine the crystal structures from powdered samples. In these cases, indeed, XRD could still be used for 
structure determination,17,95 but it is far more challenging compared to single-crystal XRD.49 The key for the 
success of powder XRD is strongly correlated to the quality of the starting guess structure, which should be as 
close as possible to the correct solution, or to the ability to suggest structural constraints.96 It was soon realized 
that this problem could have been solved by combining the powder XRD protocol for structural determination 
with structural information obtained from solid-state NMR,97-100 leading to faster and more accurate structure 
determination compared to powder XRD alone.49  

An alternative NMR crystallographic approach consists in using NMR data to perform the crystal structure 
determination, instead of using it to assist the XRD protocol. Pioneering works in this context were done by 
Taulelle101 and Elena et al.,102 who showed that NMR can provide information on space groups and on unit cell 
parameters respectively, setting up the stage for crystallographic approaches entirely driven by NMR. These first 
examples rapidly led to the first complete protocol for crystal structure determination of small molecular 
compounds by NMR, introduced in 2006 by Elena and co-workers.103 This method involves the combination of 
molecular modeling and experimental proton spin diffusion (PSD) data, which is correlated with internuclear 
distances (and therefore the structure). The development of a model to back-calculate PSD buildup curves from 
structures, allowed, the determination of the crystal structure of b-AspAla starting from a randomly generated 
ensemble of structures. This structure determined on a powder sample has a root mean square deviation (RMSD) 
of 0.33 Å to the structure determined with single-crystal XRD. 

In the same period, the idea of using chemical shifts for the determination of crystal structures started to develop. 
This idea was made possible by the introduction of density functional theory (DFT) methods that allow to 
accurately reproduce the exquisite sensitivity of NMR chemical shifts to the atomic positions.104-107 This concept 
was first demonstrated by Yates et al., who explored the agreement between experimental chemical shifts and 
the chemical shift calculated for the known structure of flurbiprofen.108 In the following years many works focused 
on the agreement between experimental and calculated chemical shifts, mainly to refine or validate crystal 
structures previously determined with XRD or to explore the opportunity to automatically assign experimental 
chemical shifts.100,109-112 In 2006, Harper and Grant have showed that based on the agreement between 
experimental and calculated chemical shifts the number of candidates selected by CSP as possible experimental 
structures can be significantly reduced (in their case, the use of anisotropic chemical shift in particular excluded 
more than 80 % of the CSP’s structures).113 Pickard et al. also showed that the agreement between experimental 
and calculated chemical shifts can be used to evaluate the quality of model structures.114 Starting from the 
structure of Elena et al.,103 they determined the crystal structure of b-AspAla with a heavy-atoms RMSD of 0.12 Å, 
and they found that the RMSD between calculated and experimental 1H and 13C chemical shifts was considerably 
smaller than that for the initial structure (which has higher positional RMSD). This protocol was then further 
developed by Salager et al. in 2009, with the determination of the crystal structure of thymol.115 In a first stage, a 
set of model structures was created using the combination of PSD build up curves and molecular modeling 
previously introduced.103 Then, the structures obtained were refined using a DFT geometry optimization, and 
finally the crystal structure was determined by comparing the experimentally measured and calculated 1H and 13C 
isotropic chemical shifts. The crystal structure of thymol determined in this way has an all-atoms RMSD of 0.32 Å 
with respect to the structure determined using single-crystal XRD. 

All these progress yielded the development of the first complete protocol for ab-initio isotropic chemical shift 
based NMRX of powdered solids, introduced by Salager et al. in 2010.116 This protocol is based on the combination 
of CSP, DFT chemical shift calculations and the measurements of isotropic chemical shifts. First, a set of candidate 
crystal structures was created ab initio using the CSP protocol introduced by Day et al.,117-119 starting from the 
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chemical formula and without any structural hypothesis. Then, they selected the most stable structures within the 
ensemble of structures generated with CSP, and calculated the chemical shifts using GIPAW DFT.104,105 The crystal 
structure was then determined by finding the structure with the highest agreement between the calculated 1H 
and 13C chemical shifts and the experimentally measured ones (not assigned), considering the uncertainty of 
calculated chemical shifts which was estimated to be 0.33 ± 0.16 ppm for 1H and 1.9 ± 0.4 ppm for 13C. This protocol 
resulted in the determination of the crystal structure of thymol with an all-atoms RMSD of 0.29 Å with respect to 
the structure determined using single-crystal XRD. Interestingly, the authors showed that this protocol does not 
necessarily identify the CSP’s lowest energy structure as the experimentally present one. The result obtained was 
also validated using the “more traditional” NMRX protocol based on PSD build up curves.  

This approach was then extended by Baias et al. to the determination of the crystal structure of four compounds 
of pharmaceutical interest (cocaine, flutamide, flufenamic acid, and theophylline).120 This work is key in the 
development of the isotropic chemical shift based NMRX approach, not only because it tests the general 
applicability of the method to molecular organic solids, but also because it clarifies many aspects of this approach, 
shaping the method as it is commonly used today. In particular, it highlights the importance of assigning the 
chemical shifts (at least partially) to succeed in the crystal structure determination, and it reveals that 1H chemical 
shifts appear to provide a much stronger discrimination than the 13C ones, as they appear to be more sensitive to 
structural changes. Finally, the importance of this work lies also in the fact that it probes the limits of the method, 
showing that it could not successfully be used in the structural determination of theophylline due to the low 
amount of inequivalent 1H chemical shifts. The crystal structures of cocaine, flutamide and flufenamic acid 
determined using this protocol have all-atom RMSDs with respect to the structure determined using single-crystal 
XRD of only 0.07, 0.10 and 0.12 Å respectively.  

The progress made with these last works allowed to reach another milestone in NMRX: the first de novo crystal 
structure determined using isotropic chemical shift based NMRX. In 2013, Baias et al. used the isotropic chemical 
shift based NMRX approach to determine the crystal structure of the form 4 of the drug 4-[4-(2-
adamantylcarbamoyl)-5-tert-butylpyrazol-1-yl]benzoic acid (also known as AZD8329).121 This work clearly shows 
the power of NMR crystallography by (i) unambiguously determining the crystal structure of the drug, despite the 
predicted structure being far higher than the lowest energy structure from CSP, and (ii) giving information on a 
double H-bond motif that connects translationally related molecules along the crystallographic c-axis (not possible 
with XRD). It should be also noticed that AZD8329 was the largest molecule tackled by this NMRX protocol at the 
time of the publication of this work, with a molecular weight of 422 g/mol !  

Recently, it was shown that this NMRX approach, which has been successfully used for many structural studies up 
to date,122-127 has an accuracy at least comparable with single-crystal XRD.18 The positional uncertainties in crystal 
structures determined by isotropic chemical shift based NMRX were quantified with a method based on 
experimental 1H chemical shifts, molecular dynamics simulations, GIPAW DFT calculations, and machine learning 
methods. The authors found that the average positional uncertainty in five structures studied with NMRX (cocaine, 
flutamide, flufenamic acid, AZD8329, and the K salt of penicillin G) yields an RMSD of 0.17 Å, which corresponds 
to a gain in positional accuracy of around a factor 2 compared to XRD structure determination.18 

While this section was mostly focused on isotropic chemical shift based NMRX, which is the topic of this thesis, it 
must be mentioned that this is not the only method currently used in NMR crystallography of molecular solids. 
Examples of the crystallographic strategies recently developed include, but are not limited to, the use of dipolar 
couplings,128-130 and chemical shift anisotropy.131-135 Finally, another strategy for structure determination that has 
been widely used over the past few years is based on the combination of solid-state NMR, powder XRD and first-
principles calculations, also known as “SMARTER crystallography”.136-148 This combined approach is particularly 
robust, as it provides with the determination of a structure that is assessed both against XRD and solid-state NMR 
data, and it proved to be another powerful method for de novo structure determination using NMR .149,150 All of 
the work described in this thesis can of course be integrated into the SMARTER approaches.  
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1.4 The	Isotropic	Chemical	Shift	Based	NMR	Crystallographic	Approach	
As mentioned above, the isotropic chemical shift based NMRX approach116,120 is based on the combination of CSP, 
chemical shift calculations (which are traditionally performed using DFT) and experimental NMR isotropic chemical 
shifts (typically 1H). In a nutshell, the idea behind this method is to create a (comprehensive) set of candidate 
crystal structures using CSP, and then to determine the correct crystal structure from within this set by comparing 
the experimental chemical shifts with the chemical shifts calculated for each structure. The success of this method 
in determining the crystal structure of molecular solids is given by three main factors: the ability of CSP algorithms 
to predict the observed polymorph starting from minimal information (such as the chemical formula only),119 the 
sensitivity of chemical shifts to changes in local atomic environments (1H in particular),120 and the introduction of 
DFT methods able to accurately calculate chemical shifts in solids.104-107 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of the current isotropic chemical shift based NMRX protocol. The coloured boxes are intended 
as a guide to the eye, as to which conformer results in which crystal structures. The green crystal structure is the “correct” crystal 
structure. 

The CSP workflow for molecular solids is schematically shown in Figure 1.1. It can be divided into three main steps: 
(i) the exploration of the conformational preferences of the target molecule, (ii) the generation of plausible crystal-
packing arrangements and (iii) the ranking of the likelihood of the resulting crystal structures.119  

In the first step, the conformational flexibility of the target molecule is explored in the gas phase. A screening of 
the torsional degrees of freedom generates a comprehensive ensemble of energetically stable single-molecule 
conformers. This ensemble is then sorted according to the calculated conformational energies and the lowest 
energy conformers are selected to proceed to the next step, based on empirical cut-off energies. Although flexible 
molecules often do not assume their lowest energy molecular conformation in their observed crystal structures,151 
the assumption here is that low energy crystal structures, including the correct (present) polymorph, will generally 
result from low energy molecular conformers. 

Next, each selected conformation is subjected to a crystal structure search, during which trial structures are 
generated by varying the degrees of freedom of the unit cell, the number of molecules per asymmetric unit and 
the position and orientation of molecules in the unit cell. This process can lead to hundreds or thousands of 
possible crystal structures from each single molecular conformer.  

In the final step, the energy of each structure is minimized, typically using atom-atom force fields and DFT.119 This 
ensemble is ranked by calculated lattice energy and again only the structures below a given cut-off energy are 
retained. These structures are the candidate crystal structures. Their geometries are further optimized, usually 
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using periodic boundary DFT calculations, and then their chemical shifts are calculated, typically using GIPAW 
DFT.104,105 

Meanwhile, the 1H experimental chemical shifts are acquired and assigned. This requires the acquisition of a set 
of 2D correlation experiments such as 1H-13C HETCOR,152,153 13C-13C INADEQUATE,154,155 and/or 1H-1H Double 
Quantum Single Quantum experiments.156 The crystal structure is then determined by finding the candidate that 
shows the best agreement between the calculated and the experimental chemical shifts. For this structure, 
positional errors are then calculated using a molecular dynamics approach.18  

While this method has shown impressive results both for crystal structure validation and for de novo crystal 
structure determination (see Section 1.3), there are also severe limitations. From the computational point of view, 
limitations include the cost of the chemical shift calculations and of the CSP protocol. In particular, for GIPAW DFT 
calculations the cubic scaling of the computational cost with system size prevents its application to larger and 
more complex crystals. If one wanted to use more accurate ab initio calculations, the expense is currently 
prohibitive. The computational cost also limits the system size in the CSP protocol. However, in this step the 
expensive computational cost is cut with selections of a reduced number of candidate structures at each CSP stage. 
Note, that the computational cost rises sharply when moving from the energy calculations of a single molecule to 
lattice energy calculations to GIPAW DFT chemical shift calculations, thus requiring the use of severe cuts to make 
this process affordable. This selection raises a second problem that can lead to failure of the crystal structure 
determination: the exclusion of the correct structure from the set of candidate structures. This exclusion is 
particularly likely to happen at the first CSP stage (the conformer selection), where the molecular conformer 
present in the crystal structure might have high relative energy in the gas phase.  

The main limitation from the experimental side is the extraction of the 1H chemical shift due to the poor resolution 
of 1H solid-state NMR spectra (see Section 1.5). 

The development of novel strategies is necessary to overcome all these drawbacks, and make 1H isotropic 
chemical shift based NMRX a more powerful and reliable method. 

1.5 High-Resolution	1H	Solid-State	NMR	
1H is often considered a perfect nucleus for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR): it is ubiquitous in chemistry, it 
has the highest gyromagnetic ratio of all the stable nuclei, and nearly 100% natural isotopic abundance. However, 
this ensemble of qualities is not sufficient to guarantee success in solid-state NMR. Indeed, the use of 1H is very 
limited in solids, where spectra of other spin ½ nuclei such as carbon-13, phosphorus-31 or silicon-29 are more 
common. This is not because of differences in the information content, but primarily for technical reasons, since 
the strong 1H homonuclear dipolar coupling network leads to linewidths in solids orders of magnitude larger 
compared to those in solution (where dipolar couplings are largely averaged out by rapid molecular tumbling). 
This broadening masks underlying chemical shifts, significantly reducing the utility of solid-state 1H NMR spectra. 

 Figure 1.2a shows the 1H spectrum of powdered alanine acquired at 3.0 kHz magic angle spinning (MAS) rate. At 
this spinning regime, the broadening observed in 1H spectra is of about the same order of magnitude than for a 
static sample. In this spectrum, the full width at half-maximum height (in the following referred to as “linewidth”) 
is about 35 kHz, which corresponds to 70 ppm on a 500 MHz spectrometer. This is far larger than the typical 1H 
chemical shift range for organic solids, which is about 10/15 ppm. 

1H spectral resolution in solids can be improved dramatically by MAS ( Figure 1.2b).157,158 Due to the strength of 
the 1H homonuclear dipolar coupling, and due to the fact that it is a homogeneous interaction in the nomenclature 
of Maricq and Waugh,159 low to moderate spinning regimes (<30.0 kHz MAS rates) lead, in general, to 1H NMR 
spectra with line narrowing by a factor ≈	40-50, but this is not sufficient to alleviate the resolution problem.160-163  

At this spinning regime, further decoupling can be achieved with the so-called combined rotation and multi-pulse 
spectroscopy (CRAMPS) approaches,164 which involve the simultaneous application of MAS and pulse sequences 
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designed to remove homonuclear dipolar couplings while retaining isotropic chemical shifts.165-174 This approach 
yields the best resolution available today for spinning rates up to ~65.0 kHz,175-179 and has enabled a number of 
methods to characterise structure and dynamics in powdered solids, among which NMRX. A typical 1H CRAMPS 
spectrum of a molecular solid, shown in Figure 1.2c, has linewidths on the order of 0.3/0.4 ppm.  

The recent introduction of probes capable of spinning samples up to 100/150 kHz53,180-183 made the acquisition of 
reasonably high-resolution solid-state 1H NMR spectra possible with MAS alone, as shown in  Figure 1.2b for the 
1H 111.0 kHz MAS spectrum of alanine. This approach yields linewidths comparable to those obtained using state-
of-the-art CRAMPS methods at lower MAS frequencies,172,173,177,184 of about 0.3 ppm for powdered molecular 
solids.  

With these methods it is possible to reduce the linewidths of the proton peaks by orders of magnitude, which is 
enough to distinguish the isotropic chemical shifts in many organic solids. However, despite the good resolution, 
the residual line broadening (which is estimated to be roughly 1% of the original broadening for static organic 
solids) still limits the use of 1H NMR in the solid-state, especially for complex systems. As long as we do not reach 
sample spinning rates fast enough to provide linewidth comparable to solution-state NMR (which has been 
estimated to be around 250.0 kHz for proteins),185 the development of novel strategies to further improve the 
resolution is necessary to extend the capabilities of NMR applications such as NMRX. 

 
Figure 1.2. 1H solid-state NMR spectra of powdered alanine. (a) 1H MAS spectrum acquired with a sample spinning rate of 3.0 kHz 
(quasi-static regime). In the top left corner of the panel is shown the chemical formula of alanine. The dotted grey box shows the 
region of the spectrum which is expanded in (b) and (c). (b) Example of homonuclear dipolar decoupling using MAS only. 1H MAS 
spectra acquired with sample spinning rates of 22.0, 60.0 and 111.0 kHz. (c) Example of homonuclear dipolar decoupling combining 
MAS and homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences (CRAMPS approach). 1H CRAMPS spectra acquired decoupling with eDUMBO-
122 at 22.0 kHz MAS. Note that while the comparion of these spectra gives an idea of the line narrowing achieved in the different  
conditions, the resolution are not directly comparable as the spectrum in (a), the 22.0 kHz MAS spectrum in (b) and the spectrum in 
(c) were acquired at 11.7 T with a 3.2 mm rotor, while the spectra at 60.0 and 111.0 kHz MAS in (b) were acquired at 21.1 T with a 
0.7 mm rotor. 

1.6 Outline	and	Scope	of	the	Thesis	
In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the role of solid-state NMR in crystallography. I have started by 
highlighting the power of NMR as structural investigator, and I have briefly introduced some theoretical concepts 
of this technique, focusing in particular on two NMR observables rich in structural information: the chemical 
shielding and the dipolar coupling. Then, I have summarized some of the progress that was done by NMR in the 
crystallographic field over the past years, highlighting particularly the ones that resulted in the development of 
the isotropic chemical shift based NMRX approach. Finally, I have detailed the protocol followed in this NMRX 
method, highlighting some of its computational and experimental limitations. During my Ph.D. studies, I have 
worked mostly on the development of new approaches to overcome the limitations of the isotropic chemical shift 
based NMRX approach as it was presented in this chapter (in the following I will refer to isotropic chemical shift 
based NMRX as “NMRX” or “NMR crystallography”). Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are focused on the acquisition of 
high-resolution 1H spectra, while Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are mostly about the development of strategies that 
aim to improve the computational aspects of NMRX. 
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Chapter 2 focuses on the use of homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences for the acquisition of high-resolution 
1H spectra of powdered molecular solids. We first investigate the experimental performance of eight homonuclear 
dipolar decoupling schemes in a low-moderate MAS regime, through the acquisition of 1D CRAMPS spectra and 
T2’ measurements. We present these results together with step by step guidelines for the optimization of these 
pulse sequences. We then probe the limits on resolution by measuring transverse dephasing time under the 
application of homonuclear dipolar decoupling. We find that coherence lifetimes are limited by the appearance 
of a coherent oscillatory behaviour that leads to a residual anisotropic splitting. We show that the symmetry of 
the interaction is such that it responds to π pulses in different ways, and that the oscillation can be completely 
removed in a double spin-echo experiment. 

Chapter 3 discusses the development of pulse sequences in the ultra-fast MAS regime (𝜈𝜈ù > 100 kHz). We first 
show that, for b-AspAla, refocusable and non-refocusable interactions contribute roughly equally to the residual 
line broadening under 111.0 kHz MAS at high-fields (21.14 T). We suggest that the removal of the non-refocusable 
part will produce a significant increase in spectral resolution, and we demonstrate an experiment for the indirect 
acquisition of constant-time experiments at ultra-fast MAS (CT-MAS) which verifies this hypothesis. The 
combination of this experiment with the two-dimensional one pulse (TOP) transformation reduces the 
experimental time to a fraction of the original cost while retaining the narrowing effects. Then, we propose a 
different approach to improve the resolution in this spinning regime, which makes use of the anti-z-COSY pulse 
sequence, used for broadband homonuclear J decoupling in solution-state NMR. We show that t 100.0 kHz MAS 
this experiment leads to significant reduction of the residual line broadening of 1H NMR spectra of powdered 
organic solids.  

Chapter 4 presents an alternative to GIPAW DFT for the calculation of chemical shifts of organic molecular solids. 
We develop a machine learning method based on local environments to accurately predict chemical shifts of 
molecular solids to within DFT accuracy. We also demonstrate that the trained model can be used instead of 
GIPAW DFT calculations in the NMRX approach, showing the results we obtained on the structures of cocaine and 
AZD8329. 

Chapter 5 shows modifications of the traditional NMRX protocol to further extend the applicability of the method. 
We first propose a CSP method that includes unambiguous experimental constraints during conformer selection, 
which we extract based on the analysis of absent cross-peaks in solid-state NMR correlation experiments. We then 
show that this method is able to correctly determine the crystal structure of ampicillin, which would have failed 
using the traditional approach because it adopts a high energy conformer in its crystal structure. Finally, we 
propose a Bayesian framework for determining the confidence in the identification of the experimental crystal 
structure. We introduce a visualization approach for the similarity between candidates in terms of their chemical 
shifts and their structures to critically assess the reliability of the structure determinations, and we show that in 
this framework it is consistently possible to use 13C shifts to improve the accuracy of the structure determination. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the achieved results and presents a general outlook on future developments for NMRX
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 Decoupling	Sequences		

This chapter has been adapted with permission from: 

Paruzzo, F. M. and Emsley, L., “High-Resolution 1H NMR of Powdered Solids by Homonuclear Dipolar Decoupling”. 
Journal of Magnetic Resonance 2019, 309, 106598. (post -print) 

and 

Paruzzo, F.M., Stevanato, G., Halse, M.E., Schlagnitweit, J., Mammoli, D., Lesage, A. and Emsley, L., “Refocused 
linewidths less than 10 Hz in 1H solid-state NMR”. Journal of Magnetic Resonance 2018, 293, 41-46. (post-print) 

As mentioned in Chapter 1.5, a powerful way to increase the resolution of 1H spectra is to use 
homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences. Just over 50 years ago, the pioneering works of Lee and 
Goldburg165,186 and Waugh and co-workers166 revolutionized the world of solid-state NMR with the introduction 
of the Lee-Golburg (LG) and WAHUHA (WHH-4) pulse sequences respectively. Following the principles of coherent 
averaging,187 these pulse sequences can remove the broadening effects of homonuclear dipolar couplings in solid 
samples, while leaving the chemical shift interactions (at least partially) intact. The dramatic line narrowing effect 
was first demonstrated for WHH-4 with the 19F spectrum of a single-crystal of CaF2 as reproduced from the original 
article in Figure 2.1. Despite their technical differences, both LG and WHH-4 work in a very similar way: they 
generate a rotation of the spin operators in the spin space around an effective field tilted of 54.74° with respect 
to the main static magnetic field. This rotation is achieved with a continuous off-resonance irradiation in the case 
of LG, and with four π/2 pulses in the case of WHH-4. The result is that the homonuclear dipolar coupling is 
averaged to zero (to first order), in a manner similar to that achieved by MAS,157,158 while the chemical shift 
interaction is only scaled by a factor of 1/√3. Another way to do this was demonstrated with the idea of a “magic-
echo” in which a burst of radiofrequency irradiation produces a (partially) time reversed dipolar interaction, and 
which then leads to the formation of a dipolar echo at some time later.188 

 

Figure 2.1. First example of the performances of homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences. (a) 19F spectrum of a single-crystal of 
CaF2 wet with liquid C6H5CF3. (b) 19F spectrum of the same compound obtained decoupling the 19F-19F dipolar couplings using WHH-
4. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. 166.  

(a) (b) 
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While the introduction of LG and WHH-4 was a conceptual landmark, there were two key roadblocks to obtaining 
truly high-resolution 1H NMR spectra of solids. First, in static samples, the anisotropy of the chemical shift remains. 
In certain cases, this can be useful, but in general one would like to acquire spectra from powders with only 
isotropic shifts. A solution to this is to combine MAS and multi-pulse spectroscopy, in the so-called CRAMPS 
approach, introduced by Gerstein et al. in 1977.164 As long as the decoupling sequence and the sample rotation 
do not interfere, CRAMPS leads to a double averaging process that yields high-resolution isotropic 1H spectra with 
significantly better resolution than MAS alone (at least so far up to MAS rates of 65.0 kHz).175-179 

The second roadblock is due to the fact that both LG and WHH-4 only lead to the removal of the dipolar coupling 
under ideal conditions to first order. Even if this means that residual broadening might be only about 1% of the 
initial width (a remarkable achievement), this would lead to residual linewidths in the early work on the order of 
~500 Hz (e.g. 1 ppm at 500 MHz), which still severely limits the applicability to complex chemistry. Thus, from 
these very first developments, the acquisition of 1H spectra in solids with better resolution has been a challenge 
faced by many, and which still remains partially unresolved (so to speak).  

Using concepts of coherent averaging the WHH-4 and LG blocks were rapidly combined with concepts such as 
cyclic decoupling and reflection symmetry167,168 to develop decoupling sequences with better decoupling 
efficiency. WHH-4 led to MREV-8 in the 1970s,167,188 while the combination of LG with symmetry properties led to 
flip-flop Lee-Goldburg.189 

The introduction of the CRAMPS experiment then led the development of schemes such as BR-24, BR52168 and 
BLEW12190 using WHH-4 as the basic building block, while LG was developed into frequency-switched Lee-
Goldburg (FSLG),169 which was later implemented as phase-modulated Lee-Goldburg (PMLG),170 and LG4.173,184 In 
addition to these, many other schemes were developed aiming at better decoupling. For example, extensive 
analysis of the terms composing the dipolar Hamiltonian with average Hamiltonian theory187 and their symmetry 
properties led to the so-called high order truncation (HOT) multiple pulse techniques, such as MSHOT-3.191,192 
Another elegant example of symmetry considerations applied in the development of decoupling schemes was 
introduced by Levitt with the development of the rotor synchronized RN†°  sequences.193  

A different approach was used for the development of another class of decoupling sequences: the so-called 
decoupling using mind-boggling optimization (DUMBO) family. These were sequences developed using numerical 
optimization of continuous phase-modulated radiofrequency (rf) irradiation schemes based on either numerical 
simulations (DUMBO-1)171 or direct experimental optimization (eDUMBO-112.5 and eDUMBO-122).172 

In this chapter, we focus on the performance and the optimization of these homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
sequences. We will start by providing a comparison of CRAMPS experiments using eight homonuclear dipolar 
decoupling sequences: LG, WHH-4, MREV-8, BR-24, PMLG, DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122 and LG4. (We note that FSLG 
and PMLG are formally equivalent. Here we denote the sequence as PMLG in the following). We assess the 
experimental properties and performances of these schemes through the acquisition of 1D spectra and T2’ 
measurements194 on three different samples (b-AspAla, alanine, and glycine (Figure 2.2)) and at three different 
MAS rates (3.0, 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS). To our knowledge, this is the broadest experimental comparison of 
homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences provided so far using modern NMR 
spectrometers.172,173,175,184,190,191,195-207 

Then, we provide step by step guidelines for their optimization which in principle can be extended to any other 
homonuclear dipolar decoupling schemes aiming to facilitate the implementation of these experiments for all 
NMR users. Indeed, we note that despite being powerful tools, these experiments are still comparatively rarely 
used in routinely NMR analysis, perhaps because they have acquired a reputation of being technically very 
demanding. With the technology of NMR consoles and rf amplifiers of the 70s-90s, implementing homonuclear 
dipolar decoupling was an art in itself, requiring careful optimisation along the whole chain of spectrometer 
components.196,208-211 However, with the introduction of modern digital NMR spectrometers at the beginning of 
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this century and the development of reliable high-performance routine MAS probes there are no longer any 
significant technical challenges associated with implementing these pulse sequences.  

Finally, we probe the limits on resolution of these schemes by measuring transverse dephasing times (T2’)194 under 
homonuclear decoupling. We find that coherence lifetimes are limited by the appearance of a coherent oscillatory 
behaviour that leads to a residual anisotropic splitting. We characterise this behaviour in series of organic solids, 
where it appears to be general, and we show that the symmetry of the interaction is such that it responds to π 
pulses in different ways and that can be completely removed in a double spin-echo experiment. 

 

Figure 2.2. Chemical formulae of alanine (a), glycine (b) and b-AspAla (c). Hydrogen atoms are colored in order to correspond to the 
peaks in the spectra that follow. 

 

Figure 2.3. Pulse sequences used for the acquisition of: (a-b) 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments with windowed (a) and windowless (b) 
decoupling schemes (definitions of windowed and windowless schemes is given in Paragraph 2.1) , and (c-d) T2’ dephasing curves 
with single echo (c) and double echo (d).  

 

Figure 2.4. (a-h) Phase modulation waveforms for LG (a), WHH-4 (b), MREV-8 (c), PMLG (d), DUMBO-1 (e), BR-24 (f), eDUMBO-122 
(g), and LG4 (h) decoupling sequences. The width of each plot is proportional to the typical length of the corresponding decoupling 
cycle. 
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2.1 Materials	and	Methods		
Experiments of Section 2.2 and 2.3 were performed on a Ascend 500 wide-bore Avance III HD NMR spectrometer, 
equipped with H/X/Y 3.2 mm CPMAS probe. Experiments of Section 2.4 were performed on Bruker Ascend 400 
and Ascend 500 wide-bore Avance III NMR spectrometers, equipped with H/X/Y 3.2mm and 1.3mm probes. When 
the 3.2mm probe was used, samples were restricted to the central third of a rotor with inner diameter of 2.2 mm 
to maximize rf homogeneity. This is done by inserting a 12 μl Teflon spacer above the sample and below the drive 
cap, while in the lower part of the rotor the sample is already restricted by the thick bottom wall of the reduced 
volume 3.2 mm rotor. 

1D 1H CRAMPS experiments were acquired using the sequences shown in Figure 2.3a-b. After the initial p/2 pulse, 
a q pulse (the so-called pre-pulse) rotates the magnetization into the tilted transverse plane that will be generated 
by the effective field of the homonuclear decoupling sequence184,208,212 and then the FID is sampled in acquisition 
windows inserted within the homonuclear dipolar decoupling period. We divide the decoupling schemes into two 
categories: windowed schemes, which alternate pulses and delays, and windowless schemes, which are 
continuous pulses. Windowed schemes (WHH-4, MREV-8 and BR-24 - Figure 2.4b,c,f) contain delays which allow 
the insertion of an acquisition window within the decoupling cycle (Figure 2.3b),166-168,188 while windowless 
schemes (LG, PMLG, DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122, and LG4 - Figure 2.4a,d,e,g,h) necessitate the addition of an extra 
delay for the signal to be sampled in the absence of rf irradiation (Figure 2.3a).198,213,214 Note that all the sequences 
implemented here are implemented in the original versions and not in the z-rotation versions.215,216 As discussed 
in Section 2.3 below, the z-rotation implementation produces a significant reduction of the scaling factor, and 
therefore resolution. As a consequence we recommend using sequences that are not supercycled, and where the 
optimization process described below provides spectra which are equally clean. Also note that the LG, FSLG/PMLG, 
LG4 and the DUMBO type sequences were all implemented in a phase-modulated fashion. 

Transverse dephasing times (T2’)194 shown in Section 2.2 and 2.3 were measured using the sequence shown in 
Figure 2.3d, those shown in Section 2.4 were measured using the sequences shown in Figure 2.3c and d. Figure 
2.3c shows the single echo pulse sequence introduced by Elena and co-workers.172 It is a pseudo-2D experiment 
with the application of a spin echo sequence (t - p - t) and with a homonuclear decoupling sequence applied 
during the td periods. In Figure 2.3d we show a double spin-echo sequence. It consists of two consecutive spin 
echo blocks, with homonuclear decoupling applied during td periods. In both sequences, the phase of the 
homonuclear decoupling sequence is carefully chosen in order to align the plane of the effective field during 
decoupling to be perpendicular to the magnetization after the first p/2 pulse.212 At the end of the 2t evolution a 
pulse of angle q1 is applied, which flips the magnetization from the tilted transverse plane to the (x,y) plane in the 
rotating frame, and is then followed by a z-filter, and acquisition of the high resolution 1H spectra using CRAMPS 
techniques. Note that the sequence used for acquisition of the signal in t2 has no bearing on the dephasing 
behaviour studied here occurring during the t periods. We chose to use BR-24 at 3.0 kHz MAS and eDUMBO-122 
at 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS. The dephasing curves were then obtained by plotting the area under each resonance 
as a function of the dephasing time (2td). Finally, T2’ values were extracted by fitting the dephasing curves to an 
exponential decay S(2td)=a*exp(-2td/T2’). The homonuclear dipolar decoupling scheme applied during direct 
acquisition (t2) and the corresponding parameters were kept unchanged between T2’ measurements performed 
at the same spinning rate.  

Experiments were carried out using rotor spinning rates (nr) of 3.0, 12.5 and 22.0 kHz. The parameters of each 
homonuclear dipolar decoupling scheme were carefully optimized using the procedure described in Section 2.3. 
This optimization was performed independently at each spinning rate for each sample. All chemical shifts were 
referenced to pure liquid tetramethylsilane (TMS) at 0 ppm. Scaling factors were determined experimentally by 
comparing the peak positions in the decoupled spectra with those obtained with a single pulse experiment under 
MAS, except for adamantane spectra where we used the theoretical scaling factors since the two 1H resonances 
are not resolved. The comparison was made using the CH3 and NH3

+ resonances for alanine (1.13 and 8.54 ppm), 
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the CH3 and OH resonances for b-AspAla (0.86 and 12.85 ppm) and the CH2 peak at lowest chemical shifts and 
NH3

+ resonances for glycine (2.3 and 8.0 ppm).  

The processing of the spectra and the calculation of the scaling factors were done using the Bruker program 
TopSpin 3.5. Extraction of peak positions and experimental 1H linewidths were done in MATLAB using home-
written scripts which make use of the peakfit function.217 The post-processing procedures for the T2’ 
measurements (extraction of 1D spectra, evaluation of the area under each peak, fitting and extraction of T2’ 
value) were also done in MATLAB.  

2.2 Comparison	of	Decoupling	Performance	
Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 show the 1D 1H MAS (a) and 1H CRAMPS (b-f) spectra of alanine, glycine and 
β-AspAla respectively, obtained with WHH-4, MREV-8, BR-24, LG, PMLG, DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122 and LG4 at 3.0, 
12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS. Note that the results obtained on the PMLG sequence reflect FSLG performance, as these 
two sequences are equivalent, except for the way they are implemented at the spectrometer.   

We immediately see that all the CRAMPS spectra yield a remarkable improvement in resolution as compared to 
the MAS only spectra. This has also been shown to be the case at 65.0 kHz MAS for DUMBO type176,177 and PMLG 
type175,178,179 schemes if the pulse sequences are adapted slightly. (Note that at 65.0 kHz MAS is sufficiently 
efficient that the chemical shift scaling factors can be higher than the limit of 1/√3 imposed if the pulse sequence 
averages the dipolar couplings to zero to firs order).175-179,218 The improvement in resolution comes at the expense 
of the sensitivity, which here was reduced by a factor between 4 and 22 compared to the spectra acquired at 22.0 
kHz MAS. 

We also immediately see that the original LG sequence, perhaps not unexpectedly, yields significantly worse 
results than any of the other sequences across the board.  

All three compounds show the same trends. First we see that among the three “first-generation” multiple-pulse 
sequences (WHH-4, MREV-8 and BR-24) the decoupling efficiency in the quasi-static regime (3.0 kHz MAS) 
improves dramatically as we move down the series, from the least (WHH-4) to the most (BR-24) compensated 
sequence. However, the performance of all three sequences degrades as the spinning speed is increased. This 
degradation is most marked for BR-24, since the cycle time of BR-24 is significantly longer than for WHH-4 or 
MREV-8 (Figure 2.4) leading to the prediction that it is naturally more susceptible to the time-dependence 
introduced by faster MAS. 

However, we note that BR-24 performs as well as any of the other sequences in the 3.0 kHz regime, including the 
“second-generation” phase-modulated schemes. When we look at the four phase-modulated schemes PMLG, 
DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122, and LG4 we first see that again they all give very significantly better performance than 
the original LG scheme. Within this group of four sequences, we see that PMLG performs slightly less well than 
the other three sequences. This is expected since it has been shown that both the DUMBO sequences and (by 
design) LG4 can be seen as iterated versions of PMLG.173,184,204  

Indeed, the LG4 cycle is composed of two successive PMLG rotations around different angles in the xy plane. Thus, 
the relation between PMLG and LG4 is similar (but not the same) as the relation between WHH-4 and MREV-8. 
Comparing DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122 and LG4 we see that DUMBO-1 tends to yield the best performance of the 
three at slow spinning (3.0 kHz), which is not surprising since it was developed in the static limit, while eDUMBO-
122 tends to yield the best performance at faster rates (12.5 and 22.0 kHz), and that LG4 tends to yield good 
performance across the range of spinning speeds. 
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Figure 2.5. 1D 1H MAS spectra (a) and 1D 1H CRAMPS spectra (b-i) of powdered alanine. Spectra were obtained decoupling with LG 
(b), WHH-4 (c), MREV-8 (d), BR-24 (e), PMLG (f), DUMBO-1 (g), eDUMBO-122 (h) and LG4 (i). Spectra in the left, central and right 
columns were acquired at 3.0, 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS rate respectively. Full details on the experimental parameters are given in 
Appendix. Asterisks denote artefacts in the spectra and crosses denote axial peaks. The assignment is done using the color-code of 
Figure 2.2. Spectra are shown after correction for the experimentally measured chemical shift scaling factor, as detailed in Section 
2.1. 
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Figure 2.6. 1D 1H MAS spectra (a) and 1D 1H CRAMPS spectra (b-i) of powdered glycine. Spectra were obtained decoupling with LG 
(b), WHH-4 (c), MREV-8 (d), BR-24 (e), PMLG (f), DUMBO-1 (g), eDUMBO-122 (h) and LG4 (i). Spectra in the left, central and right 
columns were acquired at 3.0, 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS rate respectively. Full details on the experimental parameters are given in 
Appendix. Asterisks denote artefacts in the spectra and crosses denote axial peaks. The assignment is done using the color-code of 
Figure 2.2. Spectra are shown after correction for the experimentally measured chemical shift scaling factor, as detailed in Section 
2.1. 
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Figure 2.7. 1D 1H MAS spectra (a) and 1D 1H CRAMPS spectra (b-i) of powdered β-AspAla. Spectra were obtained decoupling with LG 
(b), WHH-4 (c), MREV-8 (d), BR-24 (e), PMLG (f), DUMBO-1 (g), eDUMBO-122 (h) and LG4 (i). Spectra in the left, central and right 
columns were acquired at 3.0, 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS rate respectively. Full details on the experimental parameters are given in 
Appendix. Asterisks denote artefacts in the spectra and crosses denote axial peaks. The assignment is done using the color-code of 
Figure 2.2. Spectra are shown after correction for the experimentally measured chemical shift scaling factor, as detailed in Section 
2.1. 
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For alanine (Figure 2.5) this results in the best linewidths at 3.0 kHz being (from BR-24) 115, 180 and 1530 Hz for 
CH3, CH and NH3 respectively. At 12.5 kHz we obtain 104, 150 and 878 Hz with eDUMBO-122. At 22.0 kHz we 
observe the best results again with eDUMBO-122, with linewidths of 113, 117 and 399 Hz. Note that the significant 
broadening of the NH3

+ resonance is attributed to interference between the decoupling sequence and the 
molecular dynamics of the NH3

+ moiety (rotation around the C-N bond). 

For glycine (Figure 2.6) we obtain the best results at 3.0 kHz with BR-24 and DUMBO-1. The former yields 
linewidths of 176, 210 and 241 Hz for CH2a, CH2b and NH3 respectively, while the latter yields 172, 211 and 315 Hz. 
At 12.5 kHz we obtain 189, 191 and 282 Hz with DUMBO-1, and at 22.0 kHz 180, 204 and 325 Hz with eDUMBO-
122. 

For β-AspAla (Figure 2.7) the best results at 3.0 kHz MAS are again obtained with BR-24, which provides all 
linewidths narrower than 220 Hz (with the CH3 linewidth of 125 Hz being the narrowest). At 12.5 kHz we observe 
the narrowest linewidths using DUMBO-1 and eDUMBO-122, which give very similar results and yield 119 Hz for 
the CH3 linewidth. At 22.0 kHz MAS we observe again the best results using eDUMBO-122, which yields a linewidth 
of 109 Hz for the CH3 group.   

In order to further understand the residual broadening under homonuclear decoupling, Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 and 
Figure 2.10 show the 1H T2’ dephasing curves194 measured using a double spin echo sequence (Figure 2.3d) for 
alanine, glycine and β-AspAla. The T2’ values extracted by fitting these curves are given in Appendix. Transverse 
dephasing times are important both to further probe the mechanisms of decoupling, but also to measure the 
coherence lifetimes that are directly limiting for the efficiency of many correlation experiments such as J-based 
HSQC type experiments.219  

Analogously to the decoupled spectra in the previous figures, we see that the shortest dephasing times under all 
conditions and across all three samples are obtained with the basic LG (for the first generation) and PMLG (for the 
second generation) sequences. For the “first-generation” sequences we also see a “textbook” increase in T2’ as 
we go from LG to WHH-4 to MREV-8 to BR-24 (see Figure 2.10a!) at the two lower spinning speeds. Interestingly, 
at 22.0 kHz, all four sequences yield essentially the same T2’ value. The T2’ value consistently decreases for all 
these sequences as we move to faster spinning speeds, in line with expectations. 

For alanine, at 3.0 kHz, the longest measured T2’ for the CH3 group is 11.2 ms obtained decoupling with BR-24. 
Note that this a factor ten longer than the shortest measured value of ~1.4 ms with both eDUMBO-122 and PMLG.  

 

Figure 2.8. Dephasing curves for CH3 resonance of alanine recorded using the pulse sequence of Figure 2.3d. The spectra were 
acquired using a MAS rate of 3.0 (a), 12.5 (b). and 22.0 (c) kHz. For decoupling we used: (top) LG (yellow), WHH-4 (blue), MREV-8 
(green) and BR-24 (red), (bottom) PMLG (yellow), DUMBO-1 (blue), eDUMBO-122 (green) and LG4 (red). Full details on the 
experimental parameters are given in Appendix.  
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Figure 2.9. Dephasing curves for CH2 resonances of glycine recorded using the pulse sequence of Figure 2.3d. The spectra were 
acquired using a MAS rate of 3.0 (a), 12.5 (b). and 22.0 (c) kHz. For decoupling we used: (top) LG (yellow), WHH-4 (blue), MREV-8 
(green) and BR-24 (red), (bottom) PMLG (yellow), DUMBO-1 (blue), eDUMBO-122 (green) and LG4 (red). Full details on the 
experimental parameters are given in Appendix. 

 

Figure 2.10. Dephasing curves for CH3 resonance of β-AspAla recorded using the pulse sequence of Figure 2.3d. The spectra were 
acquired using a MAS rate of 3.0 (a), 12.5 (b). and 22.0 (c) kHz. For decoupling we used: (top) LG (yellow), WHH-4 (blue), MREV-8 
(green) and BR-24 (red), (bottom) PMLG (yellow), DUMBO-1 (blue), eDUMBO-122 (green) and LG4 (red). Full details on the 
experimental parameters are given in Appendix. 

Interestingly, LG4 at 12.5 kHz MAS yields a T2’ of 13.4 ms, which is the longest we have observed for the CH3 
protons of alanine. This, however, is not directly reflected in the spectral resolution as this resonance is more than 
60 Hz broader than in the 12.5 kHz MAS eDUMBO-122 spectrum. At 22.0 kHz, the longest T2’ values are from 
eDUMBO-122 and LG4 (9.7 and 8.4 ms respectively), while the shortest are from the windowed schemes, which all 
have T2’ values around 2.5 ms.  

Similar T2’ results are obtained for glycine and β-AspAla with the same trends. The longest T2’ measured here is 
15.3 ms for BR-24 at 3.0 kHz (corresponding to a refocused linewidth of 21 Hz), 13.4 ms for LG4 at 12.5 kHz (24 
Hz), and 14.9 ms with eDUMBO-122 at 22.0 kHz (21 Hz).  

By combining the analysis of the spectral resolution and the T2’ values from the three compounds under analysis, 
we conclude that the best performing sequences in our hands in terms of decoupling performance are BR-24 and 
DUMBO-1 at 3.0 kHz MAS, and eDUMBO-122 at 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS, which give both the best spectral resolution 
and the longest T2’. The better performances of eDUMBO-122 over the other sequences might be likely attributed 
to the way this sequence was developed. Indeed, being optimized directly on experimental results, the sequence 
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might compensate for effects due to pulse imperfections (such as phase transients) and the insertion of the 
acquisition window. On the other side, we have systematically obtained worse results using eDUMBO-122 and 
PMLG at 3.0 kHz MAS, and MREV-8 and BR-24 at 12.5 kHz and, especially, at 22.0 kHz MAS, where they led to very 
poor resolution and short T2’. LG4 never yields the absolute best performance, but it is close to optimum across 
the whole range of spinning speeds and samples. While in general these results are in line with expectations, the 
excellent performance of BR-24 at low spinning speeds on modern consoles, in direct comparison with the second-
generation sequences considered here, was unexpected by us.  

As mentioned above, we note some inconsistencies between the spectral resolution and the measured T2’ values. 
Indeed, some of the sequences we tested, such as PMLG, provide fairly good spectral resolution but comparatively 
short T2’, while others, such as LG4, led to poorer resolution than sequences yielding shorter T2’.  

These inconsistencies might be due to the fact that for windowless schemes we have omitted the acquisition 
windows when performing the indirect T2’ measurements, where these windows do directly have an effect on the 
resolution of 1D CRAMPS spectra. Also, when comparing T2’ values and spectral resolution we tend to assume that 
the residual broadening is mainly caused by residual homonuclear dipolar coupling (which is measured by the T2’). 
However, this is not necessarily the case, especially in the low-to-moderate regime of MAS. Indeed, it has been 
shown that also at the highest spinning rate available today (~111 kHz MAS) the interactions refocused by a p 
pulse (chemical shift distribution) contribute significantly to the line broadening (see Chapter 3 and Ref. 163). If 
some of the sequences average also part of the residual interactions that are refocused by the p pulse, then the 
correlation between T2’ and spectral resolution would not be straightforward.  

 

Figure 2.11. Isotropic chemical shifts observed in the 1H CRAMPS spectra of powdered alanine (a), powdered glycine (b) and b-AspAla 
(c). The spectra were acquired using a MAS rate of 3.0 (top row), 12.5 (middle row). and 22.0 (bottom row) kHz. The observed isotropic 
chemical shifts are shown as red dots, while the expected isotropic chemical shifts (obtained with MAS only) are shown as grey 
dashed lines. The missing points are chemical shifts that could not be resolved due to the low spectral resolution. All observed 
chemical shift values are given in Appendix. 
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Another important feature of homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences is the chemical shift scaling factor. 
Overall, the experimental scaling factors measured here are in agreement with the expected values (details in 
Appendix). More interesting than the absolute value of the average scaling factor is, instead, the homogeneity of 
the scaling factor across the spectra. When applying homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences, indeed, the 
scaling factor is rarely perfectly homogeneous among the whole spectra.172,184,216,220-222 As a result, the isotropic 
chemical shifts of the resonances we observe with CRAMPS differ slightly from the isotropic chemical shifts we 
obtain using MAS. Figure 2.11 shows the isotropic chemical shifts values extracted from the 1H CRAMPS spectra 
(red dots) compared to the expected values, obtained by decoupling with MAS only (grey dotted lines). The overall 
RMSE between all observed and expected positions is 0.15 ppm. This is certainly not negligible, and might also be 
underestimated due to the fact that two out of the three compounds under analysis contain only three 
resonances. Indeed, if we consider only b-AspAla the RMSE goes up to 0.17 ppm.  

At 3.0 kHz MAS, the least good agreement between observed and expected shits is given by PMLG, with an average 
RMSE for the three compounds of 0.12 ppm, while the best agreement is provided by LG4 and MREV-8, with 
average RMSEs of 0.02 ppm and 0.03 ppm respectively. At 12.5 kHz, the poorest agreement is given by DUMBO-1 
(average RMSE of 0.12 ppm) while the best match between expected and observed shifts is obtained with LG4, 
with an average RMSE of 0.05 ppm. At 22.0 kHz MAS, the most accurate decoupling sequence is PMLG with an 
average RMSE of 0.06 ppm, while the worst results are obtained with BR-24 and DUMBO-1 (average RMSEs of 
0.18 and 0.13 ppm respectively).  

If we consider all spectra across the three spinning rates, LG4 clearly emerges as the most robust, with the most 
homogeneous scaling factor (the average RMSE is 0.05 ppm, and it never exceeded 0.12 ppm in any of the spectra) 
while the most inhomogeneous scaling factors are from DUMBO-1 and BR-24 (average RMSEs of 0.12 and 0.11 
ppm). 

2.3 Pulse	Sequence	Optimization	
Figure 2.12 shows the procedure we used to set up the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments shown in Section 2.2 and 
Section 2.4. We divide the setup of CRAMPS experiments into two main phases: the preparatory steps (in red in 
Figure 2.12), which consist in a set of guidelines to consider before starting the optimization of the pulse scheme, 
and the optimization steps (in yellow in Figure 2.12), where the experimental parameters are tuned in order to 
provide the best possible decoupling. Note that this second phase it is not exactly the same for all pulse schemes, 
as some of them may have extra parameters to consider. We will group the optimization step into two categories: 
windowed (WHH-4, MREV-8, and BR-24) and windowless (LG, PMLG, DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122, and LG4) schemes. 
Despite some small technical differences, the guidelines for the optimization are general and can be extended to 
other homonuclear dipolar decoupling schemes not investigated here. 

Note that there are a few other examples of guidelines to set up homonuclear dipolar decoupling experiments in 
the literature.184,196,212,223,224 Despite being more focused on specific decoupling schemes, we strongly encourage 
the reader to consult them to complement the material reported here. In particular, Ref. 223 offers a 
comprehensive study of experimental aspects for the optimization of LG-based decoupling schemes, and 
compared to our work it provides additional details on the effects of several experimental parameters on the 
scaling factor, and studies the dependence of the spectral resolution from relevant spectrometer default timings, 
such as the transmitter blanking time (BLKTR) and the phase presetting time (PHASPR). 

The overall quality of a CRAMPS spectrum depends on three factors: the spectral resolution, the intensity of the 
axial peak, and the presence of artefacts.212 Ideally, the resolution should be as high as possible, while the axial 
peak and the artefacts should be absent. To generalize, the spectral resolution is mostly affected by the 
transmitter offset, the cycle time (𝜏𝜏c), the length of the acquisition window (𝜏𝜏acq - for windowless sequences only) 
and the decoupling power level. The intensity of the axial peak is mostly affected by the overall phase angle and 
the phases and lengths of the pre-pulse (the pulse 𝜃𝜃 after the initial 𝜋𝜋/2) and compensation pulses 𝜃𝜃c1 and 𝜃𝜃c2 
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(when present). Note that this separation between parameters that influence resolution and the axial peak is 
indicative, as there can be significant cross talk. Finally, the intensity of the artefacts can be adjusted by changing 
the length of the acquisition window, and their position by moving the transmitter offset. However, to obtain 
spectra completely free of artefacts is not trivial, and it is often achieved in conditions which do not maximize the 
spectral resolution. As a consequence, it is usually better to adjust the transmitter position so that the artefacts 
are far from the peaks of interest.  

Note that the intensity of the axial peak and the number of artefacts can be lowered (often suppressed) also 
through the implementation of supercycled sequences.215,216 Supercycling here means to apply a phase increment 
of 2𝜋𝜋/n (where n is usually equal to 2) between consecutive decoupling elements. This leads to the generation of 
an effective field along the z-axis, which can produce cleaner spectra, with fewer (and smaller) artefacts and lower 
intensity of the axial peak without further optimization. However, this also produces a significant reduction of the 
scaling factor, and therefore resolution, which is a major drawback of such an implementation. As a consequence, 
we recommend using sequences that are not supercycled, and where the optimization process described here 
provides spectra which are equally clean.  

The following step by step protocol for the optimization of CRAMPS experiments makes references to the pulse 
sequences (Appendix) and “au” programs (given at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmr.2019.106598). These pulse and 
“au” programs were written for a Bruker Avance III HD console with Topspin 3.5, and might require modifications 
if used on a different system. 

 

Figure 2.12. Schematic representation of the procedure to setup CRAMPS experiments described in Section 2.3. IAP indicates the 
intensity of the axial peak, IHD indicates the intensity of the highest peak in the spectra (which is not the axial peak). 

2.3.1 Preparatory	Steps	

Good practice for the acquisition of CRAMPS spectra starts when packing the sample. At this stage while this may 
depend on individual probes, we systematically restrict the sample to the central third of the rotor with the 
thought that this will reduce sensitivity to rf inhomogeneity. Restricting the sample will not always make a large 
difference,223 but it is never detrimental in our hands. Using inserts with spherical samples has been suggested in 
the past,174,225 but in our hands this has always proven to be very difficult to implement and has not led to 
observably better performance than simple restriction to the central third, which is what we thus recommend 
here.  
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Figure 2.13a shows an example of the gain in resolution obtained by confining the sample, in the case of a 
spectrum of b-AspAla acquired using eDUMBO-122. Here, the linewidth of the methyl resonance (at 0.86ppm) 
decreases from 186 Hz (blue spectrum) to 160 Hz (red spectrum) when adding the Teflon insert, which corresponds 
to about a 14% gain in resolution. 

Once the sample is packed and inserted into the probe, it is important to always actively control the sample 
temperature with the variable temperature (VT) gas. Indeed, changes in temperature can lead to small changes in 
probe tuning, which will change decoupling performance. Additionally, the application of high power rf pulses 
leads to additional heating, which can also lead to extra line broadening contributions. The application of active 
temperature control limits these effects. However, note that using overly high VT flows sometimes leads to micro 
vibrations of the rotor (visible on the probe tuning wobble curve) which can also affect the quality of the spectra 
by increasing the quantity and intensity of the artefacts. (All our experiments were done using a VT flow of 600 
l/h). 

The next step is the selection of the decoupling scheme, in the light of the guidelines given in Section 2.2 
depending on the MAS rate desired. Note that at higher spinning rates than 22.0 kHz, sequences such as PMLG, 
DUMBO-1, and eDUMBO-122 have been shown to still provide good resolution (and presumably LG4),175-177 but 
the best decoupling performances at 65.0 kHz MAS were so far obtained with sequences specifically developed to 
work in the very-fast spinning regime such as eDUMBO-PLUS-1177 or TIMES/TIMES0.178,179 

The next parameter to consider is the probe tuning frequency (νt). Figure 2.13b shows three spectra of β-AspAla 
acquired by detuning the probe from 500.43 MHz (the transmitter offset) to 500.46 MHz. We note the strong 
effect of the tuning frequency on the peak positions, which are significantly shifted to higher frequencies when νt 

increases. This frequency shift has been explained by Vega in terms of phase transients.221 Note that changes of νt 
also affect the spectral resolution. In the spectra of Figure 2.13b the linewidth of the methyl resonance goes from 
202 Hz in the spectra acquired using νt of 500.43 and 500.46 MHz, to 182 Hz using νt of 500.45 MHz; about a 10% 
gain in resolution. To begin, the probe should be tuned at the frequency at which the probe gives the minimum 
reflected power (as shown by the probe tuning wobble curve). The tuning can then be adjusted toward the end of 
the optimization to find the νt value that gives the highest resolution.  

The spectrometer pulse program to use will be different depending on the choice of the decoupling scheme. 
Windowless decoupling schemes (LG, PMLG, DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122 and LG4 – Figure 2.4a,d,e,g,h) require the 
use of a pulse program corresponding to Figure 2.3a, where an acquisition window is added between decoupling 
pulses in order to periodically sample the FID and pulse are implemented directly using quadrature phases. The 
second-generation decoupling schemes are all implemented as continuous phase-modulated pulses (as is LG). The 
parameters to select when generating a shaped pulse are: (i) the number of phase steps, (ii) the number of 
decoupling cycles to repeat between each acquisition window and (iii) the offset. The number of phase steps 
depends on the pulse resolution of the console in use. The Avance III HD system has a resolution of 0.1 μs, so a 
pulse of 10 μs can be described using up to 100 steps. We found that the number of phase steps used to describe 
the sequence does not have a significant influence on the resolution, unless too few. Here we used 64 steps to 
describe each cycle of DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122, LG, and PMLG (despite the latter is usually implemented using 
only 6, 10 or 18 steps each cycle – respectively dubbed as wPMLG3, wPMLG5, and wPMLG9)213,226 and 120 steps 
to describe LG4. The number of decoupling cycles between each acquisition window should be optimized. We 
found that the best resolution was achieved with 2 cycles for DUMBO-1 and eDUMBO-122, 3 cycles for LG4 and 1 
cycle for LG and PMLG. In the following, we will use the term “decoupling element” to refer to the group of 
decoupling cycles applied between two consecutive acquisition windows. The last parameter to choose during the 
generation of the shaped pulse is the starting phase, which changes the direction of the effective field in the xy 
plane by incrementing the phase of the whole waveform. In the next section, we will describe in detail how to 
perform the optimization of this phase. 
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Figure 2.13. Optimization of 1H CRAMPS experiments. (a) Spectra acquired with (red) and without (blue) a Teflon insert. (b) Spectra 
acquired with different tuning frequencies (νt). (c-p) Examples of decoupling performance as a function of (c) transmitter offset, (d) 
pre-pulse length, (e) pre-pulse phase, (f-g) length of the decoupling element for windowed (f) and windowless (g) schemes, (h) power 
level of the decoupling element, (i) number of FID points acquired during each acquisition window, (j) extra delay in the acquisition 
window, (k-l) phase of the compensation pulses qc2 (k) and qc1 (l), (m-n) length of the compensation pulses qc2 (m) and qc1 (n). Spectra 
(a-c, i-k) were acquired using β-AspAla, (d, f, h, and n) using glycine and (e, g, l, and m) using alanine. The decoupling scheme was 
eDUMBO-122 in (a, b, g, j, and m), LG4 in (c, I, and k), WHH-4 in (d), BR-24 in (f) and PMLG in (e, h, and l). MAS rates were 22.0 kHz in 
(a, b, e, g, j, k, and l), 12.5 kHz in (c, d, h, m, and n) and 3.0 kHz in (f and i). 
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Windowed schemes (WHH-4, MREV-8, and BR-24  – Figure 2.4b,c,f) require the pulse scheme of Figure 2.3b, 
where the FID is sampled in acquisition windows placed within the decoupling cycle. Note that the presence of an 
intrinsic acquisition window within the decoupling scheme is an advantage for homonuclear decoupling, since, 
adding a delay for acquisition may degrade performance. We use one acquisition window per cycle, centered in 
the first 2τ delay. Note that to maximize the signal to noise ratio it is possible to use multiple acquisition windows 
per decoupling cycle if a proper post-acquisition FID reconstruction is performed.199 The overall phase again plays 
an important role also for these sequences and needs to be adjusted to obtain the correct orientation of the 
effective field. Since these schemes do not require the generation of a shaped pulse, this is done using the constant 
cnst10 in the pulse program, which adds to the phase of all the π/2 pulses. Further details on the optimization of 
this phase can be found in the next section. 

2.3.2 Optimization	Steps	

The optimization then starts with the acquisition of a spectrum using guess parameters (for example, which were 
previously optimized for another system, or alternatively using the set of initial parameters given in Appendix) as 
a starting point. Note that before acquiring the first spectrum it is important for the safety of the probe to adjust 
the acquisition time. Due to the application of high power rf pulses between acquisition windows, the acquisition 
time should be kept as short as possible for the sample under analysis. In our experiments, we never exceed 35 
ms acquisition times, and we typically use about 20 ms. This limitation is not only related to the duty cycle of the 
probe itself, but also to the fact that the longer the application of high power rf pulses, the higher the chance to 
significantly heat up the sample, introducing extra line broadening effects. 

Transmitter Frequency  

After the acquisition of the initial spectrum, the optimization of the pulse program parameters should begin with 
a rough adjustment of the transmitter offset (o1 in the pulse program, in steps of 500 Hz). As shown in Figure 
2.13c, the position of the transmitter offset affects both the spectral resolution and the intensity of the axial peak. 
The aim of this first step is to avoid overlap with any of the resonances of interest, as the transmitter frequency 
and the zone nearby will appear distorted in the spectrum. In terms of resolution, best results are usually obtained 
when the transmitter is positioned on the right hand side of the spectrum, as close as possible to the peaks of 
interest but far enough to avoid distortion of the zone of interest.212,221 While optimizing the transmitter 
frequency, it is also important to ensure that the positions of the artefacts do not overlap with the peaks. The 
position of the transmitter offset will then be refined in the following steps.  

Suppression of the Axial Peak  

During the optimization of the transmitter offset, as well as of other parameters that influence the intensity of the 
axial peak, the axial peak might likely become so intense to overwhelm the spectra itself. In such a case, the 
adjustment of the pre-pulse length and the overall phase angle became necessary to continue with the 
optimization. One way to experimentally determine the values of these two parameters was originally introduced 
by Lesage and co-workers.212 Despite being a very precise method to determine both pre-pulse length and offset 
angle, able in most cases to completely suppress the axial peak, this method has also some disadvantages. In 
particular, it (i) requires the use of a different pulse program than the one used for the direct acquisition of 1H 
CRAMPS spectra, (ii) requires the generation of multiple phase-modulated waveforms when windowless schemes 
are used and (iii) assumes continuous decoupling without considering the effect of the acquisition window. As a 
result, the process is time consuming and used as a last resort. The direct optimization of the pre-pulse phase 
(cnst25 in the pulse program) is a faster way to suppress the axial peak in 1D 1H spectra, and usually provides 
satisfactory results. This optimization can be run directly in the 1D spectra, in concert with the optimization of the 
pre-pulse length (p14 in the pulse program) to quickly remove the axial peak (Figure 2.13d-e). In the initial stages 
of optimization, where there is no need of completely suppress the axial peak, the phase can be optimized in steps 
of 20/30° (from 0° to 360°) and the length in steps of 0.2/0.25 𝜇𝜇s (from 0 to 1.5 𝜇𝜇s). The step sizes should then be 
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decreased later on in the optimization, when approaching the final result. These two parameters should be refined 
whenever the intensity of the axial peak is higher than the most intense peak in the spectra.  

Length and Power Level of Decoupling Element  

The following two parameters to optimize are the length and the power level of the decoupling element, which 
both play a central role in the maximization of the spectral resolution. The optimization protocol is slightly 
different for windowed and windowless schemes.  

Windowed Schemes. In windowed schemes, the length of the decoupling cycle is defined by the delay 𝜏𝜏 shown in 
Figure 2.4b,c,f (p10 in the pulse programs). The minimum value of 𝜏𝜏	 is limited by the length of the acquisition 
window, which is positioned within a 2𝜏𝜏	delay in the decoupling cycle, and by the length of the 𝜋𝜋/2 pulses, which 
must be subtracted from the 𝜏𝜏 and 2𝜏𝜏 delays to maintain the symmetry typical of windowed sequences. A good 
strategy to find the optimal length of the decoupling cycle is to start setting up 𝜏𝜏 as small as possible, and then to 
increment it of 2 to 3 𝜇𝜇s in steps of 0.05 to 0.1 𝜇𝜇s. For the windowed decoupling schemes we test in this work, we 
found that shorter decoupling cycles provide better resolution, as shown in Figure 2.13f. We usually set 𝜏𝜏 to 0.05 
or 0.1 𝜇𝜇s larger than the minimum possible value, as the spectral resolution remains almost unchanged, but the 
intensity of the artefacts decreases. For optimal resolution, the power level for these sequences (pl13 in the pulse 
program) should be set as high as the duty cycle of the probe allows, due to the fact that the length of the 𝜋𝜋/2 
pulses limits the length of the decoupling cycle. Besides the effect on the cycle length, we do not observe any 
significant direct influence of the power level on the spectral resolution (keeping 𝜏𝜏 constant) with the rf amplitudes 
used here. Note that the calibration of the 𝜋𝜋/2 pulse is very important to maximize the performance of these 
sequences, as miscalibrated pulses provide poorer resolution and lower scaling factors. Once both the length and 
the power level of the decoupling cycle are set, the transmitter offset should be tuned (in steps of 100/200 Hz) to 
obtain optimal resolution. For windowed sequences, we found that the transmitter position is relatively 
independent of the length of the decoupling cycle.  

Windowless Schemes. Windowless schemes require more careful optimization of length and power level of the 
decoupling element. The spectral resolution is strongly influenced by the interplay of these two parameters and 
the transmitter offset, and a mis-setting of one of these values can dramatically decrease the quality of the spectra. 
From our experience, the most efficient way to find optimal values for these three parameters is through an 
iterative optimization of each of them while keeping the other two fixed.  

We usually start by adjusting the length of the decoupling element (p10 in the pulse program) while keeping the 
power level constant (Figure 2.13g). At the beginning of the optimization this parameter can be screened from 
the smallest possible pulse length (which depends on the number of steps used to describe the shaped pulse) up 
to a few tens of 𝜇𝜇s, in large steps of about 5 𝜇𝜇s (depending on the decoupling scheme used and the number of 
decoupling cycles repeated, the length of the decoupling element might also exceed 100 𝜇𝜇s). The range of 
decoupling lengths that provide better resolution in this first screening should be further investigated using 
smaller steps (down to 1-2 𝜇𝜇s). Note that the optimal decoupling time strongly depends on the rotor period (tr). 
In particular, strong recoupling conditions which lead to very poor resolution are observed when the decoupling 
cycle time and the rotor period are synchronized (tc/tr = n/2, where n is an integer).212,226,227 While the conditions 
where recoupling occurs are clear and can be calculated, there conversely is not a known relation of cycle time 
and rotor period that guarantee good resolution. As a guideline, in our experiments we often observed optimal 
resolution with tc/tr around 0.2, 0.7 and 1.2 for windowless homonuclear dipolar decoupling schemes. These are 
however purely empirical observations and do not guarantee optimal resolution.  

Once the length of the decoupling element is set to a value that provides good spectral resolution, the decoupling 
power level (pl13 in the pulse program) is adjusted. An example of the optimization of this parameter is shown in 
Figure 2.13h. Initially, we suggest screening the decoupling power from low power levels (few Watts) up to the 
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maximum value allowed by the duty cycle in steps of 10/20 W. Then, the region of power levels that provides best 
decoupling should be further investigated using smaller step sizes (around 5 W).  

Following the optimization of length and power level of the decoupling element, the transmitter frequency should 
be re-adjusted with smaller step size as compared to the initial optimization (around 100/200 Hz). To find optimal 
resolution, the optimization of these three parameters should be iteratively repeated decreasing gradually both 
the screening window and the step size (down to about 0.25 𝜇𝜇s, 2 W and 100 Hz for the length and power level of 
the decoupling element and transmitter frequency respectively). Note that to reach a satisfying spectral resolution 
might require several iterative loops, especially when the starting point is far from the optimal conditions. Note 
also that the combination of decoupling length and power level affects the scaling factor of the sequence, which 
should be taken into account while finding the optimal values. 

Acquisition Window  

The next step is the optimization of the acquisition window. On an Avance III spectrometer, the acquisition window 
is composed of an initial receiver deadtime of 1.6 𝜇𝜇s, a delay of variable length to turn the receiver on and sample 
n complex points, 0.1 𝜇𝜇s to turn off the receiver, and an extra variable delay. The two parameters to tune are the 
number of complex points to acquire during each acquisition window (l11 in the pulse program) and (for 
windowless sequences only) the delay that follows the receiver closure (p8 in the pulse program).  

Windowed Schemes. In windowed schemes the acquisition window is inserted within the decoupling cycle, limiting 
its minimum duration. It plays a critical role in spectral resolution, which we found to be remarkably better with 
shorter cycle lengths (as mentioned above). As a consequence, the acquisition window should be as short as 
possible. We obtained optimal resolution acquiring 3 complex points per decoupling cycle (l11=6). Note that 
currently for windowed sequences the delay after receiver closure is not a tunable parameter. It has a fixed value 
of 1.4 𝜇𝜇s, and it is used to centre the acquisition window in the 2𝜏𝜏 delay of the decoupling scheme (this delay is 
encoded in the pulse program and is not under the control of the user). 

Windowless Schemes. In windowless sequences the acquisition window is positioned between two decoupling 
elements, giving a higher degree of freedom for its optimization compared to windowed schemes. However also 
for these sequences the acquisition windows should be kept short due to the absence of homonuclear dipolar 
decoupling, which leads to broad spectra when long windows are used. Figure 2.13i shows an example of the 
optimization of the number of complex points acquired after each decoupling cycle. Increasing this value increases 
the spectral sensitivity, and at the same time affects slightly both the spectral resolution and the scaling factor. 
Since for organic solids the 1H sensitivity is usually not a limiting problem, we selected the correct values based 
solely on the resolution, which is given by the combination of linewidth and scaling factor. For most schemes, we 
found optimal resolution using l11 equal to 16 (except for LG4 where the optimal value was 26, probably due to 
the longer decoupling element). Figure 2.13j shows an example of the optimization of the delay after the closure 
of the receiver. To find the optimal value, we suggest screening this parameter from 0 to 1 𝜇𝜇s in steps of 0.1 𝜇𝜇s. In 
general, we found the best values for this parameter to be often lower than 0.5 𝜇𝜇s, and that values higher than 1 
𝜇𝜇s provide systematically poorer resolution. 

Compensation Pulses  

This step has to be performed for windowless sequences only, which have two compensation pulses (qc1 and qc2) 
at the beginning and at the end of each decoupling element. These pulses were originally developed for PMLG 
and LG4 to remove the chemical shift scaling factor distortion that occurs near the transmitter frequency in 1D 
CRAMPS experiments.184 We found that phenomenologically the addition of these two pulses improves the 
spectral resolution also when using the other windowed decoupling schemes tested in this work.  

In their original implementation, these pulses were of the same length, always smaller than 0.5 𝜇𝜇s. In contrast, we 
found that the best results are obtained when both the lengths (as well as the phases) of these two pulses are 
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independently optimized. Typically, we start their optimization by fixing the pulse lengths to a relatively short 
value, about 0.3 𝜇𝜇s, and by screening over 360° the phase of the qc2 pulse in steps of 5° (this can be done by 
changing the constant cnst21 in the pulse program). The value of the qc2 phase affects significantly both the 
spectral resolution and the intensity of the axial peak, as shown in Figure 2.13k. However, the choice of the optimal 
value for this parameter should be based solely on the spectral resolution, as the axial peak can be suppressed in 
a later stage by modifying the pre-pulse parameters. The optimization of the phase of the pulse qc1 can be 
performed in a similar way (changing the constant cnst22 in the pulse program), but from our experience we found 
that it has a much smoother effect on the spectral resolution compared to the qc2 phase (Figure 2.13l). Note that 
screening these phases over 360° is not necessary if, initially, the axial peak is adjusted by changing the phase of 
the decoupling element instead of the pre-pulse. In this case, the correct values for the parameters cnst21 and 
cnst22 should be close to 0, and the optimization can be run in a smaller range (from -30° to +30° in steps of 5°). 

Once the qc1 and qc2 phases are set, we focus on their lengths, whose effects on the quality of the spectra are 
shown in Figure 2.13m and Figure 2.13n respectively for qc2 and qc1. This optimization should be performed in an 
iterative way, changing one pulse length at the time while keeping all other parameters constant. We start by 
screening the length of qc2 (p21 in the pulse program) from 0 to 1.2 𝜇𝜇s in steps of 0.1 𝜇𝜇s, followed by the same 
optimization for the qc1 length (p22 in the pulse program). Then, this procedure should be iteratively repeated 
decreasing the step size (down to 0.025 𝜇𝜇s) until optimal resolution is achieved.  

Final Adjustments  

At this stage, the optimization of both windowed and windowless decoupling schemes is nearly finished, and the 
quality of the spectra should be comparable to the ones shown in the section above. The last step is the fine tuning 
of the pre-pulse length and phase, in order to completely suppress the axial peak. Being the last step, these two 
parameters should be screened using small step sizes (0.025 𝜇𝜇s and 2° for length and phase of the pre-pulse 
respectively). The tuning of these two parameters should lead to a high-resolution 1H spectrum with a minimized 
axial peak.  

Scaling Factor Correction & Referencing  

The axis of the acquired spectrum then needs to be corrected for the chemical shift scaling factor. This can be 
measured by comparing the distance between two peaks in the 1H CRAMPS spectrum with the distance between 
the same peaks in the MAS spectrum. The correction of the spectrum can then be done at the spectrometer by 
dividing the acquisition spectral width by the scaling factor (using the command “s swh” in TopSpin), and Fourier 
transforming again. The chemical shift values extracted from the MAS spectrum should be used to calibrate on an 
absolute scale the chemical shift axis of the CRAMPS spectrum.  

When it is not possible to resolve at least two peaks in the MAS spectrum, it is necessary to use an external 
reference for the calculation of the chemical shift scaling factor and for the calibration of the chemical shift axis 
on an absolute scale. In this case, the optimization of the CRAMPS parameters should be performed on the 
compound under analysis, and then the CRAMPS spectrum of the reference compound should be acquired under 
the exact same conditions. Note that the optimization of the CRAMPS parameters on the sample of interest is 
preferred, however in some cases (such as complex samples, samples with low sensitivity or long relaxation times) 
it is easier to carry out also the optimization on an external reference (we suggest to use one of the three standard 
compounds used in Section 2.2). Each time an external reference is used, it is important to take into account the 
influence of the probe tuning frequency on the observed chemical shifts, mentioned in Section 2.3.1 and shown 
in Figure 2.13b. To avoid inconsistent referencing, it is indeed very important to use the same value of νt to acquire 
the CRAMPS spectra of the compound under analysis and of the reference. 
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2.4 Limits	on	Resolution		
Figure 2.14a shows the measured spin-echo dephasing curve (in red) for the methyl resonance of b-AspAla 
recorded under MREV-8 decoupling with 12.5 kHz sample spinning. The same resonance in the corresponding 1D 
spectra has a linewidth (Δ) of 182 Hz (which yields T2*= 1/πΔ = 1.7 ms). As shown in Figure 2.14a in blue, the 
measured spin-echo dephasing curve best fits to an exponential decay (S(2t)=a*exp(-2t/ T2’)) yielding T2’ = 5.95 
ms, which in turn corresponds to a residual linewidth due to coherent non-refocusable interactions (the 
“homogeneous” interactions accordingly to the definition of Maricq and Waugh)159 of 54 Hz, as shown in Figure 
2.14b. The homogeneous interactions (not corrected here for the scaling factor of the sequence, which 
conceptually should only be applied to the refocusable terms) are thus estimated to be about half of the 
inhomogeneous contributions (the refocusable ones). This is broadly in line with previous observations.228 

When using the highest performance methods available today, we expect to see a lengthening of the coherence 
lifetimes, accompanying the reduction in observable spectral linewidths. However, we discovered unexpectedly 
that at longer coherence lifetimes, the dephasing curves deviate significantly from simple exponential decays. As 
a representative example, Figure 2.15 shows the dephasing curves for four of the eight resonances of b-AspAla 
acquired using eDUMBO-122 at a spinning rate of 12.5 kHz. In all cases the dephasing curves have significantly 
longer T2’ than for MREV-8, as expected, but they deviate from the exponential case with the appearance of a 
strongly oscillating component. The Fourier transforms of these curves seen in Figure 2.15 show that these 
residual coherent homogeneous interactions present during decoupling lead to a splitting of up to 80 Hz. This 
behaviour is observed for several decoupling sequences, such as eDUMBO-122, LG4 and BR-24, over a range of 
MAS rates between 3.0 and 22.0 kHz. This oscillating contribution is the primary limiting factor for the lifetime of 
the decay. Removing this residual splitting would lead to line narrowing in the spectra. We note that the 80 Hz 
splitting here is roughly 0.3% of the typical 1H-1H dipolar coupling between geminal protons. Identifying the origin 
of the residual splitting from a theoretical standpoint is thus a very challenging problem that will be addressed in 
the future. However, we have been able to characterise the transformation properties of the interaction from an 
experimental standpoint.  

Figure 2.16 shows the difference between the dephasing curves acquired with the basic single π pulse Hahn echo 
sequence,229 and a series of different experiments in which we use two or three π pulses to form an echo with 
different pulse phases and timings. This is motivated by the idea that while the residual that we observe in Figure 
2.15 is not refocused by a single π pulse, there are many examples in the literature of how permutation in general 
might lead to better averaging of residuals,167,168,174,191-193,230-234 and for π pulses in particular the archetypal 
example is the Meiboom-Gill modification of the Carr-Purcell echo train experiment.235 

 

Figure 2.14. (a) Dephasing curve for the CH3 resonance of powdered b-AspAla recorded using the pulse sequence of Figure 2.3c. The 
spectra were acquired with a MAS rate of 12.5 kHz. During 2t the MREV-8 sequence was used for decoupling, with 156.25 kHz 1H rf 
power (90° pulse length of 1.6µs) and length of a decoupling cycle (tc) of 31.8µs. A total of 512 2t values were used, each one acquired 
with 32 scans. Experimental points are shown in red, and the blue line corresponds to the best fit to an exponential decay, leading 
to a T2’ of 5.9 ms. (b) Fourier transform of the experimental dephasing curve shown in (a). The full linewidth at half-height is measured 
to be 54 Hz. 
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Figure 2.15. Dephasing curves for CH3 (a) CH(Ala) (b) OH (c) and CH(Asp) (d) resonances of b-AspAla recorded using the pulse sequence 
of Figure 2.3c. The spectra were acquired using a MAS rate of 12.5 kHz. During 2t a 64 phase-step eDUMBO-122 sequence was used 
for decoupling. The proton rf power during decoupling was 130 kHz with a time of 24.5 µs for each cycle. A total of 64 t1 points with 
32 scans were collected. 

The different experiments will be denoted using a combination of the symbols Ea and πa, where E and π are used 
to describe the building block used to construct the sequence, and a represents the phase of the π pulse inside 
the corresponding building block. Ea represents a Hahn echo building block composed of t-pa-t. The phase a is 
defined with respect to the phase of the first π/2 pulse, with x being the same phase as the initial pulse, y a phase 
shift of 90°, x£ of 180° and y£ of 270°. So, for example, the symbol Ey can be used to represent the sequence 
composed by π/2x-t-py-t, or π/2y-t-p-x-t. In the same way, it is possible to define the double spin-echo experiment 
(π/2x-t-py-2t-py-t) as EyEy, (π/2x-t-py-2t-px-t) as EyEx and so on. The symbol πa is a building block composed of only 
a single π pulse of phase a, with a defined as described above. For example, a sequence composed of two echoes 
with a π pulse in the middle (π/2x-t-py-t-py-t-py-t) is described as EyπyEy. 

From the data shown in Figure 2.16 we first notice that the oscillating component previously introduced in the 
dephasing curves of Figure 2.15 is present also for other samples, at different spinning rates, and for decoupling 
with different homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences. Figure 2.16 also shows how the application of a 
different number of spin echo blocks changes the behaviour of the dephasing curves dramatically. In all cases the 
double spin-echo EyEy sequence (in green) removes the oscillation that leads to negative intensities when the curve 
is acquired with the Ey sequence. In contrast, if a p pulse is inserted between the two spin echoes (experiment 
EyπyEy, in light blue in Figure 2.16) the oscillation is re-introduced, but with a frequency which is about half of the 
original one. The data for triple and quadruple echoes, EyEyEy in orange and EyEyEyEy in blue, seem to indicate that 
they also largely remove the oscillating component. Other combinations of echoes and p pulses were tested and 
are shown in Section 2.6.  
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Figure 2.16. Behaviour of dephasing curves for different numbers and timings of π pulses. Results from different experiments are 
shown in different colours, corresponding to the labels shown and with the nomenclature explained in the text. (a), (b) and (c) are 
the dephasing curves of the CH3 resonance of b-AspAla recorded at 500 MHz. (a) and (b) were acquired with eDUMBO-122 at 12.5 
and 22.0 kHz MAS respectively. (c) was acquired with BR-24 at 3.0 kHz MAS. During decoupling 1H rf power was set to 130 kHz in (a), 
125 kHz in (b) and 156.25 kHz in (c). Decoupling cycles length was 24.5 µs in (a), 27.4 µs in (b) and 95.4 µs in (c). (d) shows the 
dephasing curves of the CH and CH2 resonances of adamantane acquired at 400 MHz. Here the spectrum was decoupled with 
eDUMBO-122 using a MAS rate of 22.0 kHz. 1H rf power during decoupling was 125 kHz with a time of 27 µs for each cycle. 

The use of multiple echo sequences leads to longer apparent decays, which correspond to narrower homogeneous 
broadening. In Figure 2.17 we show results that demonstrate the better performance of the double spin-echo EyEy 
sequence if compared to the Ey version. From the Fourier transforms of the dephasing curves it is possible to see 
the remarkable narrowing in the linewidth obtained with the application of the EyEy experiment. In the case of 
eDUMBO-122 at 22.0 kHz MAS, the linewidth of the CH3 resonance of alanine obtained in a 1D experiment, D*, is 
112 Hz. Of this residual broadening, the contribution of coherent non-refocusable interactions is 70 Hz as revealed 
from the Ey T2’ experiment. With the EyEy experiment these contributions can be reduced to about half of their 
original values, leading to a residual broadening of 40 Hz (Figure 2.17a). Figure 2.17b shows the dephasing curves 
of the methyl resonance of the b-AspAla, acquired decoupling with BR-24 at 3.0 kHz MAS. In a 1D experiment this 
resonance has D* = 166 Hz, of which 38 Hz are due to coherent interactions. The application of a double spin-echo 
leads to a T2’ of about 22.7 ms, which corresponds approximately to a broadening of 14 Hz. The last two curves of 
Figure 2.17 were obtained for the CH2 and CH resonances of adamantane using eDUMBO-122 at 22.0 kHz MAS 
using BR-24 at 3.0 kHz MAS. Due to their small difference in isotropic chemical shift, the two resonances cannot 
be resolved and therefore the dephasing curves are the sum of both. In the 1D CRAMPS spectra we obtained 
linewidths (D*) of 68 and 86 Hz by decoupling with eDUMBO-122 and BR-24 respectively. The Ey T2’ experiments 
reveal that the contribution of coherent homogeneous interactions to the total linewidths corresponds to 36 Hz 
out of 68 Hz when decoupling with eDUMBO-122 and 40 Hz out of 86 Hz when using BR-24. In both cases the 
application of the EyEy experiment is able to substantially reduce the amount of non-refocusable interactions. In 
the first case, the line broadening is reduced to 21 Hz, about half of the starting value. This gain in lifetime is even 
greater for the second curve, for BR-24, with a residual non-refocusable broadening of only 7 Hz (T2’ = 45.2 ms) 
recorded with the EyEy experiment, which corresponds to an increase of more than a factor four as compared to 
the natural resolution. We note that the difference in magnetic fields used should have little effect on the 
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refocused linewidths. The difference in performance here should then be related to the intrinsic performance of 
the two sequences under these conditions. 

 

Figure 2.17. The left column shows dephasing curves for the CH3 resonance of Ala (a), b-AspAla (b) and the CH and CH2 resonances 
of adamantane (c-d). Dephasing curves were acquired with the pulse sequences in Figure 2.3c (red) and Figure 2.3d (green). MAS 
rate was set to 22.0 kHz in (a) and (c) and 3.0 kHz in (b) and (d). For decoupling in (a) and (c) we used eDUMBO-122, with 1H rf power 
of 125 kHz and decoupling cycles lengths (tc) of 27.4 µs in (a) and 27 µs in (c). (b) and (d) were acquired decoupling with BR-24, using 
156.25 kHz 1H rf power (90° pulse length of 1.6µs) and tc of 95.4µs in (b) and 125 kHz 1H rf power (90° pulse length of 2µs) and tc of 
104.4µs in (d). A total of 64 τ points with 32 scans were collected for both single and double echo experiments in (a), (c) and (d). In 
(b) 256 τ points were collected for the single echo and 64 for the double echo, in both cases with 32 scans. The right column shows 
the Fourier transforms of the corresponding dephasing curves. The curves in (a), (b) and (d) were acquired at 500 MHz, the one in (c) 
at 400 MHz. 

2.5 Conclusions		
In this chapter, we have focused on the acquisition of high-resolution 1H spectra using homonuclear dipolar 
decoupling sequences. First, we compare the experimental performances of 1H CRAMPS experiments using eight 
homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences (LG, WHH-4, MREV-8, BR-24, PMLG/FSLG, DUMBO-1, eDUMBO-122, 
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and LG4) on three different powdered samples (alanine, glycine, and b-AspAla) and at three different MAS rates 
(3.0, 12.5, and 22.0 kHz). We compare these sequences by analysing spectral resolution, T2’ values and 
homogeneity of the scaling factors. We show that the best spectral resolution and the longest T2’ values are given 
by BR-24 and DUMBO-1 at 3.0 kHz MAS, and eDUMBO-122 at 12.5 and 22.0 kHz MAS. LG4 never yields the absolute 
best performance, but it is close to optimum across the whole range of spinning speeds and samples and is the 
sequence that gives the most homogeneous scaling factor (with an average RMSE between chemical shifts 
observed with LG4 CRAMPS and with MAS experiments of 0.05 ppm). Then, we provide a detailed set of guidelines 
to optimise the performances of 1H CRAMPS experiments with the aim of making these experiments accessible to 
all NMR users. 

Finally, we have explored the current limits of 1H resolution in NMR of organic solids at natural abundance. To 
better understand the contributions to the residual line broadening, we perform a set of T2’ measurements with 
multiple echo configurations. The measurements are performed on different samples of powdered organic solids 
(b-AspAla, alanine, and adamantane), decoupling with different schemes over a range of MAS rates between 3.0 
and 22.0 kHz, and at two different 1H frequencies (400 and 500 MHz). We discover that the coherence lifetime, 
and consequently the spectral resolution, is limited by the presence of an oscillation when the experiments are 
done using homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences. We observe this oscillation for the sequences which 
provide the best resolution in 1D 1H spectra, such as eDUMBO-122 and BR-24. This oscillation produces a residual 
anisotropic splitting of up to 80 Hz, a significant contribution to the total observed linewidths which are on average 
about 100-150 Hz for organic solids. The study of the behaviour of this oscillation under the influence of a higher 
number of π pulses reveals that it can be removed by the application of a double spin-echo (EyEy) experiment. As 
a consequence, the coherence lifetime is extended, and line broadening due to non-refocusable interactions is 
significantly reduced. In summary, we were able to characterize a limiting factor for 1H resolution in solid-state 
NMR, and we were able to remove it by using a double spin-echo sequence (Figure 2.3d), reducing the 
contribution of non-refocusable interactions to as little as 7 Hz. 

2.6 Supplementary	Information	and	Discussion	

2.6.1 Supplementary	Information	Section	2.4	

Single and double spin-echo experiments with LG4 decoupling 

Figure 2.18 shows further examples of the application of single and double spin-echo experiments. These 
dephasing curves were obtained decoupling with LG4. All of them are relative to the CH resonance of the alanine 
residue of b-AspAla (CH(Ala)). LG4 decoupling was applied using 1H RF power (wRF /2π) of 110 kHz (a), 130 kHz (b), 
150 kHz (c) and 170 kHz (d) while rotor spinning frequency was 12.5 kHz in each case. Experiments were acquired 
at 500 MHz, using a H/X 1.3 mm probe.  

T2’ Behavior Under Different Echo Sequences 

Figure 2.19 shows the effect on the dephasing curve of the number of π pulses during the 2t period and their 
relative phases. The curves acquired whit the same phase for all p pulses and the ones which have a phase shift 
of 180° between p pulses behave similarly. While a different behavior was observed when the phase of the second 
π pulse was shifted of 90° with respect to the others. All curves were acquired on a 400 MHz spectrometer, with 
a rotor spinning frequency 22.0 kHz MAS, and decoupling with eDUMBO-122. 
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Figure 2.18. Examples of the application of single and double spin-echo experiments where LG4 decoupling is applied during t 
periods. Open circles represent data obtained using the Ey sequence, filled circles data obtained using the EyEy experiment. 

 

Figure 2.19. Dephasing curves of adamantane acquired using two or three π pulses combined together to form echoes with different 
pulse phases. The sequence used for the acquisition of the curves is reported in each plot, following the nomenclature introduced in 
Section 2.4. 
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 Decoupling	at	Ultra-Fast	MAS	

This chapter has been adapted with permission from:  

Paruzzo, F.M., Walder, B.J. and Emsley, L., “Line Narrowing in 1H NMR of Powdered Organic Solids with TOP-CT-
MAS Experiments at Ultra-Fast MAS”. Journal of Magnetic Resonance 2019, 305, 131-137. (post-print) 

and 

Moutzouri, P., Paruzzo, F.M. and Emsley, L., “Homonuclear Decoupling in 1H NMR of Solids by Remote Correlation”, 
article in preparation 2019. (pre-print) 

Thanks to the introduction of probes capable of spinning samples up to 100/150 kHz,53,180-183 the use of 
MAS alone has become a powerful alternative to CRAMPS experiments for the acquisition of high-resolution 1H 
spectra. Key advantages over the use of homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences are: (i) higher sensitivity, due 
to the fact that the FID acquisition is not interrupted by the application of rf pulses, (ii) easier experimental set up, 
as the optimization of the decoupling sequence is not required (see Chapter 2.3), (iii) broader spectral width due 
to the absence of chemical shift scaling factors, and (iv) lower duty cycle, which results in lower chances of 
damaging instrumentation, lower heating of the sample (which yields line broadening, see Chapter 2), and gives 
the opportunity to acquire longer FIDs.  

As discussed already in Chapter 1.5 and shown in Figure 1.2, the resolution obtained at 111.0 kHz MAS is 
comparable to that obtained using state-of-the-art CRAMPS methods at lower MAS frequencies,172,173,177,184 and 
the residual line broadening is still the main bottleneck to more a widespread use of 1H NMR in the solid-state.  

In this chapter, we focus on the development of methodologies to improve the resolution of 1H spectra in the 
ultra-fast MAS regime (>100.0 kHz MAS). So far, little to no advantage has been reported using CRAMPS 
approaches at MAS rates higher than 65.0 kHz, and given the disadvantages mentioned above, the development 
of alternative strategies to further increase the resolution should be explored. To this end, here we develop two 
new approaches that yield line narrowing in 1H spectra of molecular solids acquired at MAS rates > 100.0 kHz.  

The first involves the use of constant-time acquisition in the indirect dimension of a 2D experiment to remove 
residual non-refocusable broadening from the spectrum, based on the idea proposed by Lesage and co-workers.228 
We show that this method yields up to 40% enhancement in resolution compared to the one-pulse acquisition 
experiment at the same MAS rate. We also show that this method can be combined with the TOP processing, 
which makes use of affine transformations on the 2D dataset to swap the spectral windows of the direct and 
indirectly acquired dimensions, allowing the indirectly detected signals to inherit the large spectral window of the 
directly acquired dimension.236-238 The combination of these two methods (the TOP-CT-MAS experiment) yields 
peaks up to 30% narrower than in the one-pulse experiment, acquired in less than 10 minutes.  

The second method makes use of the anti-z-COSY experiment,239,240 which is used in solution-state NMR for 
decoupling homonuclear scalar couplings. We show that this experiment can also be used to reduce the residual 
line broadening of 1H NMR spectra of powdered organic solids. Results obtained with the anti-z-COSY sequence 
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at 100.0 kHz MAS on three different samples (thymol, β-AspAla, and strychnine) show an improvement in 
resolution up to a factor of two compared to conventional echo spectra acquired at the same spinning rate. 

 

Figure 3.1. Pulse sequences for: (a) measurement of the transverse dephasing time (T2’), (b) CT-MAS experiments and (c) anti-z-COSY 
experiment. In (c)  b indicates a small flip angle pulse. The symmetry pathways shown are the ones that were selected by phase 
cycling. 

3.1 Materials	and	Methods		
NMR 

Experiments of Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 were performed respectively on a Bruker 900 US2 wide-bore Avance 
Neo and on a Bruker 800 US Plus Avance Neo narrow-bore NMR spectrometers. Both spectrometers were 
equipped with H/C/N 0.7mm CPMAS probes. All spectra in Section 3.2 were recorded using a rotor spinning rate 
of 111.0 kHz, and in Section 3.3 using a rotor spinning rate of 100.0 kHz. 

The transverse dephasing times (T2’) were measured using the Hahn echo sequence,229 shown in Figure 3.1a. The 
measurement was done through a pseudo-2D experiment, based on the acquisition of a series of 1D MAS 1H 
spectra where the time t of decoupling was systematically increased in a multiple of the rotor period. The 
dephasing curve was then obtained by plotting the area under each resonance as a function of the dephasing time 
(2t). T2’ values were then extracted by fitting the dephasing curve to an exponential decay S(2t)=a*exp(-2t/ T2’). 

Figure 3.1b shows the pulse sequence used for the acquisition of constant-time MAS (CT-MAS) experiments. The 
initial p/2 pulse is followed by a t1-p-t2 block (t1 dimension), then a z-filter is applied before direct 1H detection 
in t2. During the experiment, the total time T of the block t1-p-t2 is kept constant. The evolution of the 
magnetization during t1 is induced by concomitantly increasing t1 in a multiple of the rotor period, while t2 is 
decreased. During t1 evolution, the π pulse is incrementally moved from the center (where t1 = 0) to the end of 
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the T period. Analogously to the CT-CRAMPS experiment,228 this experiment makes use of hypercomplex 
acquisition in the manner of States, Haberkorn, and Ruben241 to acquire the negative t1 quadrant. The result is a 
two-dimensional dataset with the ordinary MAS 1H spectrum in w2 and the 1H spectrum free of non-refocusable 
broadening (the homogeneous interactions) in w1.228 All CT-MAS experiments were acquired with 256 points in 
the indirect dimension. The indirect sampling intervals (Δt1) were 0.036 ms, 0.054 ms, 0.072 ms, and 0.144 ms 
respectively for the experiments with constant time intervals of T = 4.6 ms, 6.9 ms, 9.2 ms, and 18.5 ms. Note that 
the increment used for T = 18.5 ms corresponds to a 7 kHz window, which leads to aliasing of the 1H spectrum. 
The 1D spectrum shown was reconstructed from the 2D dataset by merging the 1D spectra obtained summing the 
signals in the columns between 0.25 and 2.38 ppm, 2.39 and 9.87 ppm, 9.88 and 13.80 ppm.  

Formally, the TOP-CT-MAS experiments are implemented with a pulse sequence identical to the sequence used in 
the CT-MAS experiment, shown in Figure 3.1b. Each TOP-CT-MAS experiment was run with an indirect sampling 
interval of Δt1 = 1.081 ms. For the experiments at constant time intervals of T = 4.9 ms, 9.8 ms, and 17.8 ms, there 
were 8, 16, and 32 points in the indirect dimension, respectively. The application of the TOP transformation is 
facilitated by phase cycling for the symmetry pathway shown in Figure 3.1b and running the π pulse from the 
beginning to the end of the constant time interval. This results in direct, phase-sensitive acquisition of the negative 
t1 signal quadrant to permit absorption mode lineshapes without resorting to hypercomplex acquisition,241,242 as 
chosen for the conventional CT-MAS implementation. 

Figure 3.1c shows the anti-z-COSY pulse sequence.239,240 The anti-z-COSY spectra of thymol were acquired with 
256 points in the indirect dimension for thymol, 448 for β-AspAla and 180 for strychnine. All spectra were acquired 
with an indirect sampling interval of 0.040 ms (4tr). In the spectra with flip angle 𝛽𝛽 of 90°, 45°, 20°, 15° each point 
in the indirect dimension was acquired using 8 scans, while 16, 32 and 64 scans were used for 𝛽𝛽 values of 8°, 5°, 
and 3° respectively (with the only exception being the 𝛽𝛽 = 8° experiment of strychnine which was acquired with 
32 scans). The ZQF-COSY and z-COSY experiments show in Section 3.3 were acquired with 256 points in the indirect 
dimension and indirect sampling interval of 0.040 ms (4tr). 

1H chemical shifts were referenced to the CH3 resonance observed for β-AspAla at 0.86 ppm with respect to the 
signal for neat tetramethylsilane (TMS).172 All linewidths reported are full width at half maximum linewidths. The 
processing of the spectra was done either using the Bruker program TopSpin 3.5 for 1D and 2D CT-MAS 
experiments or using RMN 1.8.4 for 2D TOP-CT-MAS.243 The affine transformations for the processing of anti-z-
COSY experiments were done using the “au” program ajp_shear, written by Andrew Pell.240 The 1D spectra were 
then extracted using an integral projection onto F2 of the F1 range spanned by the lineshape of the signals and 
the presence of cross peaks. The post-processing procedures for the T2’ measurements (extraction of 1D spectra, 
evaluation of the area under each peak, fitting and extraction of T2’ value) as well as the extraction of the 
experimental 1H linewidths for all spectra were done in MATLAB using home-written scripts.  

TOP-CT-MAS Processing  

In the conventional CT-MAS experiment, the indirectly acquired spectrum is acquired point-by-point, which leads 
to very long experiment times for the acquisition of high-resolution constant-time spectra. Strategies utilizing 
spectral aliasing,244,245 non-uniform sampling,246 or covariance processing247 are means of enhancing the 
resolution and information of such spectra in a time effective manner and are being actively developed. 

In a unique alternative approach, Davis et al. demonstrated that the spectral windows of the direct and indirectly 
acquired dimensions in the 2D PASS experiment for sideband separation in rotating solids can be effectively 
swapped by the action of an affine transformation on the 2D dataset.236 This allowed the indirectly detected 
signals to inherit the large spectral window of the directly acquired dimension. This method of transferring spectral 
windows by affine transformation of uniformly sampled data was referred to as TOP processing and was later 
shown to generalize to other sideband separation experiments.237,238 
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Figure 3.2. The TOP double shear transformation of a simulated signal comprised of two peaks. (a) Representation of the 
undersampled CT-MAS dataset. The constant-time shift evolution (interaction “A”) evolves along the vertical axis designated by the 
time coordinate єA (green) while the decay from non-refocusable components (interaction “B”) evolves along the line t = -єA, 
designated by the time coordinate єB (red). Fourier transform of the signal along єA yields an aliased constant-time shift spectrum 
where the peak at -3 kHz from the full spectrum (overlaid in blue) is aliased into the window, directly onto the peak at +1 kHz. The 
directly acquired t coordinate (horizontal, grey), having a much higher bandwidth, contains the unaliased but broadened spectrum. 
(b) After the first active shearing transformation parallel to t (shear factor 𝜅𝜅ó = 	+1), the signal along єA is shifted onto the vertical 
axis, along the coordinate designated tB, while the єA coordinate now runs parallel to the line t = +tB. Fourier transform of the signal 
along tB yields the lineshape due to non-refocusable components, whereas the spectrum along t is unchanged. (c) The second active 
shearing transformation, parallel to tB (shear factor 𝜅𝜅ó¶ = 	−1), shifts the signal along the є’A axis onto the horizontal axis, along the 
coordinate designated tA. Fourier transform of the signal along tA presents the unaliased constant-time shift spectrum. Note the 
coordinate grid itself is unaffected by the active transformations. 

Figure 3.2 gives a visual outline of the TOP processing algorithm applied to simulated CT-MAS data. The two-
dimensional dataset as acquired separates the constant-time signal evolution, which proceeds along the vertical 
єA axis (which corresponds to t1 in the pulse sequence of Figure 3.1b), from the decay due to non-refocusable 
signal components, which evolves purely along the diagonal axis t = -єA. This coordinate is designated єB. Along the 
horizontal t axis (which corresponds to t2 in the pulse sequence of Figure 3.1b), the directly detected MAS 
spectrum evolves with both refocusable and non-refocusable contributions to its linewidth. This structure, where 
separated interactions evolve along nonorthogonal dimensions and coevolve in the directly acquired signal, is like 
that of the 2D PASS experiment, where use of the TOP transformation to effectively swap the sampling intervals 
of the direct and indirectly acquired dimensions was first described.236 Indeed, we can achieve the same effect in 
the CT-MAS experiment using the affine transformation: 
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The strategy is to actively transform the data such that the two interaction dimensions, єA and єB, lie along the 
horizontal and vertical dimensions of the coordinate grid. The new respective coordinates, tA and tB, inherit the 
sampling properties of the grid axis onto which they are transformed. The first shear, represented by the matrix 
𝑲𝑲ó, maps the єB coordinate onto the vertical axis of the grid. Because only signal amplitude changes along this 
coordinate, the spectrum is centered about zero with a linewidth that reflects the non-refocusable linewidth of 
the MAS spectrum, suitable for the narrow spectral window of the vertical dimension. This is evident in the 
spectrum corresponding to the vertical cross-section of the 2D dataset after the first shear shown in Figure 3.2b. 
After the second shear, represented by the matrix 𝑲𝑲ó¶, the original єA axis is mapped onto the horizontal axis of 
the grid. In practice, the sampling interval of this dimension can be set very small, and the originally undersampled 
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spectrum is unaliased as the correspondingly large bandwidth of the horizontal axis is inherited, as can be seen in 
Figure 3.2c. 

In most useful circumstances, applying the TOP transformation matrix 𝑲𝑲ó¶𝑲𝑲ó directly to the data vectors will map 
most of them off the grid nodes. Therefore, interpolation back onto the sampling grid is required. This is 
conveniently achieved by applying the shearing transformations as their operational equivalents in the mixed 
time-frequency domain according to the Fourier Affine Theorem.  

Note that not all linearly sampled 2D signals can have their sampling intervals effectively swapped by TOP 
processing. Qualifying conditions are discussed in Section 3.2. 

3.2 The	TOP-CT-MAS	Experiment	
Lineshape Contributions 

Figure 3.3c shows the dephasing curves of the eight 1H resonances of β-AspAla, acquired using the sequence of 
Figure 3.1a. As described above, by fitting these curves to an exponential decay it is possible to obtain the 
corresponding T2’ values, which by definition corresponds to the residual broadening induced by non-refocusable 
interactions, such as homonuclear dipolar coupling.194 From these curves we can estimate that non-refocusable 
interactions contribute up to about a third of the measured line broadening observed in a one-pulse acquire 
experiment of the type shown in Figure 3.3b, as it is shown in Figure 3.3d. This is in line with previous observations 
under both CRAMPS and fast MAS.163,173,228 Removing this contribution would in principle lead to a significant 
improvement in spectral resolution, without affecting chemical shift information (which would be refocused by 
the application of the p pulse). 

 

 

Figure 3.3. (a) Chemical formula of β-AspAla. (b) 1D 1H spectra of powdered β-AspAla acquired at 111 kHz MAS rate using a one-pulse 
acquisition sequence. (c) Dephasing curves for the 1H resonances of powdered β-AspAla recorded using the pulse sequence of Figure 
3.1a. Each curve is normalized with respect to the corresponding highest intensity point. (d) Histogram of the contributions to the 
line broadening of the resonances of powdered β-AspAla at 111 kHz MAS. The total linewidth (in blue) is the linewidth measured 
from the experimental spectrum shown in (b), the contributions of non-refocusable interactions (in orange) were calculated from 
the T2’ values (Dhomo = 1/pT2’) and the contributions of the refocusable interactions (in grey) were obtained from the difference 
between the total and non-refocusable broadenings. 
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CT-MAS 

The constant-time (CT) principle248-253 has already proven to be an effective way to remove broadening due to 
non-refocusable interactions from 1H spectra in the solid-state. This idea was introduced by Lesage et al. with the 
CT-CRAMPS experiment.228 They have shown that constant time acquisition in the indirect dimension of a 2D 
dataset leads to pure refocusable spectra, which have 2 to 3 times narrower resonances compared to CRAMPS 
experiments at 12.5 kHz MAS. In this experiment, the application of high power homonuclear decoupling was 
necessary to enter the weak coupling regime where the CT principle is likely to be most valid. 

Today, with the line narrowing achieved using the highest MAS rates available, we can make use of the CT principle 
with MAS alone.254 We can then obtain pure refocusable spectra by using the CT-MAS experiment, shown in Figure 
3.1b. Figure 3.4a shows the 111.0 kHz CT-MAS spectra of β-AspAla acquired using constant time periods (T) 
ranging from 4.6 to 18.5ms.  

When compared with the one-pulse 1H spectra recorded at 111.0 kHz MAS (Figure 3.3b), all spectra show a 
significant improvement in spectral resolution. Line narrowing is already achieved at T = 4.6 ms, despite truncation 
of the signal due to the short CT period. In this spectrum the experimental linewidths are on average 17% narrower 
than the ones obtained with the one-pulse experiment. The CH2 resonances give the highest gain in resolution 
with 30% narrower linewidths (from about 300 to 210 Hz). On the other hand, nearly no line narrowing effect was 
observed for the OH resonance, probably due to the presence of dynamics or exchange.  

The spectral resolution can be further improved by increasing the T value. This however comes at the expense of 
sensitivity, which decreases when increasing T at a rate that depends on the T2’. The dependence from the T2’ 
affects also the signal intensities in the CT-MAS spectra, which vary from those obtained with simple MAS 
experiments. Indeed, the resonances with longer T2’ will decay at a slower rate than the other resonances, 
resulting in apparent higher intensities. At T = 6.8 ms the resonances are on average 23% sharper than in the one-
pulse experiment, with each resonance being at least 8% narrower than the corresponding peak in the one-pulse 
spectrum. T = 6.8 ms is also short enough to allow the observation of all the 1H resonances in our sample. Further 
increase of T still provides additional line narrowing effects, but decreases the sensitivity down to a point where 
some of the resonances are no longer visible. At the longest CT period we used (T = 18.5 ms) only three peaks 
remain: the CH3, CH(Ala) and the OH. Of these, the CH3 shows a remarkable improvement in resolution, with a 
linewidth of 171 Hz, about 37% narrower than the 272 Hz observed in the one-pulse experiment. The improvement 
for the other two resonances is less: 16% for the CH(Ala) and only 3% for the OH. Note that in the spectra there are 
also two additional peaks at 1.6 and 4.5 ppm (which appear already at T=9.2 ms). These might be due to impurities 
with long T2’which are not observed in the one-pulse experiment. The full set of measured linewidths for these 
experiments is given in Appendix. 

At this point it is important to underline that in this experiment the line narrowing effect is not only due to the CT 
effect. As shown previously for the CT-CRAMPS experiment,228 part of the reduction in linewidth is due to the 
presence of the long echo which delays the signal acquisition. During this delay the signal of protons in the more 
strongly coupled average orientations will dephase preferentially, leaving relatively stronger signals from protons 
in more weakly coupled average orientations, leading to line narrowing. 

This is supported by the fact that in these spectra we observe significant line narrowing both in w1 and in w2 (where 
there is no CT effect). In particular, we observed that at 111.0 kHz MAS rate the narrowing due to the CT effect 
contributes only 35% of the total line narrowing. This is in contrast with what has been observed for CT-CRAMPS 
experiments where most of the narrowing was induced by the CT acquisition. 
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Figure 3.4. Comparison between different 1D 1H spectra of β-AspAla acquired with (a) the CT-MAS experiment and (b) the TOP-CT-
MAS experiments. CT-MAS spectra were acquired using constant-time periods (T) of 4.6, 6.9, 9.2 and 18.5 ms, while TOP-CT-MAS 
using T of 4.9, 9.2 and 17.8 ms. CT-MAS spectra are the vertical projection of the two-dimensional experiments, while TOP-CT-MAS 
spectra are the extraction of the central row. The transmitter peak is indicated with an asterisk, which is better suppressed in the 
TOP-CT-MAS experiments due to a superior phase cycle (the pulse programs with the detailed phase cycles are given in 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmr.2019.06.015). Peaks due to impurities are marked with an x. On the top-right corner of each spectrum 
is reported the corresponding acquisition time for comparison. 

TOP-CT-MAS 

The most significant difference between conventional CT-MAS and the TOP-CT-MAS implementation is that the 
indirect dimension of the latter is sampled at 0.925 kHz, well below the Nyquist rate of the 1H chemical shift 
spectrum (about 12 kHz for β-AspAla at 21.14 T). Because of the correspondingly large indirect sampling interval 
(1.081 ms), the entire constant-time signal envelope can be collected with far fewer discrete samples than the 
conventional approach, making the TOP-CT-MAS implementation potentially far more economical in terms of 
experiment time. The obvious disadvantage is that the Fourier transform of the indirect dimension, as acquired, 
presents a useless 1H shift spectrum because of severe spectral aliasing resulting from the undersampling. 

The affine transformation specified by Equation 3.1 nullifies this disadvantage by reconstructing the unaliased, 
high-resolution constant-time 1H spectrum in the large spectral window of the directly acquired dimension from 
a CT-MAS experiment with an undersampled єA coordinate. The sampling rate of the indirect dimension using the 
TOP transformation needs only to be small enough to accommodate the frequency components which evolve 
along the vertical grid axis after transformation of the dataset. This is controlled by the design of the experiment 
and processing protocol. Here, the TOP transformation maps the residual non-refocusable broadening onto the 
vertical axis. For each site in our β-AspAla sample linewidths are no greater than 160 Hz, as shown in Figure 3.3b.  

A sampling rate of less than 1 kHz suffices for sampling the єA dimension in the TOP approach, for a potential 
reduction in experiment time by one to two orders of magnitude when TOP processing principles are leveraged. 
Note that if the indirect sampling rate dimension is so low that the tB coordinate is undersampled, the TOP 
transformation will introduce sidebands into the spectrum along the tA coordinate at integer multiples of the 
indirect sampling rate. Generally, the decay of the non-refocusable contributions is exponential, so these 
sidebands manifest more strongly among the undesired long-tailed dispersive signal components, as shown in 
Figure 3.10 in Section 3.5. This improves the robustness of the approach in the face of a poor estimation of an 
appropriate indirect sampling interval. 
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In Figure 3.4a that has an indirect sampling rate of 27.75 kHz, conventional CT-MAS experiments took more than 
11 h to complete. Note that an unnecessarily long 32-step phase cycle was used, but even if the conventional CT-
MAS experiments had used the 14-step phase cycle to select the symmetry pathway in Figure 3.1b directly, each 
experiment would still have taken nearly six hours to complete. In Figure 3.4b, we see comparable high-resolution 
constant-time 1H spectra constructed from undersampled єA coordinates using the TOP approach. When T = 4.9 
ms, just eight points in the indirect dimension are enough to obtain the narrowed proton spectrum, in an 
experiment lasting less than ten minutes. Furthermore, in the TOP-CT-MAS experiments with constant time 
intervals of 4.9 ms and 17.8 ms no loss in signal-to-noise per unit time was observed when compared to the CT-
MAS experiment at 4.6 and 18.3 ms, while the experiment with T=9.2 ms shows about 30% less sensitivity when 
the TOP transformation is applied. Here, the overall reduction in experiment time for experiments at comparable 
T normalised to the number of scans was between a factor 8 and 32 using the TOP implementation. 

Undersampling the indirect dimension of the CT-MAS experiment does not quantitatively affect the line width 
measurements when TOP processing is used. We show in Appendix that linewidths in the constant-time 1H spectra 
are comparable between conventional CT-MAS and the TOP-CT-MAS implementation. In fact, we see from Figure 
3.2c that the final 2D TOP-CT-MAS dataset correlates evolution along the tA and tB coordinates along orthogonal 
dimensions. We can therefore measure site-specific non-refocusable contributions to linewidths in the dimension 
orthogonal to the constant-time 1H spectrum. We also show in Appendix that the non-refocusable contributions 
determined from the TOP-CT-MAS experiments are comparable to those determined from the T2’ experiments 
shown in Figure 3.3d. 

At first sight it might appear that the TOP transformation circumvents a seemingly fundamental limitation on the 
bandwidth of linearly sampled signals. This is not the case. First, the Nyquist criterion should only be expected to 
apply strictly to directly acquired signals, since acquisition actually proceeds along the indirect dimension by 
concatenation of separate experiments. More importantly, however, is that interactions “A” and “B” coevolve in 
the directly acquired signal. Signals acquired along the indirect dimension need then only supply the information 
necessary to allow deconvolution of the two interactions. When, as in 2D PASS and CT-MAS, the experiment is 
designed such that interactions “A” and “B” evolve independently along oblique coordinates in the initial 2D 
coordinate system, an affine transformation exists for separating and correlating them along orthogonal 
dimensions in the final 2D coordinate system. For the classes of 2D experiments that do not possess this property, 
however, TOP processing cannot effectively swap the direct and indirect sampling intervals. This is true, for 
example, of the two shift spectra axes in a 2D heteronuclear correlation experiment.  

Finally, it is worth noting that when using the strategy of direct pathway selection, use of the z-filter with 
hypercomplex acquisition is unnecessary to obtain pure absorption mode lineshapes provided that the pulse is 
moved from the beginning to the end of the constant-time interval. Thus, only the first two pulses are necessary 
for the minimal CT-MAS experiment, allowing a phase cycle with as few as 3 steps. If sensitivity is not a limiting 
factor, this would permit acquisition of constant time 1H spectra in less than two minutes. 

3.3 The	anti-z-COSY	Experiment	
We now move to introduce a conceptually new approach to homonuclear decoupling in solids. We hypothesize 
that in the regime of ultra-fast MAS, where the residual linewidths are less than the chemical shift differences, 
that the homogeneous contribution to the residual broadening will be, at least in part, of the following character:  

𝑯𝑯CdE^≥QR ∝$ 𝐴𝐴-c𝑰𝑰-<𝑰𝑰c<,
-,c

(3.2) 

where the residual coupling strengths Aij will potentially depend on many factors that are difficult to predict,162,255 
and may be orientation dependent. (Here we neglect the case of equivalent spins). If this is true, then this part of 
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the residual will have character analogous to homonuclear scalar couplings. As a result, homonuclear decoupling 
approaches developed for scalar couplings should produce 1H line narrowing in solids in the fast MAS regime.  

The anti-z-COSY pulse sequence (Figure 3.1c) was first introduced by Oschkinat et al.239 to probe correlations 
between connected transitions, and then implemented by Pell et al.240 for the purpose of broadband homonuclear 
J decoupling in solution-state NMR. The experiment produces phase-sensitive COSY-like 2D spectra in which, in 
the limit where the pulse angle 𝛽𝛽 tends to zero, the fine structure of the diagonal peaks only contains correlations 
between transitions in which the passive spins (the coupling partners) have inverted their spin state between t1 
and t2. As shown schematically in Figure 3.5, these peaks are arranged only along the 45° anti-diagonal of the 
diagonal peak, perpendicular to the main diagonal. In this limit, on-diagonal and counter-diagonal peaks are 
absent. Double shearing of the spectrum, followed by a projection as illustrated in Figure 3.5 yields a spectrum 
where only pure chemical shift peaks are retained while broadening due to residual coupling of the type in 
Equation 3.2 is suppressed.  

Figure 3.6 shows the one-dimensional 1H spectrum obtained from the 45° projection of the diagonal peaks in an 
anti-z-COSY experiment on a sample of powdered thymol, in comparison to the conventional echo-detected MAS 
experiment. Both spectra were obtained at 100.0 kHz MAS. The anti-z-COSY spectrum yields resonances that are 
a factor two narrower.  

If this is correct, the suppression of the unwanted off-diagonal and of the on-diagonal peaks in the multiplet, and 
therefore the level of line-narrowing, depends on the choice of 𝛽𝛽 angle, and the 𝛽𝛽 dependence can be predicted.240 
First, we note that the intensity of the unwanted correlations is proportional to 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐â𝛽𝛽 and the intensity of the 
wanted anti-diagonal peaks in the multiplet is proportional to 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠â𝛽𝛽. Usually a 𝛽𝛽 angle between 10° and 20° gives 
the best compromise between spectral purity and sensitivity, since reducing the flip angle leads to better line 
narrowing but also to lower intensities of the wanted peaks. The spectrum in Figure 3.6 was obtained with 𝛽𝛽 = 5°. 

 
Figure 3.5. (a) ZQF COSY, (b) z-COSY, and (c) anti-z-COSY of thymol acquired at a MAS rate of 100.0 kHz. (b) and (c) were acquired 
with a 𝛽𝛽 flip angle of 5°. (d) Schematic of the diagonal-peak multiplet of a spin with a coupling to two other spins showing the on-
diagonal (black circles), off-diagonal (grey circles), and counter-diagonal peaks (red circles). The labels correspond to the spin states 
of the two coupled spins. (e) First shear of the spectrum in (c), parallel to F1 (shear factor 𝜅𝜅ó = -1), and (f) second shear of the spectrum 
in (c), parallel to the new F2’ dimension (shear factor 𝜅𝜅ó = + ô

â
), where the shear factor 𝜅𝜅ó is given by the shear angle 𝜃𝜃	according to 

the equation 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃 = 𝜅𝜅ó. The shear angle 𝜃𝜃	is the angle by which the perpendicular lines to the shear axis tilt. 
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Figure 3.6. Echo-detected spectrum (red) anti-z-COSY spectrum (black) of thymol acquired at 100.0 kHz MAS rate. For the anti-z-COSY 
experiment a 𝛽𝛽 value of 5° was used. 

 

Figure 3.7. (a-c) Simulations of anti-z-COSY experiments (flip angles 90°, 35°, 25°, 15°, and 5°) with 5 coupling partners and a 
distribution of A values of 40, 60, 90, 160, and 240 Hz, using additional Gaussian line broadening of 145 Hz in (b) and Gaussian line 
broadening of 29 Hz and chemical shift distribution of 200 Hz in (c). (d-e) Measured apparent linewidth of protons H1-H4 as a function 
of 𝛽𝛽. The dashed lines denote the proton linewidths measured in the conventional spin echo spectrum and the red lines are plots of 
the scaled linewidths of the Gaussian distributions of (b). 

In Figure 3.7d-g we show the linewidths for obtained from anti-z-COSY experiments on thymol for 𝛽𝛽 angles ranging 
from of 90° to 3°. In the spectrum with 𝛽𝛽 = 3° for H1, H2, H3, and H4 of thymol we measure linewidths of 186, 188, 
223 and 199 Hz, as compared to 396, 389, 389, and 364 Hz in the 𝛽𝛽 = 90° spectra. This corresponds to a factor of 
between 1.8 to 2.1 increase in resolution. Figure 3.7a-c also shows simulations of the lineshapes we might expect 
using a very simple model where the lineshape is due to a coupling of the kind given in Equation 3.2, with 5 
coupling partners and a distribution of A values (here 40, 60, 90, 160, and 240 Hz) (the simulations were performed 
using the SPINACH package.256 Further details are given in Section 3.5). We see in Figure 3.7a how the lineshape 
is clearly made up of a “foreground” resonance centered at the isotropic chemical shift, due to the anti-diagonal, 
with constant width, and a constant “background” coupling pattern that yields the broadening which decreases 
in relative intensity as 𝛽𝛽 decreases. This is entirely equivalent to the liquid-state scenario. However, Figure 3.7b 
and c show how when we introduce more line broadening (Figure 3.7b) and a distribution of chemical shifts (Figure 
3.7c), while the underlying behavior still consists in a constant foreground anti-diagonal and a decaying 
background broad function, the apparent resulting overall lineshapes now appear like a continuous narrowing 
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that can be fitted to a single apparent Gaussian at any given value of 𝛽𝛽. Given the large number of residual 
couplings, their anisotropy, and the presence of a chemical shift distribution that we expect for the solid-state 
case, we therefore expect lineshapes of the kind shown in Figure 3.7b and c. The experimental linewidths in Figure 
3.7d-g are then compared to predictions obtained by fitting the model lineshapes of Figure 3.7b and c to a single 
Gaussian at each value of 𝛽𝛽 (red lines). Given the very simple model used, the agreement is highly satisfactory. 

The method is also demonstrated for microcrystalline powder samples of β-AspAla and strychnine. Figure 3.8 
shows projections extracted from anti-z-COSY spectra of β-AspAla acquired with different 𝛽𝛽 angles and which 
clearly show the same decoupling effect as observed for thymol above. Again in this sample the linewidths are 
reduced by almost a factor of two for most of the protons. Figure 3.9 shows the resolution gained from the 
application of the anti-z-COSY experiment for a powdered sample of strychnine. Once again, as compared with 
the conventional echo MAS spectrum, the 1D spectrum extracted from the 2D anti-z-COSY spectrum acquired with 
𝛽𝛽 = 8° is significantly narrower.  

 

Figure 3.8. (a) Chemical structure of β-AspAla. (b-i) Measured linewidth of protons H1-H8 as a function of 𝛽𝛽, used in the mixing 
element of the anti-z-COSY experiment. The dashed lines denote the proton linewidths measured in the conventional spin echo 
spectrum. (f) Spectra of β-AspAla obtained from integral projections from the sheared 2D anti-z-COSY spectra acquired with 𝛽𝛽 from 
90° to 5° at 100.0 kHz MAS. The top spectrum was acquired with the conventional spin echo sequence at the same sample spinning 
rate. 

 
Figure 3.9. (a) Echo-detected 100. kHz MAS spectrum of strychnine. (b) and (c) show 1D spectra extracted as an integral projection 
(b) and a cross section (c) from a sheared 100.0 kHz MAS 2D anti-z-COSY spectrum acquired with 𝛽𝛽 = 8°. 
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All three samples used here yield very clean anti-z-COSY spectra. In solution, these experiments can be 
compromised by artifacts due to the appearance of cross-peaks in the spectrum, as well as zero-quantum transfers 
within the diagonal peaks, and additional measures are required to actively suppress them. However, we note 
that both of these unwanted peaks appear in anti-phase with respect to the couplings, and have no net 
integral.240,257 The numerous couplings and the comparatively broader lines expected in the solid-state mean that 
these unwanted peaks are likely to largely cancel themselves out, with no further action required. Indeed the 
cross-peaks we observe here are extremely weak in intensity (see Figure 3.12 in Section 3.5). 

We note that for the anti-z-COSY concept to work properly it is important that any z magnetization generated 
after the first 𝛽𝛽 pulse remains unchanged during the 𝜏𝜏< period and changes spin state only after the application 
of the second mixing element (180° + 𝛽𝛽). Any effect that changes any of the spin during the mixing scheme would 
then lead to a eduction in resolution. Notably, spin diffusion during the z-filter delay must be avoided since it will 
induce spin flip-flops. While the fast spinning rate at which the experiments were performed here slows down 
homonuclear spin diffusion, it is also important to keep the 𝜏𝜏<  delay as short as possible. Additionally, any dipolar 
recoupling effects caused by the mixing pulses will also induce spin flips, and again lead to a loss in decoupling 
efficiency. As a result, we use a mixing time equal to a single rotor period. Finally, any character to the residual 
broadening that is not of the kind in Equation 3.2 will not be removed by the anti-z-COSY experiment. These 
effects, and others, leading to limiting resolution will be explored further in the future. 

We also note that according to our initial hypothesis, the faster the sample spinning is, the more likely we are to 
be in the regime of Equation 3.2. Thus, we expect this strategy to also lead to better resolution at lower spinning 
speeds, but with less efficiency. This is confirmed in Figure 3.16. Echo-detected spectrum (a) and integral 
projections of the sheared 2D anti-z-COSY spectra (b-e) of β-AspAla at 62.5 kHz. Anti-z-COSY experiments were 
acquired using 𝛽𝛽 values of 90° and 5°. Spectra were acquired both with and without rotor synchronization for the 
z-filter.Figure 3.16 in Section 3.5, where we show the results of an anti-z-COSY experiment applied to β-AspAla 
using a 1.3 mm MAS probe and a sample spinning rate of 62.5 kHz. In this case we obtain a gain in resolution of a 
factor between 1.19 and 1.97, yielding linewidths of 185-304 Hz.  

3.4 Conclusions	
In this chapter, we have focused on the development of approaches to further increase the resolution of 1H spectra 
at ultra-fast MAS. First, we investigate the residual line broadening in β-AspAla at 111.0 kHz MAS using T2’ 
measurements, and we find that the contribution of non-refocusable interactions to residual line broadening is 
around 30-40%. We show that this contribution can be removed in 2D constant time experiments, leading to 
linewidths up to 40% narrower than the one-pulse experiment. We observe that this narrowing is due to both the 
CT effect, and the effect of the delayed acquisition caused by the constant-time echo. Despite the line narrowing 
effect, this experiment requires long experimental times (typically of the order of a few hours) to obtain high-
resolution in the indirect dimension. We overcome this drawback by adapting the experiment to the TOP 
transformation. The resulting TOP-CT-MAS experiment provides comparable results to the conventional CT-MAS 
experiment, but in a fraction of the experimental time. For β-AspAla we obtain 1H spectra with up to 30% 
improvement in resolution as compared to the one-pulse experiment, in less than 10 minutes. 

We also introduced another simple approach to achieve homonuclear decoupling in organic solids at fast MAS. 
Based on the assumption that part of the residual homonuclear dipolar coupling in the ultra-fast MAS regime has 
a J-coupling like character, we adapt the anti-z-COSY experiment, which is used in solution-state NMR for 
decoupling homonuclear scalar couplings, to the solid-state. We show that this experiment offers up to a factor 
of two gain in resolution as compared to conventional echo-detected MAS experiments. Smaller flip angles 
produce spectra with higher resolution, despite they also lead to significant sensitivity losses. For thymol, 𝛽𝛽 = 3° 
leads to linewidths of 186, 188, 223 and 199 Hz, as compared to 396, 389, 389, and 364 Hz observed in the 𝛽𝛽 = 90° 
spectra. 
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3.5 Supplementary	Information	and	Discussion	

3.5.1 Supplementary	Information	Section	3.2	

TOP Transformation Sidebands  

 

Figure 3.10. Complex form of the constant-time 1H spectrum obtained by TOP-CT-MAS process with T = 4.6 ms. The long dispersion 
mode tails of the spectrum of the nonrefocusable signal components are folded because the spectral window corresponding to the 
tB coordinate (sampling interval 1.081 ms) is insufficient to contain them. Consequently, processing sidebands (with several 
prominent ones indicated by asterisks), appearing at integer multiples of 1/1.081 ms = 925 Hz, flank the signals in the imaginary 
channel. These sidebands are not prominent in the real channel since the absorption mode spectrum of the nonrefocusable signal 
components is much narrower, such that the folding in this channel is limited 

3.5.1 Supplementary	Information	Section	3.3	

Thymol spectra acquired with different flip angles 

 

Figure 3.11. Spectra of thymol obtained with a conventional echo experiment (top) and as integral projections from the sheared 2D 
anti-z-COSY spectra acquired with 𝛽𝛽 of 90° 45°, 20°, 15°, 10°, 8°, 5°, and 3°. All spectra were acquired at 100.0 kHz MAS.  
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Figure 3.12. 2D anti-z-COSY spectra of thymol (a,b) and β-AspAla (c,d) acquired with flip angles of 90° (a,c) and 5° (b,d).  

Simulations 

Simulations were carried out using the SPINACH package for MATLAB,256 and then processed using Topspin 4.0.6. 
For all simulated spectra, we used a spin system composed of 6 inequivalent spins. The residual dipolar coupling 
of the form shown in Equation 3.2 was simulated by coupling one of the spins with the other five through J-
couplings with of 40, 60, 90, 160, and 240 Hz. A T1 relaxation time of 3 s and a T2 relaxation time of 0.04 s were 
used for all spins. The magnetic field was equal to 14.1 T. We used an offset of 4000 Hz, F1 and F2 spectral widths 
of 10000 Hz and 512 complex points in both dimentions. With these parameters, we have simulated the anti-z-
COSY spectra using 𝛽𝛽 equal to 90°, 35°, 25°, 15°, and 5°. The results are shown in the figures below. 

 

Figure 3.13. Simulations of Figure 3.7a. No further processing was used 

 

Figure 3.14. Simulations of Figure 3.7b. Here, Gaussian line broadening of 145 Hz was applied to simulate the residual couplings 
typical of molecular solid spinning at about 100 kHz MAS. 
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Figure 3.15. Simulations of Figure 3.7c. Here, Gaussian line broadening of 29 Hz and a chemical shift distribution of 198 Hz were used. 
Chemical shift distribution was simulated by carrying out seven different simulations for each flip angle, each of which had a chemical 
shift offset for the detected spin of 33 Hz from the previous one. Then, these spectra were added using a Gaussian distribution (ratio 
of 0.3:0.5:0.7:1:0.7: 0.5:0.3). 

Anti-z-COSY at 62.5 kHz MAS 

The anti-z-COSY and the echo experiments at 62.5 kHz MAS were carried out on a 19.4 T Bruker Avance Neo 
spectrometer equipped with a 1.3 mm C/N/H CPMAS probe. The sample was β-AspAla. In the anti-z-COSY 
experiments, an echo of one ten rotor periods was added before the t1 evolution period in order to suppress the 
strong 1H background of the probe. The echo experiment was carried out as well using an echo delays of ten rotor 
periods. The spectra and the measured linewidths are given below. 

 

Figure 3.16. Echo-detected spectrum (a) and integral projections of the sheared 2D anti-z-COSY spectra (b-e) of β-AspAla at 62.5 kHz. 
Anti-z-COSY experiments were acquired using 𝛽𝛽 values of 90° and 5°. Spectra were acquired both with and without rotor 
synchronization for the z-filter. 
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 Machine	Learning	Chemical	Shifts	

This chapter has been adapted with permission from:  

Paruzzo, F. M., Hofstetter, A., Musil, F., De, S., Ceriotti, M. and Emsley, L., “Chemical shifts in molecular solids by 
machine learning”. Nature Communications 2018, 9 (1), 4501. (post-print) 

A revolution in solid-state NMR has occurred with the introduction of accurate methods to calculate 
chemical shifts,258-260 in particular using plane wave DFT methods developed for periodic systems based on the 
PAW/GIPAW approach.104,105,261 As mentioned already in Chapter 1.4, this, in combination with the strong 
dependence of chemical shifts on local atomic environments, has enabled the development of chemical shift 
based NMR crystallography.  

The power of the method arises from the fact that plane wave DFT with the GIPAW method is accurate enough to 
reproduce the exquisite sensitivity of chemical shifts to changes in local atomic environments. However, this 
approach also has severe limitations. The cubic scaling of the computational cost with system size prevents the 
application to larger and more complex crystals, or non-equilibrium structures. If one wanted to use more accurate 
ab initio calculations, the expense is prohibitive.  

Machine learning (ML) is emerging as a new tool in many areas of chemical and physical science, and potentially 
provides a method to bridge the gap between the need for high accuracy calculations and limited computational 
power.262-266 Notably, prediction of chemical shifts for the specific case of proteins in solution using methods based 
on large experimental databases, using traditional267-274 or machine learning approaches,275-277 have met with 
considerable success in predicting shifts based on local sequence and structural motifs, and are widely used today. 
While there are some examples of machine learned experimental and ab-initio chemical shifts of liquid and gas 
phase molecules,278-282 when this work has been published there was only one example of machine learning being 
applied to calculations of chemical shifts in solids, which deals with the specific case of silicas.283 Molecular solids 
are characterized by the combinatorial complexity and diversity of organic chemistry, the subtle dependence on 
conformations, and the long and short range effects of crystal packing, which leads to a considerably broader 
range of chemical environments and possible chemical shieldings than found e.g. in proteins. All of these aspects, 
compounded by the fact that there is no extensive database of experimental chemical shifts for molecular solids, 
make this class of systems particularly challenging for machine learning. 

In this chapter, we develop a machine learning framework to predict chemical shifts in molecular solids, which we 
refer to in the following also as ShiftML, which is based on capturing the local environments of individual atoms, 
and which makes it well suited for the prediction of such local properties. We then show that the model has 
sufficient accuracy to be used in the isotropic chemical shift driven NMR crystallography protocol to correctly 
determine the crystal structure of cocaine, and AZD8329.  
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Figure 4.1. Scheme of the machine learning model used for the chemical shift predictions. 

4.1 Materials	and	Methods	
The protocol of the machine learning model is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1. In the absence of a database 
of experimental shifts, and given that experiments alone do not provide a 1:1 mapping between chemical shifts 
and a single atomic configuration, we train the model on DFT calculated chemical shifts for structures taken from 
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).284  

We first extract from the CSD a large set of about 61,000 structures, corresponding to all the structures in the CSD 
with fewer than 200 atoms, in order to make DFT chemical shift calculation affordable, and containing C and H 
and allowing for N and/or O, to reduce the space to organic molecular crystals (we call this set CSD-61k, see Section 
4.4 for details on the structures selection). Given that performing a GIPAW calculation for all of these structures 
would be prohibitively demanding, we then select a random subset of 500 structures (CSD-500) that are 
representative of the chemical diversity in the CSD, and we use it to test the accuracy of our model.  

For cross-validation and training, instead, we select 2,000 structures (corresponding to about 185,000 atomic 
environments) out of the CSD-61k using a farthest point sampling (FPS) algorithm285,286 (CSD-2k). This step ensures 
near-uniform sampling of the conformational space, improving the quality of the model when using a relatively 
small number of reference calculations (see Section 4.4 for more details). 

To avoid including spurious environments in the model, e.g. environments that might not be well described by 
DFT, we also automatically detect and discard from the training set atomic environments with values of the DFT 
calculated shifts that are anomalous based on a cross validation procedure described Section 4.4. Note that using 
this unbiased statistical analysis we detected only a small fraction of environments as outliers (e.g. 211 out of 
76,214 for 1H, or 0.3%). We observe that the performance of the model degrades noticeably if one does not use 
this procedure. This pruning as well as the parameter optimization procedure, described below, were done 
exclusively using cross validation on the CSD-2k set. (Notably the test sets were not subject to any curation).  

In order to reduce the computational cost of the training and testing procedures we then finally remove from the 
training set all the symmetrically equivalent environments. In case of 1H, this reduced the size of the training set 
from 70,000 to about 35,000 different atomic environments.   

All the atomic positions of the structures in the training and testing sets were geometrically optimized with DFT, 
using the Quantum Espresso suite,287-289 prior to calculation of the chemical shieldings using the GIPAW DFT 
method.104,105 Note that the DFT geometric optimization ensures “reasonable” geometries will be used even for 
crystal structures containing errors (e.g. improbable 1H positions). Parameters for the DFT calculations are given 
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in Section 4.4. The calculated chemical shieldings 𝜎𝜎 are converted to the corresponding chemical shifts 𝛿𝛿 through 
the relationship 𝛿𝛿 = 𝜎𝜎dEe − 𝜎𝜎. Here, we used a 𝜎𝜎dEe of 30.8 ppm (for 1H) and 169.5 ppm (for 13C), found through 
linear regression between the calculated and experimental chemical shifts for cocaine. 

We use the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) framework290 to predict the chemical shift of a new atomic 
configuration based on a statistical model that identifies the correlations between structure and shift for a 
reference set of training configurations, for which the chemical shifts have been determined by a GIPAW DFT 
calculation. The predicted chemical shielding for a given atom is given by 

𝜎𝜎(𝑋𝑋) =$𝛼𝛼-𝑘𝑘(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋-),
-

(4.1) 

where 𝛸𝛸 and 𝛸𝛸- correspond respectively to a description of the chemical environment of the atom for which we 
are making a prediction, and that of one of the training configurations. The weights 𝛼𝛼- are obtained by requiring 
that Equation 4.1 is consistent with the values computed by DFT for the reference structures. The essential 
ingredient that differentiates one GPR-based framework from another is the kernel function 𝑘𝑘(𝛸𝛸, 𝛸𝛸-) which 
describes and assesses the similarity between atomic environments, and provides basis functions to approximate 
the target properties. 

Here our model relies on the Smooth Overlap of Atomic Positions (SOAP) kernel. For the SOAP kernels,291,292 each 
atomic environment is represented as a three dimensional neighbourhood density given by a superposition of 
Gaussians, one centred at each of the atom positions in a spherical neighbourhood within a cut-off radius rc from 
the core atom. The Gaussians have a variance 𝜍𝜍2, and a separate density is built for each atomic species. The kernel 
is then constructed as the symmetrized overlap between the amplitudes representing 𝛸𝛸 and 𝛸𝛸′. This degree of 
overlap thus measures the similarity between the environments 𝛸𝛸 and 𝛸𝛸′. 

The SOAP and GPR parameters are given in Appendix. SOAP-based structural kernels contain several adjustable 
hyper-parameters, which are discussed in Ref. 292. However, we have not systematically explored the full 
parametric space here, instead we chose reasonable values of the parameters without extensive fine-tuning, 
based on previous experience263 and with some optimization by cross-validation on the CSD-2k training set. We 
also combine kernels computed for different cutoff radii to capture the contributions to shifts from different 
length scales,263 as is described in detail below. The calculations of the local environment, the similarity kernel and 
the weighted correlations were done using the glosim2 package.293  

4.2 ShiftML	
Training and Validation  

Note that machine learning models must by definition be trained on the property that is to be predicted. Here 
that corresponds to experimental chemical shifts. However, for molecular solids there are currently only around 
100 compounds with reliable crystal structures and for which assigned 1H or 13C shifts have been published, despite 
the rapidly increasing activity of NMR in crystal structure determination. This is at least an order of magnitude too 
few structures to hope to determine a reliable prediction model. In this light, we note that today GIPAW chemical 
shift calculations can accurately reproduce experimental shifts.116,294 Thus we propose to develop a machine 
learning model to predict chemical shifts by training the model on a database made up of GIPAW calculated shifts 
from a large and diverse set of reference crystal structures. If the model can then accurately predict GIPAW 
chemical shifts, we hypothesise that it should also be in good agreement with experimental shifts. We also note in 
this context that even if there was a database of experimental shifts, there would be a challenge to machine 
learning related to the fact that the experiment reports on structures that include dynamics or distributions, 
making the connection between shifts and environments ambiguous. Learning using GIPAW calculated shifts does 
not suffer from this problem. 
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Figure 4.2. 1H chemical shift prediction error of the trained model for the CSD-500 set. The RMSE prediction error between chemical 
shifts calculated with ShiftML and GIPAW DFT is shown for different local environment cut-off radii, and for the multi-kernel (labelled 
as msk), as a function of the training set size. 

As mentioned above, our model is built using a SOAP kernel.291,292 This framework, combined with GPR, has been 
used to model the stability and properties of a number of different systems,263,292,295 and has been extended to 
the prediction of tensorial properties.296 We can see that this choice of kernel should be particularly well adapted 
to predicting chemical shifts, since it describes the local environments around each atom without any 
simplification, and this is indeed what the chemical shift also probes, as it is determined by the screening of the 
nucleus from the main magnetic field by the electron density at the nucleus. Note that it should be possible to 
tune and train other ML methods to accurately predict chemical shifts of molecular crystals. While these 
possibilities will be explored in future work, the model we present here is already accurate enough to substitute 
for DFT calculations in NMR crystallography. 

Figure 4.2 shows the chemical shift error between the DFT calculations and the ML predictions for the CSD-500 
set, which is representative of the expected accuracy for the entire CSD-61k. The figure shows the overall 
prediction accuracy for 1H chemical shifts as RMSE in ppm between the shifts calculated with DFT and with ShiftML 
as a function of the cut-off radius (rc) and as a function of the number of training structures included from CSD-2k. 
The effect of the different cut-off radii is clearly visible. For example, for rc = 2 Å the prediction error for a small 
training set (< 10 structures or < 100 atomic environments) can be smaller than for the larger radii, but does not 
improve significantly with increasing size of the training set. On the contrary, for rc = 7 Å we observe a relatively 
large prediction error for a small training set, but even with 2,000 structures (35,000 environments), the prediction 
error is still decreasing. A similar behaviour is observed for the prediction errors of the 13C, 15N and 17O chemical 
shifts (see Figure 4.12 in Section 4.4). 

The observed differences in the behaviour of the prediction error with respect to rc clearly indicates the influence 
of the different extents of the local environment on the chemical shift. Short range interactions are sufficient to 
explain the rough order of magnitude of the shift, but long range interactions are required to learn about the 
higher order influences of next-nearest neighbours on shifts. However, for long range interactions, a much larger 
number of environments is needed in order to determine the correlation between environment and shift. 

We exploit these differences to generate a combined SOAP kernel consisting of a linear combination of the single 
local environment kernels,263 with weightings of 256 (rc = 2 Å), 128 (rc = 3 Å), 32 (rc = 4 Å), 8 (rc = 5 Å and rc = 6 Å) 
and 1 (rc = 7 Å). This weighting was determined by rough optimization around values inspired by previous 
experience,263 and by cross-validation on the CSD-2k training set. It is clear that learning with the combined kernel 
leads consistently to lower prediction errors than any of the single kernels, although the improvement in 
performance varies between nuclei (see Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of predictions from ShiftML and GIPAW DFT. Histograms and scatterplots showing the correlation between 
1H (a), 13C (b), 15N (c) and 17O (d) chemical shifts (shieldings) calculated with GIPAW and ShiftML. The black lines indicate a perfect 
correlation. 

Figure 4.3a-d shows correlation plots between 1H, 13C, 15N and 17O chemical shifts calculated by DFT and by ShiftML 
for the CSD-500 set trained on the whole CSD-2k combined kernel. Using the combined kernel, we reach an error 
between ShiftML and DFT calculated chemical shifts of 0.49 ppm for 1H (4.3 ppm for 13C, 13.3 ppm for 15N and 17.7 
ppm for 17O). This is very comparable with reported DFT chemical shift accuracy for 1H of 0.33-0.43 ppm,116,294 
while requiring a fraction of the computational time and cost: less than 1 CPU minute compared to ~62-150 CPU 
hours for DFT chemical shift calculation on structures containing 86 atoms (around 350 valence electrons) (see 
Figure 4.10 in Section 4.4). For the other nuclei, the ML accuracy is slightly lower than reported values (1.9-2.2 
ppm for 13C, 5.4 ppm for 15N and 7.2 ppm for 17O),116,294 which is not surprising as there are (currently) significantly 
less training environments for the heteronuclei than for 1H. 

The R2 coefficients between the chemical shifts calculated with DFT and with ShiftML are 0.97 for 1H, 0.99 for 13C, 
0.99 for 15N, and 0.99 for 17O.  

Note that the CSD-500 set used for testing is selected randomly from CSD-61k and not curated. Indeed, we find 
that many of the atomic environments in the CSD-500 set with a relatively high prediction RMSE possess either 
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unusual cavities inside their crystal structure, possibly indicating an organic cage surrounding non-crystalline 
solvent or other atoms, or exhibit strongly delocalised π-bonding networks. While there is no theoretical reason 
preventing the machine learning model from correctly describing such environments, they are rare and not well 
represented within the training set. CSD-500 thus constitutes a fairly demanding test set.  

Predicting Shifts for Polymorphs 

Having evaluated the power of the trained model to predict the diverse CSD-500 set, we now look at the capacity 
to predict potentially subtler differences by looking at a set of polymorphs of a given structure. Figure 4.4a and b 
show the correlation between the 1H shifts calculated by GIPAW DFT and by ShiftML for 30 polymorphs of cocaine 
and 14 polymorphs of AZD8329, all of which were previously generated with a CSP procedure.120,121 The figure 
clearly shows that ShiftML is able to accurately predict the differences in 1H chemical shift for different polymorphs.  

We find a chemical shift prediction error (RMSE) between GIPAW DFT and ShiftML for 1H for the cocaine 
polymorphs of 0.37 ppm and for AZD8329 of 0.46 ppm. Note that these values are slightly less than for the CSD-
500 set, which might be expected when looking at these two fairly typical organic structures, and suggesting that 
the randomly selected CSD-500 indeed provides a good overall benchmark.   

Note that for these cases the DFT structure optimization and GIPAW chemical shift calculation were done with a 
different DFT program (CASTEP),297 which suggests that ShiftML is robust with respect to small deviations from 
the fully optimized structures. (As shown in Figure 4.9 in Section 4.4, performing the prediction using Quantum 
Espresso consistently leads to comparable prediction accuracy.) 

For the heteronuclei we obtain an RMSE between GIPAW DFT and ShiftML for cocaine of 3.8 ppm for 13C, 12.1 
ppm for 15N and 15.7 ppm for 17O. For AZD8329 the 15N and 17O RMSEs are proportionally larger (17.7 and 54.7 
ppm), and we attribute this to the fact that the molecule contains a rather unusual C-O…H-N / C-O…H-O H-bonded 
dimer structure, for which the learning is thus even sparser than for the heteronuclei in general. To illustrate the 
unusual nature of this motif, we note that the calculated 17O shifts using DFT also change by up to 50 ppm for 
structures geometrically optimized either by the CASTEP protocol used in Ref. 121, or the Quantum Espresso 
protocol used here (the RMSE between ML and DFT for the Quantum Espresso geometrically optimized structures 
is reduced to 10.9 and 11.5 ppm for 15N and 17O!). The RMSE of 4.0 ppm for 13C for AZD8329 is in line with the 
other systems.  

 

Figure 4.4. Comparison of predictions from ShiftML and GIPAW DFT for polymorphs of cocaine and AZD8329. (a) Histogram showing 
the distribution of the differences between 1H chemical shifts calculated with GIPAW and with ShiftML for the polymorphs of cocaine 
(blue), and the polymorphs of AZD8329 (orange). (b) Scatterplot showing the correlation between 1H chemical shifts calculated with 
GIPAW and ShiftML for cocaine (blue) and AZD8329 (orange). The black line indicates a perfect correlation. 
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of ShiftML to experimentally measured shifts. (a) Histogram showing the distribution of differences between 
experimentally measured 1H chemical shifts and 1H chemical shifts calculated with ShiftML for six different crystal structures (see 
Appendix for the structures and numerical values of the shifts). (b) Scatterplot showing the correlation between these experimentally 
measured 1H chemical shifts and shifts calculated with ShiftML. (c-d) Comparison between calculated and experimental 1H chemical 
shifts for the most stable structures obtained with CSP for cocaine (c) and AZD8329 (d). These structures were obtained from 
literature.120,121 For each candidate structure an aggregate RMSE is shown between experimentally measured shifts and shifts 
calculated using either GIPAW (blue) or ShiftML (red). The grey zones represent the confidence intervals of the GIPAW DFT 1H 
chemical shift RMSD, as described in the text,116 and candidates (in c and d) that have RMSEs within this range would be determined 
as correct crystal structures using a chemical shift driven solid-state NMR crystallography protocol. 

Predicting Experimental Shifts and Structure Determination 

Further, the significance of the method is illustrated by comparison to experimentally measured shifts. This 
comparison is particularly important since the training protocol did not involve any experimentally measured 
chemical shifts. We find that the predicted shifts are accurate enough to allow crystal structure determination for 
both cocaine and AZD8329 from powder samples using the isotropic chemical shift based NMRX approach.  

Figure 4.5a and b show the correlation between experimentally measured 1H chemical shifts and the 1H chemical 
shifts calculated by ShiftML for crystal structures of the six molecules shown in Figure 4.6 (numerical values of the 
experimental chemical shifts and the crystal structures are given in Appendix). The comparison between 
experimental and calculated 1H chemical shifts for all crystal structures (for a total of 68 shifts) gives an error 
(RMSE) of 0.39 ppm and a R2 coefficient of 0.99. This compares very favourably to the equivalent agreement found 
between GIPAW DFT and experiment which for this set of structures is an RMSE of 0.38 ppm. 

Figure 4.5c and d show in blue the RMSE between DFT calculated and experimental 1H chemical shifts for the 30 
polymorphs predicted by CSP to have the lowest energy for cocaine and the 14 cis polymorphs of AZD8329. For 
both molecules the only structure in agreement with the GIPAW DFT calculations, to below a 1H DFT chemical shift 
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confidence interval of 0.49 ppm,116 is the correct crystal structure. In the same plots we overlay the result where 
the experimental shifts are now compared to shifts predicted with ShiftML. Note that the RMSE between 
experiment and the predicted chemical shifts follows the same trends as for the DFT calculated shifts, and that 
here again the only structures below the confidence interval of 0.49 ppm are the two correct crystal structures. 
Note, that the cut-off of 0.49 ppm with respect to experiment has been evaluated for GIPAW DFT chemical 
shifts116,294 and to rigorously repeat the CSP procedure for the ML method, the accuracy should be re-evaluated 
using more extensive benchmarking of ShiftML to experiment, which will be the subject of further work. 

 

Figure 4.6. Chemical structures of the six molecules used to evaluate the correlation between experimentally measured 1H chemical 
shifts and the shifts calculated by ShiftML. The structures are given as AZD8329 (a), theophylline (b), cocaine (c), uracil (d), 3,5-
dimethylimidazole and 4,5-dimethylimidazole (e) and naproxen (f). 

 

Figure 4.7. Chemical shift calculation times and large structures. (a) DFT GIPAW calculation time (blue) and ShiftML prediction time 
(turquoise) for different system sizes. The GIPAW DFT calculation time for the six large structures (orange) is estimated from a cubic 
dependence on the number of valence electrons in the structure (see Section 4.4). (b-g) 3D-shemes and 1H NMR spectra predicted 
with ShiftML, of the six large molecular crystals with CSD Refcodes: (b) CAJVUH,298 Natoms = 828, (c) RUKTOI,299 Natoms = 768, (d) 
EMEMUE,300 Natoms = 860,  (e) GOKXOV,301 Natoms = 945, (f) HEJBUW,302 Natoms = 816, (g) RAYFEF,303 Natoms = 1,584. 
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Predicting Shifts for Large Structures. 

Finally, we note that the accuracy of the method does not depend on the size of the structure, and that the 
prediction time is linear in the number of atoms. For the structures we calculate here the prediction time actually 
appears nearly constant, because it is dominated by the loading time of the reference SOAP vector (see Figure 
4.7a). We have used this method to calculate the NMR spectra (shown in Figure 4.7b-g) for six structures from the 
CSD having among the largest numbers of atoms per unit cell (containing only H, C, N, O), with between 768 and 
1,584 atoms per unit cell. (See Figure 4.13 in Section 4.4 for the chemical formula). The values of the predicted 
chemical shifts are shown in Figure 4.13. in Figure 4.7a shows the comparison between the GIPAW calculation 
time and the required ML prediction time. We estimate that the whole calculation would require around 16 CPU 
years by GIPAW. ShiftML requires less than 6 CPU minutes to calculate the shifts for all the compounds.  

4.3 Conclusions	
In this chapter, we have presented a ML model based on local environments to predict chemical shifts of molecular 
solids containing HCNO to within current DFT accuracy. The R2 coefficients between the chemical shifts calculated 
with DFT and with ShiftML are 0.97 for 1H, 0.99 for 13C, 0.99 for 15N, and 0.99 for 17O, corresponding to RMSEs of 
0.49 ppm for 1H, 4.3 ppm for 13C, 13.3 ppm for 15N, and 17.7 ppm for 17O. The approach allows the calculation of 
chemical shifts for structures with ~100 atoms in less than 1 minute, reducing the computational cost of chemical 
shift predictions in solids by a factor of between 5 to 10 thousand compared to current DFT chemical shift 
calculations, and thereby relieves a major bottleneck in the use of calculated chemical shifts for structure 
determination in solids.  

Far from being just a benchmark of a machine-learning scheme, the method is accurate enough to be used to 
determine structures by comparison to experimental shifts in chemical shift based NMRX approaches to structure 
determination, as shown here for cocaine and AZD8329. The ML model only scales linearly with the number of 
atoms and, for the prediction of individual structures, is dominated by a constant I/O overhead. Here it allows the 
calculation of chemical shifts for a set of six structures with between 768 and 1584 atoms in their unit cells in less 
than six minutes (an acceleration of a factor 106 for the largest structure). 

The accuracy of the method is likely to increase further with the size of the training set, and subsequently with the 
future evolution of the accuracy of the method used to calculate the reference shifts used in training (here DFT), 
or by using experimental shifts if a large enough set were available. A web version based of ShiftML is publicly 
available at http://shiftml.epfl.ch. The model used here can easily be extended to organic solids including halides 
or other nuclei, and to network materials such as oxides, and these will be the subject of further work. 

Note that the current version of ShiftML available at http://shiftml.epfl.ch has already been updated (see Chapter 
5). New features includes: (i) the extension of the training set to 3564 structures, (ii) the opportunity to upload 
structures containing H and C, and allowing for N, O and also S, (iii) the replacement of the seven multi-scale SOAP 
kernel with a radially-scaled SOAP kernel290,304,305 (which reduces memory requirements while maintaining 
comparable accuracy), (iv) the implementation of a strategy to calculate the uncertainties associated with the 
chemical shifts predictions306 and (v) the sparsification of the SOAP fingerprints with the FPS algorithm307 (which 
further accelerate the ML predictions). Finally, note also that after the publication of the first ShiftML paper, a few 
other ML models have been developed for the calculation of chemical shifts in solids.308,309 

4.4 Supplementary	Information	and	Discussion	
Selection of the Training and Test Sets 

All crystal structures contained in the CSD-2k and CSD-500 sets were obtained from the Cambridge Structural 
Database (CSD).284 A total of 88,648 structures was downloaded from the CSD, using two different selection 
criteria: the maximum number and the type of atoms contained in the unit-cell. We selected only structures with 
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fewer than 200 atoms, and containing C and H and allowing for N and/or O. From this set we extracted a subset 
of 61,012 (CSD-61k) structures by removing (i) structures with missing protons, and (ii) structures where the 
distance of at least one pair of atoms was smaller than the sum of their covalent radii minus 0.3 Å. In addition, 
structures containing partial occupancy were resolved by keeping only the first of the atoms with partial 
occupancy. If we were not able to resolve the disorder, the entire structure was not included. The disorder was 
assumed to be removed, if the number of atoms, for each atom type, was an integer multiple of the number of 
atoms given in the chemical formula. Note that, as we sorted through more than 60,000 structures, the whole 
procedure was automatized and we did not manually select the most stable structure for a given disorder. 
However, here we are not looking for ground state structures but instead only for physically reasonable structures 
to expand our data-set. The remaining structures were then used to create both the training (CSD-2k) and the test 
set (CSD-500) for ShiftML. The CSD-500 set was created by randomly picking 500 structures from the CSD-61k, 
excluding the structures already selected for the training set.  

DFT Calculations. 

All the DFT calculations were carried out using the DFT program Quantum ESPRESSO.287,288 For all structures in the 
CSD-2k and CSD-500 databases we first carried out geometry optimization using plane wave DFT. We used 
ultrasoft pseudopotentials with GIPAW104,105 reconstruction, H.pbe-kjpaw_psl.0.1.UPF, C.pbe-n-
kjpaw_psl.0.1.UPF, N.pbe-n-kjpaw_psl.0.1.UPF and O.pbe-n-kjpaw_psl.0.1.UPF from the USSP pseudopotential 
database  [http://www.quantum-espresso.org/pseudopotentials].310 The optimizations were carried out using the 
generalized-gradient-approximation (GGA) density functional PBE,311 with a wave-function energy cut-off of 60 
Ry, a charge density energy cut-off of 240 Ry and without k-points. The Grimme van der Waals dispersion 
correction312 was included in order to account for van der Waals interactions. The geometry optimizations were 
done relaxing all atomic positions while keeping the lattice parameters fixed. 

The single-point energy was then computed for each geometrically optimized structure, using higher wave-
function and charge density energy cut-offs of 100 Ry and 400 Ry respectively. For these calculations we also used 
a Monkhorst-Pack grid of k-points313 corresponding to a maximum spacing of 2𝜋𝜋 × 0.06 Å-1 in the reciprocal space. 
The k-points and energy cut-off values were optimized to ensure convergence of the electron density. Finally, we 
calculated the chemical shieldings 𝜎𝜎I¿¡ using the GIPAW method, with the same parameters as used for the single-
point energy calculation.  

Note that using a convergence threshold in the single-point energy calculation of 10-8 Ry leads to a residual random 
error on the macroscopic contribution to the shifts of the order of 0.1 ppm. Fully converged results can be achieved 
with a threshold of 10-12-10-14 Ry. 

Machine Learning.  

We model the isotropic chemical shielding as a function of the local environment 𝐴𝐴 using a Gaussian Process 
Regression (GPR) framework, that assumes that chemical shift values predicted by the model can be written as  

𝜎𝜎(𝐴𝐴) = 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴) + 𝜀𝜀, (4.2)
  

where the function 𝑓𝑓 is a Gaussian Process290 and 𝜀𝜀 represents the error of the prediction, which is modeled as 
independent identically distributed Gaussian variates, with variance 𝜎𝜎Gâ. Following the GPR framework, the 
isotropic chemical shielding function becomes: 

𝜎𝜎(𝐴𝐴) =$𝛼𝛼-𝑘𝑘(𝐴𝐴, 𝑋𝑋-)ƒ
≈

-∆ô

, (4.3) 
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where {𝑋𝑋-}-∆ô≈ is a training set of N reference local environments for which the isotropic chemical shieldings are 
known, 𝑘𝑘 is a kernel function measuring the covariance between local environments and 𝜁𝜁 is a hyperparameter 
controlling the sensitivity of the kernel. 

The weights 𝛼𝛼- can be computed by inverting the kernel matrix 𝐾𝐾-c = 𝑘𝑘y𝑋𝑋-, 𝑋𝑋cz computed between the reference 
configurations, including a regularization that depends on an estimate of the intrinsic uncertainty in the fit (which 
is due to errors in the training set, the limitations of the model or the reduced number of training configurations) 

𝛼𝛼- =$ä𝐾𝐾ƒ + 𝜎𝜎Gâ1ç
åô
-c

c

𝜎𝜎y𝑋𝑋cz. (4.4) 

To assess the correlation between local atomic environments A and B, we use the SOAP kernel291 defined by the 
rotationally invariant overlap between smooth representations of their atomic density: 

𝑘𝑘(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) = À ÃÀ ρŒ
œö

(�⃗�𝐫)𝜌𝜌”y𝑅𝑅�⃗�𝐫zd�⃗�𝐫Ã
â

R◊(m)
𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅, (4.5) 

where the density is built as a superimposition of Gaussians having width ς, centered on the atoms within a cutoff 
distance of the central atom in the environment 

𝜌𝜌Q(�⃗�𝐫) =$𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
-∈Q

[‖�⃗�𝐫 − (�⃗�𝐫𝐢𝐢 − �⃗�𝐫𝐀𝐀)‖â 2𝜍𝜍â⁄ ]𝑓𝑓‡(|�⃗�𝐫- − �⃗�𝐫𝐀𝐀|). (4.6) 

The details of the construction, and the extension to the case with many atomic species, are given in Refs. 263 and 
292. 

Farthest Point Sampling Algorithm. 

Given that a GPR model is essentially an interpolation procedure between the reference configurations, it is crucial 
that training points are chosen to cover as uniformly as possible the space of structures for which one wants to 
perform predictions. To achieve this uniform sampling we use a FPS algorithm285,286 to sort the CSD-61k in 
descending order of “diversity”. Essentially, we select the first structure at random, and then pick the others in 
the sequence such that  

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
‚∈„RIå‰ô‚

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠
c∈^EÂE‡ó-_G

Ê𝑋𝑋‚ − 𝑋𝑋cÊ, (4.7) 

where the distance is the kernel-induced distance associated with an average SOAP kernel for the entire 
structure.292 The CSD-2k set corresponds to the first 2,000 configurations identified with this procedure. 

Detection of Unusual Environments. 

The quality of the training set is essential to ensure the optimal performance of a machine learning algorithm. 
However, the individual curation of the 2,000 molecular crystals of the CSD-2k dataset would be very time 
consuming and cumbersome. Note, that the 2,000 molecular crystals correspond to around 35,000 symmetrically 
non-equivalent atomic environments for 1H alone and the following detection procedure is applied directly to the 
individual atomic environments instead of the whole molecular crystals. 

We automate this detection procedure by assessing the “instability” of the prediction of the shielding of a given 
local environment using the difference between the predictions of several GPR models and the reference DFT-
shielding.  

We define this indicator as: 
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𝜀𝜀(𝑋𝑋) =
1
𝑀𝑀$

(𝑦𝑦-(𝑋𝑋) − 𝑦𝑦(𝑋𝑋))
≥

-∆ô

, (4.8) 

where each of the M models is made using a 2-fold split of the shuffled training set that does not include the 
structure X. In total we generate M=40 models, where each is generated using a different random shuffling of the 
data. Environments with a large value of |𝜀𝜀(𝑋𝑋)| are not well-described by the rest of the training set within the 
SOAP-GPR framework. Note, that the error would cancel out in the case of random noise within the prediction, 
while a large value of |𝜀𝜀(𝑋𝑋)| corresponds to a systematic error in the predicted chemical shielding, that could be 
associated to the limitations listed below. We define local environments to be unusual when |𝜀𝜀(𝑋𝑋)| is larger than 
three times the standard deviation of |𝜀𝜀(𝑋𝑋)| over the whole training set, and we then do not use them for training.  

We perform this elimination procedure on the CSD-2k dataset using a single kernel for each element (rc = 4.5 Å for 
1H, 4 Å for 13C, 4 Å for 15N and 3 Å for 17O). The hyperparameters of the single kernels used in the elimination 
procedure were determined using a grid search and 3-fold cross validation on the uncleaned CSD-2k training set. 
The 1H environments excluded with this approach are shown in Figure 4.8.  

It is interesting to see that in several cases we can trace the unusual behavior of the environment to subtle errors 
in the DFT calculations, or to physical phenomena that are ill described within our DFT model (metallic systems, 
zwitterions,…). However, note that we are not systematically removing such structures and that the training set 
still contains many structures with the listed features. More details on the environments detected as “unusual” 
are given in https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-06972-x. 

 

Figure 4.8. 1H chemical shifts of the 76,214 environments in the CSD-2k set. The environments excluded using the unusual structures detection 
procedure described in the text are shown in red. 

NMR Crystallography.  

To validate the accuracy of the chemical shifts calculated with ShiftML, we replicated the last step of the protocol 
for isotropic chemical shift based NMRX.116,120 We perform this analysis for cocaine and form 4 of AZD8329. 120,121 
The value 𝜎𝜎dEe for the conversion between chemical shieldings to chemical shifts is calculated for each structure 
with a linear regression between calculated and experimental shifts, imposing a slope equal to 1. This procedure 
is done independently for the 1H chemical shieldings calculated with DFT and ShiftML. The geometry of the 
structures predicted with CSP, as well as their chemical shift values calculated with GIPAW and the experimental 
chemical shifts of the observed polymorphs were obtained from Refs. 120 and 121. Remarkably, the high accuracy 
shown in Figure 4.5 was obtained using crystal structures with only 1H positions geometrically optimized and DFT 
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chemical shift calculations carried out using a different program (CASTEP) to the one we used to build our training 
set (Quantum Espresso). Figure 4.9 shows the results obtained for cocaine and AZD8329 after all-atom 
optimization and calculation of GIPAW chemical shifts with Quantum Espresso. Here we show fewer structures 
compared to Figure 4.5, due to the fact that we limit ourselves to calculate DFT chemical shifts of structures with 
less than 250 atoms. This selection removes structures 15 for cocaine and structures 2, 11 and 14 for AZD8329. 
The accuracy is consistent with that reported in Figure 4.5, although the all-atom optimization leads to some 
significant structural differences compared to the only 1H geometrically optimized structures, especially for 
AZD8329. We find a chemical shift prediction error (RMSE) for 1H for cocaine of 0.40 ppm and for AZD8329 of 0.51 
ppm, which is very comparable to the expected GIPAW DFT accuracy. For the heteronuclei we obtain, for cocaine 
and AZD8329 respectively, 3.5 and 3.4 ppm for 13C, 9.3 ppm and 11.0 ppm for 15N and 12.2 ppm and 11.5 ppm for 
17O. Details on the chemical shift values used for this analysis are given in Appendix.  

 

Figure 4.9. NMR crystallography of cocaine and the form 4 of AZD8329. (a) Histogram showing the distribution of the differences 
between chemical shifts calculated with GIPAW and ShiftML. The blue bars were calculated for the polymorphs of cocaine, and the 
orange ones for the polymorphs of AZD8329. (b) Scatterplot showing the correlation between GIPAW and ShiftML chemical shifts for 
cocaine (blue) and AZD8329 (orange). The black line indicates a perfect correlation. (c-d) Comparison between calculated and 
experimental 1H chemical shifts for the most stable structures obtained with CSP for cocaine (c) and form 4 of AZD8329 (d). Chemical 
shifts were calculated using GIPAW (blue) and ShiftML (red). The highlighted bars correspond to the candidates that would be 
selected as correct crystal structures using the chemical shift based solid-state NMR crystallography protocol. In (a-d) the grey zones 
represent the confidence intervals of the 1H chemical shift RMSD, as described in the text.116 

DFT Calculation Times 

Figure 4.10 shows the CPU time needed for part of the GIPAW DFT calculations done for this work. The calculations 
shown in Figure 4.10a were done on polymorph 1 of the cocaine dataset, which contains 86 atoms per unit-cell, 
while the ones in Figure 4.10b were done on 500 structures of the CSD-2k set. In Figure 4.10a the calculation time 
is plotted as a function of the number of Monkhorst-pack k-points313 per axis for three different energy-cut-off 
(Ecutoff) values: 40 Ry (blue), 70 Ry (red), 100 Ry (yellow). When increased, these two parameters improve the 
accuracy of the calculation, but at the same time they drastically increase the computational time needed to carry 
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out the calculation. Figure 4.10b shows the CPU time for the GIPAW chemical shift calculations (blue dots) and for 
the DFT structure optimizations (green squares) as a function of the number of valence electrons (Ne) per unit-
cell. For the GIPAW chemical shift calculations the energy-cut-off was 100 Ry, using a Monkhorst-pack grid with a 
k-point spacing of 2𝜋𝜋 × 0.06 Å-1. For the DFT structure optimizations the energy-cut-off was 60 Ry and no k-points 
were used. The red line shows the best fit between the number of valence electrons and the required CPU time 
for the GIPAW chemical shift calculations as 𝑡𝑡ÈÍÎ = 𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁Eâ + 𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑁Em, where the 𝑁𝑁Em scaling accounts for the general 
DFT scaling and the 𝑁𝑁Eâ describes the scaling of the matrix inversion, which dominates for small system sizes. The 
best fit parameters are given as 8.83e-04 (a) and 1.02e-06 (b). 

Currently the machine learning model has only been rigorously tested and applied for structures optimized with 
DFT. Also slight structural changes away from the equilibrium geometry of a molecular crystal have been shown 
to result in significant changes in the chemical shifts.18 For this reason, the predictive accuracy of ShiftML for non-
equilibrium structures has not yet been quantified. However, Figure 4.10b clearly shows that the computational 
cost for the structure optimization is negligible compared to the computational cost of the GIPAW chemical shift 
calculations.  

For structures with 𝑁𝑁E ≈ 100 the GIPAW shift calculations require around 10x more CPU time as the DFT structure 
optimization, and for 𝑁𝑁E ≈ 1,000, 80x more CPU time is required.  

 

Figure 4.10. CPU time for NMR chemical shift calculations using the GIPAW method. (a) The CPU time is shown as a function of the 
DFT accuracy, determined by the plane-wave cutoff energy 𝐸𝐸ÓÔÒÚÚand the number of k-points in each dimension for polymorph 1 of 
cocaine. The charge density energy cut-offs were set to 𝐸𝐸Û = 4𝐸𝐸ÓÔÒÚÚ. (b) The CPU time is shown as function of increasing system 
size in CSD-2k. The green squares and blue dots show individual geometry optimization and GIPAW chemical shift DFT calculations, 
respectively. The red line shows the best fit between the number of valence electrons and the required CPU time as 𝑡𝑡ÈÍÎ = 𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁Eâ +
𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑁Em (8), with 𝑡𝑡 = 0.0162 and 𝑏𝑏 = 5.91e-06. 

ShiftML Prediction Times 

The ShiftML run-times are shown in Figure 4.7. The prediction times scale linearly with the number of atoms per 
unit cell. However, for all the structures investigated here (from 20 to 1,500 atoms per unit-cell) the required 
prediction time is dominated by a constant pre-factor associated with the used training set.  

Prior to the prediction step, the SOAP reference vector between the test and the training structures is created. 
This step should be linear in the size of the test-structures, but is currently dominated by the size of the training 
set. As a result, this takes around one CPU minute for any of the investigated structures here. The actual 
subsequent chemical shift prediction, which is linear in the number of atoms within the test-structure, requires at 
most 10-20 CPU seconds for the large investigated structures.  

Note that prior to the chemical shift predictions, the single kernels for all the atomic species must be loaded into 
virtual memory and the multiscale kernel created. On one CPU this currently takes around 45 minutes. Note, that 
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this has to be done only once, independently of the number and size of the test-structures that are subsequently 
calculated. 

Learning and Evaluation Curves 

 

Figure 4.11. RMSE learning curves showing the error between chemical shifts calculated with DFT and ShiftML. The curves are for 1H 
(a), 13C (b), 15N (c) and 17O (d) chemical shieldings. The multi-kernel learning-curve is labelled as msk. 

 

Figure 4.12. RMSE evaluation curves showing the error between chemical shifts calculated with DFT and ShiftML.  The curves are 
relative to 13C (a), 15N (b) and 17O (c) chemical shieldings. The errors were measured for different training set sizes, and evaluated on 
the CSD-500 test set. The RMSE evaluation curves were acquired as described in the paper. The multi-kernel learning-curve is labelled 
as msk. 

Figure 4.11shows the RMSE learning curves for 1H, 13C, 15N and 17O for the different local environment cut-off 
radii, and for the multi-kernel. The training was done on up to 1500 randomly selected frames, while testing on 
400 structures selected randomly from the CSD-2k set excluding the structures already selected for the training 
set. For each point, the random sampling was repeated N times (where N is equal to 300, 255, 215, 170, 130, 85, 
45 and 5 respectively for training set sizes of 40, 100, 200, 400, 600, 1000, 1400 and 1500 structures) 
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Figure 4.12 shows the results of the predictions of the chemical shifts of the CSD-500 set as a function of the cut-
off value and the size of the training set. The parameters for the multi-scale kernel prediction were optimized 
using 3-fold cross validation on the CSD-2k set. More details are given in https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-
06972-x. 

Structures and Chemical Shifts of the CSD-6 Set 

For all of the structures in CSD-6 we removed atoms with partial occupations, following the same procedure as for 
the CSD-61k set, leaving only one conformation in the structure file. Missing hydrogen atoms were added with the 
program IQmol. Prior to the chemical shift calculations all the coordinates of the structures were DFT optimized 
using the same parameters as for the CSD-2k set. Chemical shieldings predicted for each structure are given in 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-06972-x. 

 

Figure 4.13. Chemical formula and corresponding 13C, 15N and 17O NMR spectra predicted using ShiftML of the six large molecular 
crystals with CSD Refcodes. (a) CAJVUH,298 Natoms = 828, (b) RUKTOI,299 Natoms = 768, (c) EMEMUE,300 Natoms = 860,  (d) GOKXOV,301 
Natoms = 945, (e) HEJBUW,302 Natoms = 816, (f) RAYFEF,303 Natoms = 1,584.
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 Rethinking	NMR	Crystallography	

This chapter has been adapted with permission from:  

Hofstetter, A., Balodis, M., Paruzzo, F.M., Widdifield, C.M., Stevanato, G., Pinon, A.C., Bygrave, P.J., Day, G.M. and 
Emsley, L., “Rapid structure determination of molecular solids using chemical shifts directed by unambiguous prior 
constraints”. Journal of the American Chemical Society 2019, 141, 42, 16624-16634. (post-print) 

and 

Engel E.A., Anelli, A., Hofstetter, A., Paruzzo, F., Emsley, L. and Ceriotti, M., “A Bayesian approach to NMR crystal 
structure determination”, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2019, 21, 23385-23400. (pre-print) 

We have already introduced methods to address some of the drawbacks of the isotropic chemical shift 
based NMRX protocol in the previous chapters. In this chapter, we discuss drawbacks intrinsic to the CSP based 
protocol, and we propose a modification of the NMRX protocol in order to overcome them. 

The first limitation of the current NRMX protocol that we address here is related to the CSP step. Because CSP can 
require considerable computational resources, which increases rapidly with the structural degrees of freedom, 
the CSP based NMRX method for de novo structure determination is currently limited to systems with up to about 
10 degrees of torsional freedom within the molecule,314 and going beyond this requires some prior knowledge or 
intuition.122,150 Indeed, in order to circumvent these limitations CSP methods often make assumptions (for 
example based on space groups or predicted conformational energies) to limit the search space of possible 
structures. However, this leads to failure of the NMRX method to determine the correct crystal structure, when 
the correct structure is excluded from the search space.  

Our protocol so far exploits geometric constraints from solid-state NMR only in the final step, in order to select 
the correct crystal structure from an ensemble of predicted structures. Introducing experimental constraints 
earlier in the CSP process would be an obvious way to guide and accelerate structure determination. The 
bottleneck for CSP of flexible molecules usually relates to the size of the molecular conformational space, so 
guidance to constrain the size of the search space would be most valuable if it relates to single molecule 
conformations. However, it is not immediately clear how experimental measurements on the crystalline samples 
would be relevant to restrict the single molecule conformational space. Note that an example has been given in 
which structural information was included at earlier stages of the CSP by biasing the search using semi-empirical 
molecule specific pseudo-forces derived from chemical shifts.136  

Here, we introduce an NMRX method in which we use unambiguous constraints from solid-state NMR to restrict 
the CSP search space to relevant regions of conformational space. The approach directs the determination 
procedure from the first steps towards the correct crystal structure, without the need for assumptions. We 
parametrize the approach on the crystal structures of cocaine, flutamide, and flufenamic acid and demonstrate a 
significant acceleration in computational times for these compounds. Most significantly, using chemical shifts 
calculated with both DFT and machine learning (see Chapter 4), we correctly determine the crystal structure of 
powdered ampicillin, for which the traditional NMRX approach would have failed. 
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The second limitation we address here is the estimation of the confidence in the identification of the experimental 
crystal structure using the NMRX approach. Indeed, while usually sufficiently accurate, GIPAW (or machine 
learned) shifts are not exact and the underlying atomic structures of candidates is subject to the accuracy of the 
level of theory at which they are described, leading to uncertainties in predicted NMR shifts. In this chapter, we 
investigate how the chemical shift prediction uncertainty within a set of candidate structures can be translated 
into a quantitative probability that one of the candidate structures corresponds to the experimental structure. 

Traditionally, a structure is considered to be consistent with experiment if the RMSD of its shifts from the 
experimentally measured values falls within the currently expected chemical shift accuracy.116,294,315 However, this 
approach is again limited. It neither allows determination of the experimental structure when multiple candidates 
exhibit similar RMSDs within the “confidence interval”, nor does it provide a means of quantifying how likely 
different candidates are to match the experimental structure in any but the most clear-cut cases. 

Here, we propose a Bayesian framework to quantitatively evaluate the probability that a structure among a given 
set corresponds to the experiment, on a continuous scale from 0 to 100% confidence. Using this approach, we find 
that the structures of flufenamic acid, cocaine, and AZD8329 can be identified with very high confidence (between 
91% and 100%). In contrast, we show that the determination of the structure of flutamide is substantially less 
certain (82% confidence) and confirms the low confidence (13%) in the capability to determine the structure of 
theophylline.120 We further introduce a method to visualise the Bayesian probabilities of the candidate structures 
in combination with a low-dimensional representation of their similarity, computed according to their chemical 
shifts or their geometry. Finally, we find that for the compounds considered here the errors in the calculated 13C 
shifts are substantially larger than literature estimates of the uncertainty in 13C shifts, and that with self-
consistently determined uncertainties the inclusion of 13C shifts (in addition to 1H shifts) leads to consistently more 
reliable structure determinations. 

5.1 Materials	and	Methods	
Experiments of Section 5.2 were performed on a Bruker 500 wide-bore Avance III and a Bruker 900 US2 wide-bore 
Avance Neo NMR spectrometers, equipped with H/X/Y 3.2 mm and H/C/N/D 1.3 mm CPMAS probes. All 
experiments were carried out at room temperature. 

The 2D 1H-13C dipolar heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) experiments were performed using a 12.5 kHz MAS 
frequency for ampicillin, flutamide and cocaine and at 24.0 kHz MAS frequency for flufenamic acid. In all 
experiments, SPINAL-64 was used for heteronuclear decoupling during direct acquisition and eDUMBO-122 for 
homonuclear dipolar decoupling in the indirect dimension. 256 t1 increments with 16 and 128 transients were 
acquired for ampicillin, 256 t1 increments with 64 transients for flutamide, 64 t1 increments with 4 transients for 
flufenamic acid and 256 t1 increments with 16 transients for cocaine. 

For the assignment of ampicillin, additional NMR experiments were required. These experiments were performed 
on either a standard-bore Bruker 700 Avance III or a wide-bore Bruker 500 Avance III, equipped with a 3.2 mm 
HCN 4.0 mm HX CPMAS probes respectively.  

The 2D 13C-13C refocused incredible natural abundance double quantum transfer experiment (INADEQUATE) was 
performed at 13.0 kHz MAS. The polarization was transferred from 1H to 13C prior to the indirect evolution period, 
using a CP 2.5 ms long. SPINAL-64 (100 kHz nutation frequency) was used for heteronuclear decoupling during 
both evolution dimensions. For this experiment, we collected 128 t1 increments with 1760 transients each. t delays 
during the indirect dimension evolution were set to 3.84 ms and the length of the z-filter was 1.0 ms. 

The 1H-15N CP-HETCOR NMR experiment was carried out at 15.0 kHz MAS. SPINAL-64 was used during direct 
acquisition for heteronuclear decoupling (83 kHz nutation frequency), and eDUMBO-122 was used for 
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homonuclear decoupling in the indirect dimension. The 1H-13C CP prior to the indirect evolution period was 300 
μs long. For this experiment we collected 64 t1 increments with 1440 transients each.  

The 
15N magic-angle-turning (MAT) experiment was performed at 1.90 kHz MAS. SPINAL-64 was used for 

heteronuclear decoupling during both t1 and t2 (100 kHz nutation frequency). The 1H-13C CP prior to the indirect 
evolution period was 5.5 ms long. For this experiment we collected 125 t1 increments with 1024 transients each.  

The assignment of 13C and 1H chemical shifts for flutamide, flufenamic acid and cocaine was taken from the work 
done by Baias and co-workers.120  

The assignment of the 13C spectra of ampicillin has been done by Clayden et al.316 and then revised by Antzutkin 
et al.,317 but as mentioned in these works, the assignment is ambiguous, and so we revised it. To assign the 13C 
NMR spectra at natural abundance a 13C-13C INADEQUATE experiment was carried out. To assign the 1H directly 
attached to 13C, the 1H-13C HETCOR spectra were used. To assign the 1H directly attached to 15N, a 1H-15N HETCOR 
experiment was done, which also helped for the assignment of 15N resonances. To distinguish the 15N chemical 
shifts belonging to NH and NH3 resonances, a 15N CP-MAT experiment was done. The NH3 resonance was assigned 
to the peak with negligible chemical shift anisotropy due to the fast exchange of the three attached 1H atoms. The 
assignment was cross-validated by comparing the experimental chemical shifts to shifts calculated with the GIPAW 
DFT method using the XRD crystal structure, albeit with optimized hydrogen positions. Spectra are shown in 
Appendix. 

The 1H and 13C chemical shifts were referenced indirectly to tetramethylsilane using the methyl signals of alanine 
at 1.3 ppm (1H) and 20.5 ppm (13C),318 while 15N chemical shifts were referenced using glycine at −347.54 ppm. 1H 
chemical shifts were corrected for the scaling factor due to homonuclear decoupling, which was determined using 
1H 1D spectra acquired on a Bruker 900 US2 wide-bore Avance Neo NMR spectrometer. Post-processing was done 
using Topspin 3.5 or 3.6.1. The cluster generation and analysis were performed with home-written Python and 
MATLAB codes and using the sketch-map package.292,319-321 

For Section 5.3 no new NMR experiments were carried out. The chemical shift values, the assignment and 
candidate crystal structures were obtained from the original publications, where they are described in 
detail.120,121,322 45 theophylline, 50 flufenamic acid, 21 flutamide, and 30 cocaine candidates within 10 kJ/mol of 
the respective lowest-energy structure were retained and are considered in this work. They can be found in the 
supplementary information of Ref. 120. 11 AZD8329 candidates within 30 kJ/mol of the most stable predicted 
crystal structure for a given conformation were retained and are considered in this work. They can be found in the 
supplementary information of Ref. 121. 

The GIPAW DFT calculations for flutamide and theophylline were performed using CASTEP v5.0 with the PBE 
exchange-correlation functional311 without dispersion correction, an equivalent plane-wave energy cut-off of 
40.42 Ry and a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid313 with a maximum spacing of 2𝜋𝜋 × 0.05	Ååô. The GIPAW DFT 
calculations for flufenamic acid were performed using CASTEP v5.5 with the PBE exchange-correlation 
functional311 with a Tkatchenko-Scheffler semi-empirical dispersion correction,323 an equivalent plane-wave 
energy cut-off of 51.45 Ry and a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid with a maximum spacing of 2𝜋𝜋 × 0.05	Ååô. For all 
these structures, the calculations used on-the-fly generated GIPAW pseudopotentials.104 The GIPAW DFT 
calculations for AZD8329 and cocaine  were performed using Quantum Espresso v6.3 with the PBE exchange-
correlation functional311 with a Grimme D2 semi-empirical dispersion correction312 and an equivalent plane-wave 
energy cut-off of 100 and 400 Ry for the wavefunction and density, respectively. The calculations used 
pseudopotentials from the PSLibrary.324 

The machine-learning model used to predict the 1H chemical shifts in both Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 is version 
1.1 of ShiftML. More details on this version can be found in Chapter 4.3, Section 5.5 and at https://shiftml.epfl.ch. 
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The accuracy of this model in predicting 1H chemical shifts is estimated to be 0.44 ppm with respect to GIPAW DFT 
chemical shifts.  

5.2 NMRX	Directed	by	Unambiguous	Prior	Constraints	
A Novel Conformer Selection 

Figure 5.1a illustrates a case where the current NMRX method fails. Analogously to a successful NMRX case 
(schematically illustrated in Figure 1.1), a large ensemble of single molecule conformers is generated and sorted 
by conformational energy. However, here the molecular conformer present in the crystal structure is of very high 
relative energy in the gas phase, and thus does not pass the selection criterion by energy. An illustrative example 
of this case could be when intra-molecular hydrogen bonds stabilize the most stable conformations in the gas 
phase, while the crystal structure conformation is stabilized through inter-molecular hydrogen bonds or other 
interactions only present in the solid phase. Thus, following the normal selection steps based on the 
conformational energy, the correct conformer is not included in the crystal packing and lattice energy calculation 
steps, and as a consequence is not present in the trial crystal structures that are compared to the experimental 
data.  

Taking this into account, one could extend the crystal structure determination procedure, and we consider two 
ways below. One option is to loosen the initial selection criteria, thus allowing more conformers to proceed to the 
following steps. This approach will increase the computational cost, often prohibitively. Even moderately flexible 
molecules can have hundreds of conformations, each requiring significant computing; for example, for ampicillin, 
one of the molecules studied here, the CSP procedure required, on average, just over 3 days of computing on 200 
dedicated CPUs per conformer (yielding a total of 54 days for all the conformers). Thus, this approach either 
involves very long timescales or requires access to very large-scale computing. The second option is to use a 
different initial selection criterion including information from experiment.  

 

 

Figure 5.1. Schematic of current and proposed CSP-NMRX methods. (a) An example of a failed structure prediction using the current 
NMRX method. (b) An example of the proposed experimentally constrained NMRX method, which successfully overcomes the failure 
of the current NMRX method shown in panel (a). In each panel the structures in the first line depict single molecule gas phase 
conformations sorted by their conformational energy. After applying a given selection criterion a reduced conformer set is used to 
generate an ensemble of possible crystal structures (represented by the 2nd line in each panel). The coloured boxes are intended as 
a guide to the eye, as to which conformer results in which crystal structures. The 3rd line in each panel represents crystal structures 
picked from the 2nd line after a further selection criterion is applied. This final set of structures is then compared to the experimental 
chemical shifts, to determine the correct crystal structure. In each panel the scatterplot shows the experimental 1H chemical shift 
plotted against the DFT-calculated 1H chemical shift for the trial structure with the lowest error between DFT and experimental 
chemical shifts. An example of a successful structure prediction using the current NMRX method is shown in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 5.2. Schematic illustrations of 1H-13C HETCOR spectra (right) for four different structural fragments (left) and the derived 
constraints. Structures (a) and (b) contain an “open” conformer. Structures (c) and (d) contain a “closed” conformer. Blue dotted 
lines are sufficiently short C-H distances between CM and HO to generate peaks in the spectra. Orange dotted lines are too long to 
generate peaks. After applying the constraints with a threshold distance of X=3.5 Å, we see that the absence of a peak in fragment 
(a) is the only unambiguous constraint. 

Figure 5.1b illustrates this second approach, which we introduce here. Contrary to the standard CSP methods, no 
assumptions based on calculated energy are made in the initial conformer selection process. Instead a sub-
ensemble of conformers is selected using experimental constraints from solid-state NMR experiments on the 
powdered microcrystalline sample. This approach guides the conformational sub-ensemble selection towards the 
correct crystal conformer, and thus reduces the chances that the structure determination is limited by possibly 
erroneous assumptions.  

However, experimentally we only have access to the full crystal structures and cannot probe the underlying 
“virtual” gas phase conformations independently. Thus, we need to measure experimentally accessible constraints 
that would be unambiguously fulfilled both in the crystal structure as well as in the gas phase conformations. Note 
that commonly used solid-state NMR constraints, such as the presence of (dipolar-coupling mediated) cross peaks 
in NMR correlation experiments60,103,124,128,325-332 due to internuclear proximity, do not contain unambiguous 
information about the gas phase conformations. This is because a cross peak could arise either from intra- or inter- 
molecular proximity. 

Here we introduce a novel approach that extracts unambiguous conformational constraints on the single molecule 
conformations present in crystalline samples. The approach is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.2, where we 
differentiate between two conformers (“open” and “closed”) by analysing a 1H-13C HETCOR spectrum. 

The 1H-13C HETCOR spectrum contains two different types of information. First, cross-peaks that are present 
indicate atoms that are close in space. Second, absent cross-peaks contain information about atoms that are more 
than a certain distance “X” apart, where “X” possibly depends on the CP contact time, experimental setup and the 
investigated system. Figure 5.2 shows that only the information from the absent cross-peaks in the solid-state 
spectra can be directly transferred to constraints on the single molecule conformations. This is demonstrated with 
a thought experiment. If the heteroatoms CM and HO are close in space, the cross-peak at CM-HO will be present in 
the HETCOR spectra. However, the cross-peak can result either from a short intra-molecular CM-HO distance (i.e. 
the “closed” conformer) (Figure 5.2c-d) or from a short inter-molecular interatomic distance (which can be from 
the “closed” or the “open” conformer) (Figure 5.2b-c). Thus, the presence of a cross peak does not contain 
unambiguous information about the single molecule conformer, as the fragments in Figure 5.2b-d contain both 
possible conformations.  

An absent cross-peak for CM-HO however indicates that CM and HO are at least “X” angstroms apart, for both intra- 
and inter-molecular CM-HO distances (Figure 5.2a). This can only happen for the “open” conformer. Thus, 
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information from the absent cross-peaks is unambiguous regarding the single molecule conformation and can be 
used as a constraint on trial structure generation. 

Note that the fragment in Figure 5.2b also contains the “open” conformation, but would be expected to contain 
a cross-peak for CM-HO and thus will not result in a constraint on the distance between CM and HO. However, such 
cases only result in fewer constraints on the single molecule conformer but do not induce any incorrect 
constraints. 

Note also that it is not a priori clear what the threshold distance “X” is. In general, we expect to reliably see all 1H-
13C HETCOR cross-peaks at least up to 3.0 Å.333 To establish a reliable value for the threshold distance “X”, 
accessible in the 1H-13C HETCOR  experiments used here, we investigate the correlation between interatomic 1H-
13C distances and signal intensities of the cross-peaks in the HETCOR experiments recorded for cocaine, flutamide, 
and flufenamic acid.  

For these three compounds the experiments were performed at different contact-times, magic-angle spinning-
rates and on different spectrometers. Figure 5.3 shows that for cocaine we have signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of up 
to 80, while flufenamic acid has a maximum SNR of around 10. Additionally, for a 1H-13C HETCOR experiment, 
where the signal is transferred from the 1H to the 13C, the SNR also depends on the number of protons involved in 
the transfer, as well as the number of protons overlapping at a given frequency.  

 

Figure 5.3. Signal intensity of 1H-13C HETCOR cross-peaks plotted against the corresponding interatomic distance for cocaine (green), 
flufenamic acid (orange) and flutamide (cyan). (a) The SNR is extracted directly for all 1H-13C HETCOR at different contact-times and 
different experimental setups. (b) The normalised SNR per 1H allows a direct comparison across different experimental setups and 
for cross-peaks corresponding to a different number of protons. 

 

Figure 5.4. (a) Illustration of “terminal” protons, which contribute to eventual conformational constraints. (b)  normalised SNR of 1H-
13C HETCOR cross-peaks plotted against the corresponding interatomic distance for “central” protons (red) and “terminal” protons 
(blue), which are used to generate conformational constraints. 
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To make different spectra comparable, we first estimate that the number of active protons for a given cross-peak 
in a spectrum is proportional to the maximum signal intensity at a given frequency in ω1. The signal intensity of 
each cross-peak is then re-normalised by this number of protons. Then, we consider the difference in overall SNR 
between spectra by re-normalising each cross-peak with respect to the maximum proton-normalised SNR per 
spectra. This leads to a normalised SNR per 1H, which is comparable across all experiments and which is shown in 
Figure 5.3. 

Once we have selected a reliable threshold distance X Å for a given SNR cut-off (this process is described below), 
the selected threshold distance in combination with each absent HETCOR cross peak is transformed into a 
constraint on the conformer space as, “if the HETCOR cross peak between Cx and Hy is below the SNR cut-off it is 
classified as absent and so the distance between the atoms Cx and Hy must exceed X Å.”  

For each single molecule conformer all of the generated constraints were checked and the conformers were sorted 
according to the number of constraints violated. This procedure allows us to select conformers for the subsequent 
CSP procedure. If we are confident in the extracted constraints, it is sufficient to only select the sub-ensemble with 
the lowest number of constraint violations. However, if this sub-ensemble is very small or if additional 
computational resources are available, the selected sub-ensemble can easily be extended to include structures 
with a progressively higher number of constraint violations. Accepting conformations with a small number of 
constraint violations can allow for moderate changes in molecular geometry between the gas phase and crystal 
structure. 

Parametrization Using Known Structures 

We first establish the range of reliable threshold distances “X” for a given SNR cut off Snorm. For this we investigate 
the correlation between Snorm and the corresponding inter-atomic distances for the three trial compounds cocaine, 
flufenamic acid and flutamide.  

1H-13C HETCOR experiments were performed with 1H-13C contact times of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 1.5 ms; 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 
2.0, 3.0 and 3.5 ms; and 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0 ms respectively for cocaine, flufenamic acid 
and flutamide. We re-normalised the spectra as described in Section 5.5 The resulting normalised SNR per 1H is 
then comparable between compounds, see Figure 5.3.  

However, Figure 5.3 shows that although there is a correlation between the normalised SNR and the 
corresponding inter-atomic distance, there are significant fluctuations. This is expected since the HETCOR 
experiment is quite simple but is subject to spin diffusion relayed transfer, among others. We find that the effect 
of these fluctuations can be minimised by only considering correlations/distances from protons that are situated 
towards the extremities of the molecules. (We note here, that this currently results in a reduced number of 
extracted constraints. If the constraints could be extracted in a more quantitative manner, e.g. by accounting for 
changes in peak intensities due to 1H-1H spin diffusion, then the selection criteria could be made stronger). 
However, these distances are the most information-rich in terms of the overall molecular conformations. We thus 
only consider cross-peaks resulting from the “terminal” protons marked with a green dotted-line in Figure 5.4a. 
This results in a clearer correlation between normalised SNR and the corresponding inter-atomic distances, as 
shown in Figure 5.4b. 

To aid our interpretation of the selection procedure we apply a sketch-map292,319-321 analysis to the gas-phase 
conformer ensembles. The details of the sketch-map analysis including an interpretation of the underlying 
conformational changes for cocaine, flutamide and flufenamic acid are given in Section 5.5, in Figure 5.16, Figure 
5.17 and Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Grid search results of the threshold distance “X” and Snorm cut-off values for flutamide, cocaine and flufenamic acid. 
The colour-map shows the percentage of selected structures from within the conformer ensemble. The white area indicates the 
region where the correct conformer is not selected. Optimal selection parameters should select the smallest conformer ensemble 
that still contains the correct structure. This corresponds to the dark blue regions within the different panels. The dashed orange line 
denotes the boundary at which the selection process starts to fail. (b-d) Conformer selection for flutamide (b), flufenamic acid (c) and 
cocaine (d). The panels show the sketch-map projections of the gas-phase ensembles. Red dots represent the structures that are 
selected when a threshold distance of 3.5 Å and a Snorm cut-off value of 0.14 were used. The green triangle shows the conformer 
found in the XRD-generated crystal structure. The green arrow points to the gas-phase conformer which results in the correct crystal 
structure after the CSP procedure. 

Flutamide. The initial gas-phase ensemble of flutamide conformers generated in the first step of CSP contains 15 
conformers,120 of which 7 are in the trans and 8 are in the cis conformation with respect to the amide group. All 
the absent cross-peaks in a series of 1H-13C HETCOR spectra were used to generate the conformational constraints 
shown in Figure 5.6a. Figure 5.5b shows the selected sub-ensemble of gas-phase conformers in the sketch map 
that fulfil the most constraints. The sub-ensembles with the lowest number of violations (2 of 10 total constraints) 
are selected for the subsequent CSP procedure.  

Note, that these two constraints are violated for all conformers and do not correspond to significant changes in 
the conformation, as the involved atoms are not separated by more than 2 bonds. The reduced ensemble contains 
the gas-phase conformer that led to the correct crystal structure during the subsequent CSP procedure,120 while 
being able to reduce the gas-phase conformer ensemble from 15 to 7 conformations. This significantly reduces 
the computational cost of the following CSP steps by approximately 54% (assuming that all conformers lead to 
similar numbers of putative crystal structures), while still including the correct gas-phase conformer that leads to 
the observed crystal structure. Additionally, the constraints from the absent cross-peaks uniformly selected the 
trans form in all 7 conformers. 

Flufenamic acid. The gas-phase conformer ensemble for flufenamic acid contains 26 molecular conformations.120 
Figure 5.5c shows the selection of the sub-ensembles with the lowest number of violations (0 of 2 total constraints) 
using 1H-13C HETCOR. The extracted constraints are shown in Figure 5.6c. Note that, for flufenamic acid, there are 
only two non-aromatic protons and that the cross-peaks from the aromatic protons are not distinguishable due 
to overlap in the 1H dimension. However, the distance constraints extracted solely from the carboxyl proton (see 
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Figure 5.6c) were sufficient to reduce the number of relevant conformers by 46% (from 26 to 14 conformers), 
while still selecting the correct conformer, leading to the observed crystal structure.  

Cocaine. The initial CSP conformer ensemble for cocaine contains 27 conformers.120 Figure 5.5d shows the 
selection of the sub-ensembles with the lowest number of constraint violations (2 out of 10 total constraints) 
extracted from the 1H-13C HETCOR NMR spectra (Figure 5.6b). As with flutamide, these two constraints were 
violated for all conformers and do not correspond to significant changes in the conformation, as the involved 
atoms are separated by only 3 bonds. Figure 5.22 (Section 5.5) shows that the 1H-13C HETCOR constraints were 
able to distinguish between the folding (closed and bent form) and stretching of the cocaine molecule with respect 
to the aromatic group as well as a flip in the methylamine group. Here, the relevant conformer ensemble is 
reduced by around 55% (from 27 to 12 conformations), while retaining the conformer that leads to the correct 
crystal structure. 

 

Figure 5.6. The top part in each panel shows the 1H-13C HETCOR spectrum of: (a) flutamide with a 1.25 ms 1H-13C cross-polarization 
contact time, (b) cocaine with a 1.0 ms contact time, (c) flufenamic acid with a 1.5 ms contact time and (d) ampicillin with a 1.5 ms 
contact time. 13C peaks are assigned based on the literature317 and 1H peaks are assigned from HETCOR spectra and DFT chemical 
shift calculations (see Section 5.5). The cross-peaks from the terminal protons (Figure 5.4a) below a Snorm of 0.14 were used as 
constraints on the conformer ensembles, and are indicated as orange ellipsoids. The lower part of each panel shows the violated 
constraints extracted from all of the 1H-13C HETCOR cross-peaks for different example conformers within the ensembles. 
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Crystal Structure Determination of Ampicillin 

In contrast to the three cases above, the crystal structure determination of ampicillin would have failed using the 
usual NMRX protocol. In the first step, an ensemble of 16 locally stable gas-phase conformers was generated (for 
details, see Section 5.5) and the ensemble was then sorted according to the isolated molecule conformational 
energy. Figure 5.7b shows that all the conformers within 25 kJ·mol-1 of the lowest energy structure are stabilized 
through an intra-molecular hydrogen bond between the amino nitrogen and oxygen atoms of the carboxyl group, 
whose strength is enhanced by the zwitterionic nature of the molecule. However, in the known single-crystal XRD 
structure, these intra-molecular hydrogen bonds between charged ends of the molecule are sacrificed to allow 
the formation of strong, charge-assisted inter-molecular hydrogen bonds, with the molecule adopting a more 
extended, open conformation.  

Figure 5.7b also shows that the single molecule conformation closest to the crystal conformer is one of the highest 
energy gas phase conformers, nearly 100 kJ·mol-1 higher in energy than the lowest energy single molecule 
conformer. In the normal CSP method a cut-off of around 20-25 kJ·mol-1 would typically be applied to the 
conformational ensemble120,151 to limit the number of conformers that must be considered during the time-
consuming crystal packing search. The correct conformer falls well outside this energy range and, thus, would be 
eliminated at this stage, preventing the successful generation of the observed crystal structure. To successfully 
determine the correct crystal structure, the subsequent CSP steps would have had to proceed without applying 
any energetic cutoff on the single-molecule conformers. This would be possible for the 16 conformers of ampicillin 
and use of large scale computing to perform the searches in parallel, but is problematic as a general method, as 
the conformational space of even moderately flexible molecules can often include hundreds of individual 
conformers.151  

To address this problem, we apply experimental constraints extracted from 1H-13C HETCOR NMR spectra at 
different contact times (i.e. 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0 and 2.25 ms, detailed in Section 5.5). Figure 
5.6d shows the assigned 1H-13C HETCOR NMR spectra of ampicillin at a 1.5 ms contact time together with the 
labelled 2D structure. Following the protocol established for cocaine, flutamide and flufenamic acid, the SNR was 
then normalised over all experimental setups as described above. As we did for the other three molecules, we 
only consider cross-peaks resulting from terminal-protons, see Figure 5.4a. Using a Snorm of 0.14, and an X of 3.5 
Å, that were parametrized on the reference compounds above, the extracted constraints are circled in orange and 
are shown on three example conformers below the spectra. Figure 5.7a shows the sub-ensembles with no 
violations (0 out of 1 total constraint). Figure 5.6d shows that only conformers without an intra-molecular 
hydrogen bond are selected. Also, from Figure 5.7b it is clear that the energetically high conformers are 
preferentially selected. Note, that in a classical CSP-NMRX approach these conformers would have not been 
selected. For the next step in the CSP procedure, only 7 out of the original 16 structures were considered. This 
reduces the computational cost by approximately 55%. 

For each conformer remaining within this reduced gas-phase ensemble, we generated a crystal structure 
ensemble using a quasi-random sampling334 of lattice parameters, molecular positions and orientations within the 
commonly observed space groups. All 154,000 generated crystal structures were first optimized using an atomic-
multipole based force field,335 followed by dispersion corrected DFT-D re-optimization of the lowest energy crystal 
structures, producing a final set of 75 candidate crystal structures. The full procedure is detailed in Section 5.5. 

1H chemical shift values were then calculated with GIPAW DFT and a machine learned method (ShiftML) for each 
candidate structure and compared to the experimental chemical shifts (details are given in Section 5.5). Figure 5.8 
shows the RMSE between DFT calculated and measured 1H chemical shifts together with the calculated relative 
lattice energies for the candidate set. Based on currently-accepted metrics we expect a valid structure to have a 
1H RMSE of 0.33 ppm (± 0.16 ppm) or lower.116 This is indicated as the grey zone in Figure 5.8. Predicted structures 
with 1H chemical shift difference within this zone are thus considered to be indistinguishable from experiment 
with a confidence of 1σ. 
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Figure 5.9 shows the RMSE between ShiftML calculated and measured 1H chemical shifts together with the DFT 
calculated relative lattice energies for the candidate set. Using a benchmark set of 11 molecular crystal structures 
with around 150 experimental 1H chemical shifts (as described in Appendix) we expect a correct structure to have 
a 1H RMSE of 0.346 ppm (± 0.195 ppm) or lower. Note that the RMSE between experiment and the predicted 
chemical shifts follows broadly similar relative to the DFT-calculated shifts (Figure 5.8).  

 

Figure 5.7. Conformer selection for ampicillin. (a) The panel shows the sketch-map projections of the gas-phase conformer ensemble. 
Red dots represent the structures which are selected using a threshold distance “X” of 3.5 Å and a Snorm of 0.14. The green triangle 
denotes the conformer found in the XRD-determined crystal structure. The green arrow points to the gas-phase conformer which 
results in the correct crystal structure after the CSP procedure. (b) Scatterplot showing the relative difference in the energy (DE) for 
the single molecule conformers of ampicillin against the shortest intra-molecular hydrogen-bond distance (N-O distance). The blue 
dashed line is the typical cut off energy (25 kJ/mol) used for conformer selection in CSP. The green dotted line is a guide to the eye 
to show at which DE the conformers with inter-molecular hydrogen bonds become accessible. The green arrow shows the conformer 
which results in the correct crystal structure. 

 

Figure 5.8. Comparison of crystal structure candidates. The structures are sorted according to their relative lattice energy, as specified 
on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows 1H chemical shift RMSE between DFT calculated and experimental chemical shifts. The 
orange marker shows the 1H chemical shift RMSE for the single-crystal XRD structure. The red line shows the mean of the current 
difference between experimental and DFT calculated 1H chemical shifts with the distinguishability limits (at the 1σ level) indicated as 
grey shaded zone, as described in the main text. 
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of crystal structure candidates. The structures are sorted according to their relative lattice energy, horizontal 
axis. The vertical axis shows 1H chemical shift RMSE between ShiftML calculated and experimental chemical shifts. The orange marker 
shows the 1H chemical shift RMSE for the single-crystal XRD structure. The red line shows the mean of the current error (0.346 ppm) 
between experimental and ShiftML calculated 1H chemical shifts with the limits at one standard deviation (0.195 ppm) indicated as 
grey shaded zone, as described below. 

Based on the agreement between experimental and calculated 1H chemical shifts, both for ShiftML and DFT, we 
find that the crystal structure lowest in lattice energy, with a large gap in energy to the next predicted structure, 
also best produces the experimental NMR chemical shifts from the powdered microcrystalline sample used in the 
present study (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9). Thus, we identify this structure as the correct candidate structure. Using 
chemical shifts calculated either directly from DFT or using ShiftML, several higher energy putative crystal 
structures produce 1H chemical shifts within the acceptable error bounds. However, none of these alternative 
structures falls within the usual energy range of observed polymorphism (typically up to 7-8 kJ/mol)336 above the 
best candidate structure. Thus, our final structure selection relies on both the chemical shifts and calculated lattice 
energies. 

The structure determined here agrees very well with the known reference structure determined by single-crystal 
XRD,337 as illustrated in Figure 5.10a. The deviation in atomic positions in the NMR structure from the powder is 
0.278 Å, measured as the RMSD of all heavy atoms (excluding protons) in a 20-molecule cluster taken from the 
two structures. The single-molecule heavy atom RMSD is 0.068 Å. The largest deviation in the lattice parameters 
is a contraction of 6.8% in the b lattice parameter, and a unit cell volume of the CSP-NMRX structure 7.4% smaller 
than the single-crystal structure (see Appendix). This difference in volume is not unexpected as the NMRX 
structure is a temperature-free structure resulting from lattice energy minimization, while the single-crystal 
structure was determined at room temperature. The slightly shorter lattice parameters in the NMRX structure are 
in line with the expected thermal expansion of an organic molecular crystal. 

Finally, we proceed with a positional error analysis that leads to the fully determined structure shown in Figure 
5.10c. The positional error analysis is performed using the DFT-calculated 1H chemical shifts following the 
procedure outlined by Hofstetter and Emsley18 and is detailed in Section 5.5 (using DFT-MD here). The average 
positional RMSE on the NMR powder structure is 〈𝑟𝑟Fˆ〉	= 0.176 Å, which corresponds to an average equivalent 
displacement parameter 𝑈𝑈E¯ = 0.0103 Åâ. This compares with 〈𝑟𝑟Fˆ〉 = 0.149 Å and 𝑈𝑈E¯ = 0.0074 Åâ for the single-
crystal XRD structure.337 Note that the positional RMSE on the single-crystal XRD structure only considers the 
heavy atoms, while the positional RMSE on the NMR powder structure also includes the 1H atoms.  
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Figure 5.10. (a) Comparison between the structure of ampicillin as determined by the constrained powder 1H CSP-NMRX and the 
single-crystal XRD determined structure.337 (b-c) ORTEP plot of the ampicillin (b) crystal and (c) single molecule structure drawn at 
the 90% probability level. The anisotropic ellipsoids correspond to a 1H chemical shift RMSE of 0.49 ppm and to an average positional 
RMSE of 〈r˙˚〉 = 0.144 Å. 

5.3 A	Probabilistic	Crystal	Structure	Selection	
Figure 5.11 shows examples of the analysis that is traditionally performed in chemical shift driven NMRX for 
AZD8329 and ampicillin. The RMSE between the experimental shifts and those predicted for multiple CSP 
candidates is computed using assigned 1H chemical shifts, and compared to the typical uncertainty of DFT (or ML) 
predictions. The structure with the lowest RMSE is deemed to be the best candidate and identified as the 
experimental structure, provided the RMSE is consistent with the inherent uncertainty in the predicted shifts. In 
the case AZD8329, only one structure is consistent with experiment, making the structure determination 
conclusive. In the case of ampicillin, although the correct candidate has the lowest RMSE, several others are 
consistent with experiment within the inherent uncertainty in their predicted shifts. Based on this analysis, it is 
consequently impossible to assess how trustworthy identifying the best candidate as the experimental structure 
would be. In practice, energetic considerations strongly favour the correct candidate and facilitate determining 
the correct crystal structure.  

 

Figure 5.11. RMSEs of the GIPAW (blue) and ML (red) 1H chemical shifts of the (a) and (b) AZD8329ampicillin CSP candidates with 
respect to experiment. The grey area indicates the one sigma confidence interval for the GIPAW-DFT 1H chemical shifts as determined 
by the typical error of GIPAW-DFT predictions with respect to the experimentally measured shifts for a set of benchmark compounds 
of known atomic structure. 
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Cases such as ampicillin, in which chemical shift based NMRX is complicated by the presence of two or more 
candidates in close agreement with experimental NMR shift data, are the primary reason for developing the 
Bayesian framework. 

Theoretical Aspects  

In the probabilistic approach to isotropic chemical shift based NMRX that we now develop each candidate 
structure constitutes a “model”, M, for which we determine the posterior probability, 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗), of corresponding 
to the experimental structure, given experimentally determined shifts, 𝒚𝒚∗. The experimental shifts may originate 
from a single or multiple chemical species and may or may not have been partially or fully assigned to particular 
nuclei within the compound of interest. For each model the prior probability of matching the experimental 
structure is denoted by 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀) and can in principle incorporate information regarding the thermodynamic stability 
of different candidates. Noting that stability estimates are often not accurate on the scale of differences between 
models, here we choose to set aside such considerations and assume uniform priors for all 𝑠𝑠≥models, 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀) =
1 = 𝑠𝑠≥. 

We denote the probability of observing shifts 𝒚𝒚 for a given model 𝑀𝑀 as 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀) and the probability of observing a 
shift 𝒚𝒚 before we run the experiment as 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚) = ∑ 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀)𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀)≥ . Bayes theorem dictates that 

𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗) =
𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀)𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀)

𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗) =
𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀)𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀)

∑ 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀ˇ)𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀ˇ)≥!
. (5.1) 

Clearly, in order to evaluate the posterior 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗), the conditional probability distribution 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀) must be 
defined. Given GIPAW or ML estimates of the shifts 𝒚𝒚≥ for each model 𝑀𝑀, the simplest model for the conditional 
distribution of the shift associated with a particular nucleus j takes the form of a normal distribution. 

𝑒𝑒c(𝑦𝑦|𝑀𝑀) =
1

"2𝜋𝜋𝜎𝜎câ
expS−

1
2v
𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦c≥

𝜎𝜎c
{
â

V	 (5.2) 

The width 𝜎𝜎c  represents an estimate of the typical error in the calculated shift with respect to experiment. Note 
that it is very important to have an accurate 𝜎𝜎c  for this approach to work. We discuss different approaches to 
determining 𝜎𝜎c  in Section 5.5.  

The way Equation 5.2 is translated into a posterior 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗), which quanties the confidence in designating the 
model 𝑀𝑀 as the experimental structure, depends on the level of assignment of the chemical shifts. In Section 5.5 
we analyse the scenarions with full chemical shift assignment, without chemical shift assignment and with partial 
chemical shift assignment. However, the results shown in this thesis focus only on the fully assigned case, which 
corresponds to the typical NMRX case. Examples and a discussion of chemical shift based NMRX with partial 
assignments or without assignments of shifts are given in the original publication (Engel et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. 
Phys 2019, just accepted). 

Benchmark Systems 

In order to demonstrate the Bayesian approach to NMRX, we use it to quantify the confidence in the structure 
determination of six molecular crystals (see Figure 5.12). We also demonstrate the use of two-dimensional 
visualisations of the similarity between candidate structures, both in terms of their structural features and in terms 
of their predicted chemical shifts, following the recipe given in Section 5.5. 

Ampicillin, AZD8329, cocaine, theophylline, flufenamic acid, and flutamide (Figure 5.12) have all previously been 
studied using NMRX.120,121,322 In each case the experimental NMR shifts have been fully assigned to nuclei, the 
corresponding crystal structures are known, and DFT shifts for a pool of CSP candidates are available. Furthermore, 
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for all six compounds the CSP candidates include a representative of the experimental structure, which is referred 
to as the “correct candidate” in the following. The full assignments of the experimentally measured shifts to 
particular nuclei in the compounds used in the following are detailed in Appendix. 

 

Figure 5.12. Chemical structures of (a) AZD8329, (b) ampicillin, (c) flufenamic acid, (d) cocaine, (e) flutamide and (f) theophylline. 

Quantitative Structure Determination and Visualisation  

From Figure 5.13 we see that on the basis of the same 1H shifts from GIPAW calculations, we estimate that the 
correct structure is identified with high confidence in 4 out of the 6 benchmark cases (75% ampicillin, 88% for 
flutamide, and 100% for AZD8329 and cocaine), and with some uncertainty in the case of flufenamic acid (60%). 
In the case of theophylline, the analysis confirms that the experimental structure cannot be distinguished.120 

In order to elucidate why the level of confidence in the structural determination varies among the benchmark 
problems, we generate a two dimensional visualisation based on principal component analysis (PCA) in which the 
CSP candidates for each compound are arranged such that pairwise distances reflect their dissimilarity, and which 
simultaneously shows the probability with which each candidate matches experiment (more details in Section 
5.5). Figure 5.14 shows the representations of the similarity of the CSP candidates for each of the six compounds.  

 

Figure 5.13. Overview of the results of NMR crystal structure determinations for the five benchmark compounds using 1H and 13C 
shifts calculated with ML or GIPAW, respectively. Each cell is colored and labeled according to the Bayesian probability of matching 
experiment assigned to the representative of the experimental structure among the CSP candidates -- this probability provides the 
key indicator of the reliability of the structure determination. The left and middle panels show the Bayesian probabilities of matching 
experiment calculated on the basis of the default global uncertainties of 𝜎𝜎&I¿¡ = 0.33 ± 0.16 ppm and 𝜎𝜎„I¿¡ = 1.9 ± 0.4 ppm. The right 
panel shows the Bayesian probabilities based on uncertainties estimated for each individual compound under consideration by 
maximizing 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗) with respect to '𝜎𝜎c(. The estimated uncertainties are given as, 𝜎𝜎&I¿¡ = 0.28 ± 0.09 ppm, and 𝜎𝜎„I¿¡ = 2.7 ± 0.9 ppm. 
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Figure 5.14. Evaluation of the top 10 (a) ampicillin, (b) AZD8329, (c) cocaine, (d) theophylline, (e) flufenamic acid and (f) flutamide 
CSP candidates. The correct candidates are shown as filled circles and the others as empty circles. For each candidate the probability 
of matching experiment 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗) is indicated by the area of the blue disk. The candidates are labelled according to their rank in terms 
of configurational energy with zero indicating the energetically most favourable candidate. The respective upper panels show the 
similarity of the candidates to each other and to the (out-of-sample embedded) experimental data (shown as a red cross) in terms of 
their fully assigned 1H GIPAW-DFT shifts. Their positions are determined by the first two chemical shift principal components 
(chemical shift pc1 and pc2), which can be understood, for the case of full assignment, as the two orthogonal linear combinations of 
their shifts for which the pairwise distances in the associated two-dimensional space most accurately reproduce the (dis-)similarity 
between candidates in terms of the Euclidean distance between the full vectors of 1H GIPAW shifts. 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀))  denotes the probability 
that the virtual candidate, which represents structures potentially missing from the CSP candidate pool, matches experiment. The 
respective lower panels show the structural similarity of the candidates in terms of their SOAP features. While the relative distances 
of structures are a measure of their (dis-)similarity, the absolute value of the principal components (pc) from the (K)PCA constructions 
described in Section 5.5 has no intuitive physical meaning and is therefore not shown. 
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For each compound we show the similarity in terms of 1H chemical shifts (top panels) and in terms of structure 
(lower panels). The similarity in terms of chemical shifts reflects the resolving power of NMR. The similarity in 
terms of their structural features reflects how distinct the geometries of different candidates are. By embedding 
experiment, i.e. the experimentally measured shifts, in the representations of shift similarity one can also assess 
how closely (or not) the shifts of different candidates agree with experiment. First, by looking at the similarity as 
seen through the chemical shifts one can tell whether failure to identify conclusively the correct structure is due 
to lack of resolving power of NMR, or to the inaccuracy of the predicted shifts. For example, the case of 
theophylline (Figure 5.14d) shows that structures 8 and 16, which are identified as the most likely candidates, 
exhibit very distinct 1H chemical shifts from structure 13, which is the correct candidate. Hence, even though there 
are only four 1H shifts, this analysis suggests that more accurate predictions of the 1H shifts would probably suffice 
to correctly determine the structure. In contrast, in the case of flufenamic acid (Figure 5.14e) the three structures 
with non-zero probability are all similarly close to experiment as they are to each other. In this case, it seems that 
shifts from additional chemical species, or a dramatic increase in the accuracy of shift predictions, would be 
needed to resolve the ambiguity.  

Whenever two or more structures are close together in the shift-based representation, it would be hard to 
distinguish them by means of an NMR experiment. For instance, this is the case for structures 13, 17 and 22 of 
theophylline, as can be seen in Figure 5.14d. Meanwhile, the geometry-based representation, which is also shown 
in Figure 5.14d clearly shows that structure 13 is actually distinct. This geometric difference is not reflected in the 
value of the shifts, which is at least in part due to the small number of hydrogen atoms in a theophylline molecule. 
For comparison, the similarity of the structures 3, 8, 16, 23 in terms of chemical shifts clearly reflects an underlying 
geometric similarity. 

NMRX Using ML Predictions of Chemical Shifts 

Above we have made use of extensive preexisting GIPAW NMR calculations. In practice GIPAW shift predictions 
come at substantial cost, if the size and complexity of the system of interest permit them in the first place. 
Fortunately, ML shift predictions prove sufficiently reliable to determine structures. This is demonstrated by 
reconstructing the Bayesian models on ML shifts for all systems except flufenamic acid and flutamide. The latter 
two contain fluorine, leaving them outside the scope of the current ML model. The results are shown in Figure 
5.13 and demonstrate that ML-based NMRX almost matches the resolving power achieved with GIPAW 
predictions of NMR shifts. 

Adding 13C Chemical Shifts  

Irrespective of whether NMR chemical shifts are predicted using GIPAW-DFT calculations or ML methods, 1H shifts 
do not always suffice to pin down the experimental structure. Many studies have included other additional 
information, such as elements of geometry from dipolar couplings, and the chemical shifts of other nuclei such as 
13C or 15N, either singly or jointly. The cases of flufenamic acid and theophylline highlight the limits of 1H NMRX for 
compounds with few distinct hydrogen atoms, with a low, 60 % confidence in the structure determination in the 
former case, and the determination of the experimental structure being simply impossible in the latter. This makes 
it tempting to turn to 13C chemical shift data in search for more information to exploit in distinguishing the 
experimental structure. However, in agreement with current wisdom,120 Figure 5.13 suggests that the inclusion of 
13C shifts reduces the confidence in the identification of the experimental structure. 

The fact that the resolving power of NMRX appears to deteriorate upon inclusion of 13C shifts warrants further 
discussion. Note that, in a Bayesian framework, adding more information should never degrade the prediction 
accuracy, unless the accuracy of such information is overestimated. The degradation of prediction accuracy 
therefore indicates that the value 𝜎𝜎„I¿¡ = 1.9 ± 0.4 ppm based on benchmark data116,294,315 substantially 
underestimates the actual error for the compounds considered here.  
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Following the strategy of maximizing 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗) with respect to '𝜎𝜎c( proposed in Section 5.5, the typical error in 13C 
shifts can be estimated to a substantially larger 𝜎𝜎„I¿¡ = 2.7 ± 0.9 ppm. This is substantiated by the RMSD of the 
GIPAW shifts of the correct candidates with respect to the respective experimentally measured shifts of 2.6 ± 1.4 
ppm. For comparison, the corresponding RMSD of the 1H GIPAW shifts is 0.28 ± 0.09 ppm and thus entirely 
consistent with the global estimate of 𝜎𝜎&I¿¡ = 0.33 ± 0.16.  

Figure 5.13 demonstrates that, provided the compound-dependent, data-driven estimate of the errors in GIPAW 
13C chemical shifts derived here is used, the inclusion of 13C shifts in the analysis indeed tends to improve rather 
than impair the resolving power of NMRX. 

For instance, for flufenamic acid the structure determination is not limited by the accuracy of the predicted 1H 
(and indeed 13C) shifts, but rather by the accuracy of the estimates of the typical errors in those shifts. Accordingly, 
its structure can be determined with almost complete confidence (96%) provided accurate estimates of the typical 
errors in 1H (and 13C) shifts (see Figure 5.13). 

5.4 Conclusions	
In this chapter, we have developed a modification of our NMRX protocol. First, we have proposed a new method 
to perform the conformer selection in CSP. Indeed, the most severe limitations of CSP based NMR crystallography 
are encountered when a molecule has many possible conformers and the molecular conformation adopted in the 
crystal could be significantly higher in energy than the most stable gas-phase conformation. In such cases, the 
usual energetic thresholds applied to the conformational ensemble used to generate candidate crystal structures 
create a risk of missing the true conformer as well as the crystal packing. As an example, the traditional NMRX 
approach fails to determine the structure of ampicillin due to excluding the required conformer in the first step of 
CSP. At the same time, it is not affordable to remove any conformer selection and including all possible conformers 
during crystal structure generation, due to the prohibitively high computational costs.  

To overcome this, we have introduced a modified NMRX method which includes unambiguous prior NMR 
constraints, in this case 1H-13C correlations, at the conformer search stage within CSP. The key development is a 
novel approach that extracts unambiguous conformational constraints on the single molecule conformations 
present in crystalline samples. We parametrised the proposed method on the crystal structure determinations of 
three flexible molecules that were previously studied using NMRX: cocaine, flutamide and flufenamic acid. For all 
of these compounds we found that the method reproduces NMRX results and determines the correct crystal 
structure, while reducing the computational cost by between 46 and 55%. Note that these three molecules are 
relatively small and the savings in computational expense will be greater for larger molecules with more 
conformational degrees of freedom.  

We also demonstrated the capability of the novel constrained NMRX method by successfully determining the 
crystal structure of powdered ampicillin. By constraining the structural search space, we were able to more than 
halve the time for the full crystal structure determination, while ensuring that the correct conformer is not 
excluded. We also emphasize that the large reduction in computational resources, demonstrated here, paves the 
way for the NMRX based determination of larger and more flexible molecules, which would previously have been 
out of the scope of the NMRX approach. 

We note that the experimentally guided CSP method demonstrated here is not limited to pure NMRX applications 
but that the derived constraints can be used in any crystal structure determination methodology, which needs to 
limit the number of investigated conformations in order to reduce its computational cost. 

We believe that the method is robust and we have chosen the experimental constraints, based on 1H-13C NMR 
correlation experiments, for their relative simplicity and ease of access. However, we note that 1H-13C correlation-
based experiments are not the only ones that can give conformational constraints. Also, here the extraction of the 
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constraints was performed in a fairly basic and straightforward manner. We believe that if the constraints could 
be extracted in a more quantitative manner, e.g. by accounting for changes in peak intensities due to 1H-1H spin 
diffusion, the selection criteria can be made stronger, further reducing the conformational space and improving 
the computational efficiency and reliability of the methodology. 

The second modification we proposed is the introduction of a Bayesian framework to quantify the confidence in 
identifications of experimental structures using NMRX. Using this analysis framework, we demonstrate that 
definitive identifications are sometimes possible even if the corresponding shift RMSE does not fall within the 
traditional confidence interval. This relies on exploiting all available information, much of which the traditional 
RMSE measure of agreement with experiment is blind to.  

We also notably use this approach to conclude that literature benchmarks for the accuracy in the prediction of 13C 
chemical shifts underestimate the uncertainties. We find that 13C errors for GIPAW-DFT predicted shifts for the 
compounds used here are 2.7 ± 0.9 ppm, as opposed to previous estimates of 1.9 ± 0.4 ppm. If we use our 
corrected error estimates, incorporating 13C shifts into the analysis improves the reliability of structure 
determination. In the case of flufenamic acid the use of self-consistently computed uncertainties lifts the 
ambiguity on the structure determination. 

We also introduce a visual representation of the crystal structure landscape based on a low-dimensional projection 
that reflects the similarity between the structure of the candidates, or directly on their NMR shifts. These 
visualisations help determine whether lack of structural diversity, insufficient resolving power of the experiment, 
or uncertainties in the computationally-determined shifts are involved in inconclusive structural determinations.  

In combination, the Bayesian framework and the low-dimensional representations of candidate similarity provide 
an integrated way of identifying among a pool of candidate structures which most closely approximates the 
experimental one, performing sanity checks of the comprehensiveness of the pool, the associated predicted NMR 
shifts, and the initial identification, quantifying the confidence in the identification assuming the sanity checks 
have provided satisfactory results, analyzing what factors limit the confidence or, when definitive identification of 
the experimental structure is not possible, the resolving power of the crystal structure determination. 

5.5 Supplementary	Information	and	Discussion	

5.5.1 Supplementary	Information	Section	5.2	

Signal to Noise Analysis 

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) extraction and analysis were done using the Signals extracted directly from TopSpin 
4.0.5 in text file format together with a home-written python script.   

The SNR was extracted as: 

𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 =
𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙(𝑆𝑆)
2 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 , (5.3) 

where maxval(S) is the maximum intensity at a given 1H and 13C chemical shifts coordinate ±0.2	ppm.- Note, that 
after a first extraction of maxval(S) the 1H and 13C coordinates were centered above maxval(S) and a refined 
maxval(S) was extracted.  

The noise was extracted as the variance of the intensity for 100 areas (0.4 × 0.4	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚) within the spectra. The 
initial 10 noise-areas were chosen manually, as to not contain any cross-peaks. The subsequent 90 noise-areas 
were chosen at random and were included in the noise intensity if the maximum signal intensity within the random 
area was less-than or-equal to two times the maximum signal intensity in an area previously selected. Figure 5.3a 
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shows the extracted SNR of all 1H-13C HETCOR spectra for cocaine, flufenamic acid and flutamide against the 
corresponding inter-atomic distance.  

First, we normalise each cross-peak by the number of protons. For this we estimate the number of protons for a 
given cross-peak in a spectrum by the maximum signal intensity at the given frequency, which is given from the 
maximum SNR at a given 1H coordinate.  In a next step, we take into account the difference in sensitivity between 
the spectra, due to the specific experimental setups, by normalising each cross-peak with respect to the maximal 
proton-normalised SNR per spectrum. This leads to a normalised SNR per 1H, which is comparable across all 
experiments and is shown in Figure 5.3b. 

Gas-Phase Conformer Generation 

For cocaine, flutamide and flufenamic acid, the CSP conformers and crystal structures were generated as described 
by Baias and co-workers.120 

For ampicillin, we generated as complete and unbiased a set of gas phase conformers as possible using a low-
mode conformational search (LMCS) method,338,339 as implemented in MacroModel.340 Energies were calculated 
during the conformer search using the OPLS3 force field.341 The only prior knowledge used was that the molecule 
was present in the zwitterionic configuration throughout the conformer search. Minimum and maximum move 
distances of 3 and 6 Å were applied and 12,000 search steps were performed (2,000 per flexible dihedral angle). 
Duplicate molecular geometries were identified and removed using an all-atom RMS deviation of atomic positions, 
with a 0.05 Å tolerance. 

All conformers were re-optimized in Gaussian09 using dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT-D) at 
the B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory with the D3BJ dispersion correction.342 The N-H bond lengths at the amino 
nitrogen atom were constrained to 1.035 Å to keep the molecule in its zwitterionic form. Without this constraint, 
a hydrogen atom transfers from the amino to the carboxyl group during DFT reoptimization of many of the 
conformers. Importantly, the resulting non-zwitterionic conformers are not relevant to the known polymorphs of 
ampicillin. 

In analysing the conformers resulting from the search, we found that the configuration around chiral centres could 
be reversed during the LMCS search. Therefore, all possible diastereomers of ampicillin were found to be present 
in the results. All conformers of a different diastereomer to that of interest were removed from the conformational 
ensemble before CSP was undertaken. 

Sketch-Map Analysis 

The cluster generation and analysis was performed with home-written Python and MATLAB codes and using the 
sketch-map package.292,319-321 The sketch-map parameters are given Table 5.1. They were chosen following the 
procedure described in Ceriotti et al.320  and the tutorial on https://sketchmap.org. The sketch-map analysis was 
not sensitive to small variations in the chosen parameters, as it is noted in the reference papers.292,320,321 As 
starting point for the sketch-map analysis we used all dihedral angles, not containing protons, over the full 2p 
range. This gives 55, 47, 31 and 35 dihedral angles for ampicillin, cocaine, flutamide and flufenamic acid, within a 
range of –p to p. 

Structure 𝚺𝚺 = 𝝈𝝈 A B a b 

Cocaine 13 4 4 1 2 
Ampicillin 6 2 2 1 1 
Flutamide 6 3 3 1 1 

Flufenamic Acid 6 2 2 1 1 

Table 5.1. Sketch-map parameters  
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Ampicillin. The gas-phase CSP conformer ensemble of ampicillin contains 16 locally stable conformations (after 
DFT-D geometry optimization). The conformers are labeled according to increasing force-field energy. Conformer 
14 is the most similar to the conformer in the crystal and resulted in the correct crystal structure after the 
remaining CSP procedure. Figure 5.15 shows the sketch-map analysis of the ampicillin gas-phase ensemble.  

Cocaine. The gas-phase CSP conformer ensemble of cocaine contains 27 locally stable conformations (after DFT-D 
geometry optimization). The conformers are labeled according to increasing force-field energy. Conformer 2 
resulted in the correct crystal structure after the remaining CSP procedure.120 Figure 5.16 shows the sketch-map 
representation of the locally stable cocaine conformers. The main changes along the sketch-map principle 
components are rotations of the ester group (along SV(1)) and rotations within the methylamine group (along 
SV(2)). 

Flutamide. The gas-phase CSP conformer ensemble of flutamide contains 15 locally stable conformations (after 
DFT-D geometry optimization). Of those, 7 are in the trans and 8 in the cis conformation with respect to the amide 
group. The conformers are labeled according to increasing force-field energy. Conformer 1 resulted in the correct 
crystal structure after the remaining CSP procedure.120 Figure 5.17 shows the sketch-map representation of the 
locally stable flutamide conformers. The sketch-map representation shows a relatively distinct clustering along 
the sketch-map axes, which correspond to the cis and trans conformations and rotations of the methyl groups. 
The SV(2) axis also partially corresponds to rotations of the aromatic ring. 

Flufenamic acid. The initial CSP conformer ensemble of flufenamic acid contains 26 locally stable conformations 
(after DFT-D geometry optimization). The conformer 3 resulted in the correct crystal structure after the remaining 
CSP procedure.120 Figure 5.18 shows the sketch-map representation of the flutamide gas-phase conformer 
ensemble. The main changes along the sketch-map principle components correspond to rotations of the carboxyl 
group (along SV(1)) and rotations of the two aromatic groups (along SV(2)).  

 

Figure 5.15. Sketch-map representation of the locally stable ampicillin conformers and the conformer from the single-crystal XRD 
structure. To show the extent of the sub-clustering the panels are coloured according to different molecular properties.  Top left 
shows the difference in conformational energy (DEconformation). Top right shows the shortest intra-molecular hydrogen-bond distance 
between either NH3 or NH and the carboxyl group. Bottom left shows the torsion angle θA, which is defined as the torsion angle 
between C10-C7-N(H)-(N)H. In general, the clustering seems to correspond to conformational changes along the Cipso-C10-C7-N(H)-C5 
chain and to relative changes between the methyl and carboxyl groups. Bottom right, shows the 2D structure of ampicillin with the 
labelling scheme used 
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Figure 5.16. (Top) Sketch-map representation of the locally stable cocaine conformations. To show the extent of the sub-clustering, 
the panels are coloured according to different torsion angles reporting on different torsion angle values  in the molecule. θester  is 
defined as the C1-C2-C15-O4 torsion angle and reports on rotations of the ester group.  θmethylamine  is defined as the C2-C1-N-C17 
torsion angle and reports on rotations of the methyl group attached to the nitrogen. θaromatic is defined as the C(ortho)-C(ipso)-C8-O2 
torsion angle and specifies the orientation of the phenyl ring plane relative to the nearby carboxylate group plane. The lower right 
panel shows the overlapped conformation with the aromatic ring roughly in the plane defined by the carboxylate group (a) and 
roughly perpendicular to the carboxylate group plane (b). (Bottom) 2D structure of cocaine with the labelling scheme used. 

 

Figure 5.17. Sketch-map representation of the gas-phase flutamide conformer ensemble. To show the extent of the sub-clustering, 
the panels are coloured according to different torsion angles reporting on different torsion angle values in the molecule. θmethyl is 
defined as the C11-C10-C9-N(H) torsion angle and reports on rotations of the methyl carbons. θamide is defined as the C4-N(H)-C9-O1 
torsion angle and reports on the amide conformation. θaromatic is defined as the C3-C4-N(H)-C9 torsion angle and reports on rotations 
of the aromatic group. The lower right panel shows the 2D structure of flutamide with the labelling scheme used. 
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Figure 5.18. Sketch-map representation of the gas-phase flufenamic acid conformers. To show the extent of the sub-clustering, the 
panels are coloured according to different torsion angles reporting on different torsion angle values in the molecule. θaromatic(1)  is 
defined as the C15-C10-N(H)-H(N) torsion angle and reports on rotations of aromatic ring with the attached trifluormethyl. θaromatic(2)  
is defined as the C7-C2-N(H)-H(N) torsion angle and reports on rotations of aromatic ring with the attached carboxyl. θcarboxyl is defined 
as the C1-C2-C7-O(H) torsion angle and reports on rotations of the carboxyl group. The lower right panel shows the 2D structure of 
flufenamic acid with the labelling scheme used. 

Parametrization of the Constraints 

It is not a priori clear as to what the threshold distance X should but in general we expect 1H-13C HETCOR cross-
peaks in solid-state NMR spectra to appear for all interatomic distances of up to 3.5 Å. Here, we investigate the 
use of threshold distances (X) from 2.0 to 5.0 Å in steps of 0.5 Å and for Snorm cut-off values from 0.08 to 0.22 in 
steps of 0.02 for the polymorphs of cocaine, flutamide, flufenamic acid. Figure 5.19 shows the set of successful 
parameters for each molecule individually.  

 

 

Figure 5.19. Grid search results of the threshold distance (X) and normalized SNR cut-off values (Snorm ) for (a) flutamide, (b) cocaine 
and (c) flufenamic acid. The colour-map shows the percentage of selected structures from within the conformer ensemble. The white 
area indicates the region where the correct conformer was not selected. Optimal selection parameters should select the smallest 
conformer sub-ensemble, while still containing the correct structure. This corresponds to the dark blue regions within the different 
panels. 
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Conformer Selection 

The ensemble selection was done with home-written Python codes. The HETCOR cross peaks below a Snorm value 
of 0.14 were interpreted as hydrogen-carbon distances greater than 3.5 Å (the “threshold” distance, X). For each 
conformation, the number of fulfilled constraints was counted and the conformers were sorted in decreasing 
order.  

Flutamide. Conformer selection for flutamide was done based on constraints from multiple HETCOR NMR 
experiments, with variable contact times of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0 ms. The 1H and 13C cross-
peaks from the two methyl groups could not be distinguished. Also, the 1H cross peaks from H3 and H8 as well as 
the 13C cross peaks from C5 and C2 are too close and thus indistinguishable. Therefore, if a cross-peak was 
observed it was attributed to all atoms in the given group. All the conformers, sorted by the number of 
experimental constraints satisfied are given at https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908. 

Cocaine. The 1H-13C HETCOR NMR experiments were performed on cocaine at variable contact times of 0.5, 0.75, 
1.0 and 1.5 ms. The 1H and 13C cross-peaks from the aromatic group could not be distinguished. Also, the 13C cross-
peaks from C6 and C7, the 13C cross-peaks from C2 and C16, as well as the 1H cross-peaks from H1, H2, H4, H5, 
and H6 were too close and hence indistinguishable. Therefore, if a cross-peak was observed it was attributed to 
all atoms in the given group. All the conformers sorted by number of experimental constraints satisfied are given 
at https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908. 

 

Figure 5.20. (a-b) Sketch-map representation of the gas-phase flutamide conformer ensemble. To show the extent of the sub-
clustering, the panels are coloured according to different torsion angles reporting on different torsion angle values in the molecule. 
θmethyl is defined as the C11-C10-C9-N(H) torsion angle and reports on rotations of the methyl groups.  θamide is defined as the C4-N(H)-
C9-O1 torsion angle and reports on the amide conformation. (c) Sketch-map projection of the gas-phase flutamide ensemble. Red 
dots represent the conformers with the lowest number of constraint violations, and are thus selected. The green triangle shows the 
conformer present in the XRD-determined crystal structure. The green arrow points to the gas-phase conformer, which resulted in 
the correct crystal structure after the CSP procedure. The black dashed lines indicate the regions where the different conformer sub-
ensembles, shown in (d) are located. (d) Overlay of the structures within the different sketch-map clusters. The “stretched” 
conformations correspond to the trans conformers and are all selected. The “bent” and “closed” conformations correspond to the 
cis conformers and are not selected. (e) 2D structure of flutamide with the labelling scheme used. 
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Flufenamic Acid. Conformer selection for flufenamic acid was done based on constraints from multiple HETCOR 
NMR experiments, with variable contact times of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0 and 3.5 ms. The 1H cross-peaks from H4, 
H13 and H14 as well as the 1H cross-peaks from H6, H11 and H15 are too close and thus indistinguishable. 
Therefore, if a cross-peak was seen it was attributed to all atoms in the given group. All the conformers, sorted by 
the number of experimental constraints satisfied, are given at https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908. 

Ampicillin. The conformer selection for ampicillin was done using constraints from 1H-13C HETCOR NMR 
experiments with variable contact times of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.25 ms. The 1H and 13C cross-
peaks from the two methyl groups could not be distinguished. Also, the 1H cross-peaks from Ar2-6, H5 and NH, 
the 1H cross-peaks from Ar1, H10 and H6, the 13C cross-peaks from C3 and C6 as well as the 13C cross-peaks from 
Ar1-5 were too close and hence indistinguishable. Therefore, if a cross-peak was observed it was attributed to all 
atoms in the given group. All the conformers, sorted by the number of experimental constraints satisfied, are given 
at https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908. 

 

Figure 5.21. (a-b) Sketch-map representation of locally stable cocaine conformers. To show the extent of the sub-clustering, the 
panels are coloured according to different torsion angles reporting on different torsion angle values in the molecule. θmethylamine is 
defined as the C2-C1-N-C17 torsion angle and reports on rotations of the methyl group attached to the nitrogen. θaromatic is defined 
as the C(ortho)-C(ipso)-C8-O2 torsion angle and reports on flips of the aromatic group. (c) Sketch-map projection of the gas-phase 
cocaine ensemble. Red dots represent the structures with the lowest number of constraint violations, and are thus selected. The 
green triangle shows the conformer present in the XRD-determined crystal structure. The green arrow points to the gas-phase 
conformer, which resulted in the correct crystal structure after the CSP procedure. (d) Overlay of the structures within the different 
sketch-map clusters. The “stretched” conformations correspond to the selected conformers. The “closed” conformations contain 
different θaromatic torsional angle and are not selected. The “open” conformation contains a different θmethylamine torsional angle and 
are not selected. (e) 2D structure of cocaine with the labelling scheme used. 
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Figure 5.22. (a-b) Sketch-map representation of the gas-phase flufenamic acid conformer ensemble. To show the extent of the sub-
clustering, the panels are coloured according to the distance [Å] between the OH group and the two aromatic rings. The distance is 
expressed as the distance between the carboxyl proton and C3/C11 (as shown in e). (c) Sketch-map projection of the gas-phase 
flufenamic acid conformer ensemble. Red dots represent the conformers with the lowest number of constraint violations, and are 
thus selected. The green triangle shows the conformer present in the XRD-determined crystal structure. The green arrow points to 
the gas-phase conformer, which resulted in the correct crystal structure after the CSP procedure. (d) Overlay of the structures within 
the different sketch-map clusters. (e) 2D structure of flufenamic acid with the used labelling scheme. 

 

Figure 5.23. (a) Sketch-map representation of the locally stable ampicillin conformations. To show the extent of the sub-clustering, 
the panel is coloured according to the shortest intra-molecular hydrogen-bond distance [Å] between either NH3 or NH and the 
carboxyl group. (b) Sketch-map projection of the gas-phase ampicillin ensemble. Red dots represent structures with the lowest 
number of constraint violations, and are therefore selected. The green triangle shows the conformer found in the XRD-determined 
crystal structure. The green arrow points to the gas-phase conformer that resulted in the correct crystal structure after the CSP 
procedure. (c) 2D structure of ampicillin with the labelling scheme used.  (d) Overlay of the structures within the different sketch-
map clusters. The “open” conformations correspond conformers without an intra-molecular hydrogen bond and were selected. The 
“closed” conformations mostly contain an intra-molecular hydrogen bond and were not selected. 
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Ampicillin Crystal Structure Generation 

From the 7 selected conformations (AMCILL_OPLS3_5, AMCILL_OPLS3_7, AMCILL_OPLS3_10, AMCILL_OPLS3_12, 
AMCILL_OPLS3_13, AMCILL_OPLS3_14 and AMCILL_OPLS3_15, provided at 
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908a set of crystal structures was generated using a low-discrepancy, quasi-
random search of crystal packing variables using the GLEE (Global Lattice Energy Explorer) code.334 Each space 
group considered is sampled separately, by generating trial structures with unit cell dimensions, molecular 
positions and orientations sampled using a low discrepancy method. Crystal structures were generated in the 11 
most commonly observed Sohncke space groups (1, 4, 5, 18, 19, 76, 78, 92, 96, 144, 145) until 2000 valid 
(successfully lattice energy minimized) crystal structures were generated in each space group, for each conformer.  

All generated trial crystal structures were geometry-optimized using the crystal structure modelling code 
DMACRYS335 with the molecular geometry fixed at the gas-phase geometry. Intermolecular interactions were 
evaluated using the s using atomic multipoles, up to hexadecapole on each atom, derived using a distributed 
multipole analysis343 of the B3LYP/6-311G** charge density.  

All predicted crystal structures within 20 kJ mol-1 in total (intermolecular + conformational) energy of the lowest 
energy structure were then re-optimized using dispersion-corrected DFT. To ensure that all selected conformers 
were represented in the final crystal structures, a minimum of 5 crystal structures were taken from each 
conformer (whether or not they fell within the lowest 20 kJ mol-1). This selection resulted in a total of 75 crystal 
structures. These were geometrically optimized with DFT using the Castep suite,297 using the PBE functional, the 
D2 dispersion correction, a 500 eV basis set cutoff and k-points sampled on a Monkhorst-Pack grid to provide a 
maximum reciprocal point spacing of 0.04 Å-1. Each crystal structure was optimized in two stages: first, with the 
unit cell fixed from the force field predicted crystal structure, then fully geometrically optimized, including the unit 
cell and all atomic positions. The resulting structures were used as starting points for the chemical shift modelling 
(see below). All the geometrically optimized structures are given at https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908. 

Ampicillin Chemical Shift Calculations and Crystal Structure Selection 

Structure modelling. Prior to the chemical shift calculations, all the trial structures and the single-crystal XRD 
structure of ampicillin337 were fully geometrically optimized, including the unit cell and all atomic positions, using 
the same DFT parametrization as outlined for the chemical shift calculations below. 

DFT chemical shift calculation. For the ampicillin crystal structure selection, the magnetic shielding at the 1H and 
13C nuclei in the 75 trial crystal structures were calculated with plane-wave DFT using the GIPAW formalism104,105 
and the Quantum ESPRESSO suite.288 For the GIPAW DFT calculations, the generalized-gradient-approximation 
(GGA) density functional PBE311 was used. We used the ultrasoft pseudopotentials with GIPAW reconstruction, 
104,105  C.pbe-n-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF, N.pbe-n-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF, H.pbe-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF, O.pbe-nl-
kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF and S.pbe-nl-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF from the pslibrary database 
[https://dalcorso.github.io/pslibrary/]http://theossrv1.epfl.ch/Main/Pseudopotentials. A wave-function energy 
cut-off of 100 Ry, a charge density energy cut-off of 400 Ry and a Monkhorst-Pack grid of k-points corresponding 
to a maximum spacing of 0.04 Å-1 in the reciprocal space was used.313 The electron density self-consistency 
convergence threshold was set to 10-12 Ry. All Quantum ESPRESSO input and output files are given at 
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b03908. 

ShiftML chemical shift calculation. For the ampicillin crystal structure selection, the magnetic shieldings of the 75 
trial crystal structures were calculated using the ShiftML version described above. Figure 5.9 shows the RMSE 
between ShiftML calculated and measured 1H chemical shifts together with the DFT calculated relative lattice 
energies for the candidate set. Note that the RMSE between experiment and the ShiftML predicted chemical shifts 
follows the same trends as the RMSE between experiment and the GIPAW DFT calculated shifts (Figure 5.8).  
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Shielding to shift conversion and RMSE calculation. The calculated magnetic shielding was referenced to the 
experimental chemical shifts using the linear relationship 𝜎𝜎ET/ = 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑏𝑏𝛿𝛿I¿¡, where the slope was fixed (i.e., b = 
1) and the offset (a) was fit for each trial structure individually. For the 1H chemical shift RMSE calculation, the 
methyl protons of each methyl group and the NH3 protons were averaged. As it was not possible to distinguish 
the aromatic protons experimentally, as well as to distinguish the 2 methyl groups experimentally, the chemical 
shifts within each group were sorted, both for experimental and DFT chemical shifts, and then compared to each 
other. This was done for each crystal structure individually. The RMSE was calculated as,   

𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 =	0$
(𝜎𝜎-,ET/ − 𝜎𝜎-,‡FÂ‡)â

𝑁𝑁

≈

-∆ô

, (5.4) 

where 𝜎𝜎ET/ denotes the experimental chemical shift, 𝜎𝜎‡FÂ‡ denotes the calculated chemical shift and the index i 
runs over all protons (N) within the asymmetric unit.  

Positional error estimation 

The positional error estimation, using DFT calculated chemical shifts, is done following the procedure introduced 
by Hofstetter and co-workers.18 First, we generate an ensemble of slightly perturbed crystal structures using a set 
of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at finite temperatures. By “slightly perturbed” we refer to structures that 
remain within the same local minima and do not undergo any significant conformational shifts. The MD 
simulations are done at the DFT level using the universal force engine i-PI344 together with the Quantum ESPRESSO 
suite.288 During the MD simulations the crystal structures were kept at a constant temperature using the NVT 
ensemble and a GLE thermostat.345 The used temperatures are given as 1 K, 5 to 50 K in steps of 5 K and 60 to 240 
K in steps of 10 K. For each temperature a MD simulation was run during 20 ps and with 1 step per fs. From each 
temperature we then extract 10 structures at random (5 from the first 10 ps and 5 from the last 10 ps), leading to 
300 structures in total with a maximal positional displacement of 1.75 Å, for which the 1H chemical shifts are 
calculated. This leads to a maximal chemical shift RMSD for 1H of 1.99 ppm. Figure 5.24 shows the correlation 
between positional deviations and the 1H chemical shift RMSD. 

For the MD DFT calculations the generalized-gradient-approximation (GGA) density functional PBE was used.311 
We used the ultrasoft pseudopotentials with GIPAW reconstruction,104,105 C.pbe-n-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF, N.pbe-n-
kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF, H.pbe-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF, O.pbe-nl-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF and S.pbe-nl-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF 
from the pslibrary database [https://dalcorso.github.io/pslibrary/]. A wave-function energy cut-off of 60 Ry, a 
charge density energy cut-off of 240 Ry and no k-points. The electron density self-consistency convergence 
threshold was set to 10-8 Ry. For the GIPAW DFT calculations the same parametrization as for the chemical shift 
calculations of the trial crystal structures was used. 

 

Figure 5.24. Correlation between positional RMSD (Å) and 1H chemical shift RMSD (ppm) for an ensembles of perturbed crystal 
structures of ampicillin generated by MD.  
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5.5.2 Supplementary	Information	Section	5.3	

Calculation of the Posterior Probability 

With Full Chemical Shift Assignments. In order to evaluate 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗), one needs to combine information from all 
experimental shifts 𝒚𝒚∗ = '𝑦𝑦c∗(, determining the conditional probability 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀) based on the probabilities for 
individual shifts in Equation 5.2. In the simplest case a full assignment of the experimental shifts to the nuclei in 
the compound has been determined, for example through methods such as those described by Baias and co-
workers.120 Assuming independent errors on shifts from distinct nuclei, 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀)	becomes, 

𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀) =1𝑒𝑒cy𝒚𝒚c∗|𝑀𝑀z
c

. (5.5) 

WithoutChemical Shift Assignments. Although the default scenario will involve full assignments of experimental 
shifts to particular nuclei, in rare cases definitive assignments may not be available. One must then consider the 
different ways of assigning the experimental shifts. If the permutation vector that describes one such assignment 
is denoted as a, the conditional probability may be written as a sum over assignments, 

𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀) =$𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀,𝒂𝒂)𝑒𝑒(𝒂𝒂|𝑀𝑀)
𝒂𝒂

, (5.6) 

where one can define the conditional probability for a given assignment as, 

𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀,𝒂𝒂) =1𝑒𝑒F3y𝑦𝑦c|𝑀𝑀z.
c

(5.7) 

If there is no heuristic way to determine the likelihood of a given assignment, 𝑒𝑒(𝒂𝒂|𝑀𝑀) has to be set to a constant. 
In this case, if one defines the matrix of conditional probabilities 𝑃𝑃-c = 𝑒𝑒-y𝑦𝑦cÊ𝑀𝑀z, 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀) is proportional to the 
permanent of the matrix, 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀) = perm𝑷𝑷 𝑠𝑠!⁄ . 

With Partial Chemical Shift Assignments. Cases in which none of the experimental shifts can be assigned are rare. 
In most cases the sum in Equation 5.6 only needs to be evaluated over a subset of all the possible permutations 
of indices a. In practice this means that P can be made block-diagonal, each block Pk corresponding to a group of 
nuclei that are distinct from the rest, but for which assignments among them are not available. The overall 
conditional probability can be written as a product between the permanents of the blocks,  

𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗|𝑀𝑀) =1perm𝑷𝑷‚ 𝑠𝑠‚!⁄
‚

(5.8) 

Where 𝑠𝑠‚ indicates the size of the k-th block. While evaluating the permanent has a cost that grows 
combinatorially with the size of 𝒚𝒚∗, algorithms with a low prefactor make its evaluation an ordable up to a few 
tens of nuclei (per block k). In extraordinary cases where its evaluation is not possible, a pragmatic but generally 
inaccurate alternative is to assume Equations 5.6 and Equation 5.8 to be dominated by the contribution from the 
assignment producing the best-match between 𝒚𝒚≥ and 𝒚𝒚∗.  

Estimate of the Reference Errors 

Clearly, the evaluation of 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚∗) requires an estimate of the uncertainties 𝜎𝜎c  in calculated shifts. Assuming that 
any errors in the experimental determination of the shifts can be neglected, there are still multiple sources of 
errors to consider. First, experimental shifts average over thermal and quantum fluctuations, while GIPAW shifts 
are usually calculated for the nearest local energetic minimum. Second, approximations in the description of the 
electronic structure lead to errors in the predicted shifts. Third, errors are incurred by the conversion of the 
chemical shieldings obtained from GIPAW calculations (and ML models trained thereon) into chemical shifts. 
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Finally, when using a ML model, an environment-dependent statistical error relative to the GIPAW reference is 
added on top of the underlying theory/experiment discrepancy. 

The statistical error 𝜎𝜎c≥A, can be characterised efficiently and accurately (more details can be found in the original 
publication Engel et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys 2019, just accepted), but estimating the error of the underlying 
GIPAW shifts with respect to experiment 𝜎𝜎cI¿¡, usually requires extensive benchmarks. Existing datasets116,294,315 
suggest that the typ-ical errors are of the order of 𝜎𝜎&I¿¡= 0.33 ± 0.16 ppm and 𝜎𝜎„I¿¡ = 1.9 ± 0.4 ppm. As an 
alternative to these estimates, one can assess 𝜎𝜎c  for a specific molecule by considering	𝑒𝑒c(𝑦𝑦|𝑀𝑀) to depend 
parametrically on the uncertainty 𝜎𝜎c  and maximizing	𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚∗) with respect to '𝜎𝜎c(. Notably, this kind of maximum-
likelihood approach usually requires large amounts of data. Consequently, one should either use a single, global 
value of for all environments in the crystal, or use the benchmark values to define a prior distribution for 𝜎𝜎c. In 
Section 5.3 we discuss results obtained using a single, global value of per chemical species. The uncertainty in the 
predicted shifts arising from the conversion of the chemical shieldings is generally insignificant and will henceforth 
be neglected. 

Accounting for Missing Structures 

Chemical shift based NMRX relies strongly on CSP to generate candidate structures. Although CSP is constantly 
improving in thoroughness and energetic accuracy,119 one cannot entirely rule out the possibility that the 
experimental structure is not among the proposed candidates. We account for this scenario by adding a virtual 
structure 𝑀𝑀7 to the ensemble of CSP candidates, which represents the “neglected” structures. While its properties 
are largely an arbitrary choice, it makes sense to use a Gaussian with a mean and width corresponding to the mean 
and standard deviation of the shifts of the CSP candidates. If 𝑀𝑀7  has a substantial probability of matching 
experiment, one should question the comprehensiveness of the CSP candidate pool. 

Visualizing the NMR Structural Landscape 

Particularly in cases in which the Bayesian analysis does not allow the conclusive identification of the experimental 
structure, it is useful to gather further insights into the reasons why NMRX has reached the limits of its resolving 
power, and into whether and how it might be possible to reach a clearer assignment. A PCA of the shifts of all 
models provides a means of generating a low-dimensional representation that reflects the similarity of the 
different models in terms of their NMR shifts, in which one can then embed experiment. Unfortunately, prior 
assignments of shifts are required and one is limited to considering shifts from one chemical species. 

We thus instead introduce a universally applicable approach, based on the definition of a kernel 𝑘𝑘(𝑀𝑀;𝑀𝑀ˇ)	(see 
paragraph below) and which reflects the probability that two models could be confused with each other when 
seen through the lens of their chemical shifts and the available degree of shift-structure assignment. A kernel PCA 
(KPCA) extracts a principal component projection of the models (and experiment). This approach owes its universal 
applicability to the availability of meaningful estimates of 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀) in the presence of shifts from multiple chemical 
species and irrespective of whether shift assignments are available or not. Note that, if assignments are indeed 
available, i.e. when 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀) is defined by Equations 5.2 and Equation 5.5, and a global uncertainty is used, the 
distances in the KPCA representation again become a direct measure of the shift RMSDs – with the caveat that 
distortions can be introduced by the low-dimensional projection. 

Embedding the experimentally measured shifts in a low-dimensional representation of the shift similarity provides 
a scale to the (dis)similarity of CSP candidates. In cases in which the experimental structure cannot be uniquely 
identified, it further provides a means of assessing whether two or more models are viable representatives of the 
experimental structure because they are indistinguishable in terms of their shifts, or because their predicted shifts 
are too inaccurate to resolve which one agrees with experiment despite distinct shift signatures. 
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We further perform a PCA on the structural features of all models as described within SOAP framework.291,292 
Loosely speaking, atomic configurations are represented in terms of an atom-density, which distinguishes the 
different involved chemical species.346 It is constructed as the sum of Gaussian distributions centered on the 
atomic positions and symmetrised with respect to global translations and rigid rotations of the atomic 
configuration. The SOAP features correspond to coefficients obtained by expanding this atom-density description 
of atomic configurations in spherical harmonics and a set of orthogonal radial basis functions. This structural PCA 
allows us to generate a low-dimensional representation of the structural similarity of the different models. This 
provides complementary information to the KPCA representation of shift similarity, and permits distinguishing 
whether NMRX has reached the limits of its resolving power (a) because structurally dissimilar models produce 
similar shifts, (b) because the distinction between structurally very similar models is impossible, or (c) because the 
distinction between structurally dissimilar models with dissimilar shifts cannot be made due to the uncertainties 
in the predicted (and measured) shifts. It is worth noting that constructing the measure of structural similarity on 
a SOAP representation of the models is only one particular choice. In general, any metric of structural 
(dis)similarity  for example the single molecule RMSE347 – can be used as a basis for a KPCA projection of structural 
similarity. 

NMR-Based Similarity Kernel 

We construct a matrix of pairwise distances between models (one of which may be experiment) 𝑑𝑑(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) =
− ln𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ), where 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) is the probability of mistaking M for M’ on the basis of shifts measurements. 
Momentarily setting aside normalisation, 𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ)	can be calculated as, 

𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) = À𝑑𝑑𝒚𝒚𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀|𝒚𝒚)𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀ˇ) =À𝑑𝑑𝒚𝒚
𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀)𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀ˇ)
𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀) + 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚|𝑀𝑀ˇ) .

(5.9) 

In the limit of infinitesimal uncertainties in the reference shifts, 𝒚𝒚𝑴𝑴!, this simplifies to, 

lim
H:!→<

𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) ∝ 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒y𝒚𝒚𝑴𝑴!Ê𝑀𝑀z , (5.10) 

which is then symmetrised and normalised, giving  

𝑒𝑒(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) =
𝑒𝑒y𝒚𝒚𝑴𝑴!Ê𝑀𝑀z + 𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚𝑴𝑴Ê𝑀𝑀ˇ)

2"𝑒𝑒(𝒚𝒚𝑴𝑴Ê𝑀𝑀)𝑒𝑒y𝒚𝒚𝑴𝑴!Ê𝑀𝑀ˇz
. (5.11) 

In the case, in which the probability is constructed from fully-assigned shifts, the resulting distance function is 
proportional to the squared Euclidean distance between the vectors containing chemical shifts of the various 
nuclei. A similarity kernel is then constructed by centering the associated distance matrix d, 

𝑘𝑘(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) = $ ℎ(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇˇ)𝑑𝑑(𝑀𝑀ˇˇ,𝑀𝑀ˇˇˇ)ℎ(𝑀𝑀ˇˇˇ,𝑀𝑀ˇ)
≥!!,≥!!!

, (5.12) 

ℎ(𝑀𝑀,𝑀𝑀ˇ) = 𝛿𝛿≥,≥! − 1 𝑁𝑁≥⁄ , (5.13) 

and is then used in a KPCA scheme to identify the two principal components on which to represent structural 
diversity. 

The Machine Learning Model 

Here we discuss chemical shifts predicted using a ML model, which extends the GPR model built around the SOAP 
framework291,292 presented in Chapter 4 by (i) training set sparsification via a projected process (PP) 
strategy,290,304,305 (ii) the efficient estimation of the uncertainty in predictions using a resampling approach,306 and 
(iii) the radial scaling approach,346 which drastically improves the computational performance compared to the 
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original multi-scale approach. Sparsification of the SOAP descriptions of atomic environments further speeds up 
predictions. The new model extends the original model presented in Chapter 4 by incorporating sulfur-containing 
compounds thereby increasing the training set from 2000 to 3564 structures, and (slightly) outperforming it. 
Crucially, the expected errors of 0.48 ppm for out-of-sample predictions of 1H shifts are comparable to the 
inherent error of the underlying GIPAW-DFT predictions with respect to experiment of around 0.33 ± 0.16 
ppm.116,294,315 

It is worth noting that Liu et al.309 have recently demonstrated that, despite replacing the SOAP description of 
atomic densities with a non-symmetry-adapted real-space discretised equivalent, a sufficiently complex neural 
network architecture can tease out improvements of up to around 20% in prediction accuracy using the original 
training data. We nonetheless here choose a SOAP-GPR framework noting that the statistical ML uncertainties are 
uncorrelated with the inherent errors of the reference GIPAW data and must therefore be added to the GIPAW 
error(s) in quadrature. In consequence, reductions in ML errors at this point reap insignificant improvements to 
the resolving power of ML-based NMR crystallography without accompanying reductions in the underlying GIPAW 
errors with respect to experiment. The SOAP-GPR framework is robust, easily trained, has recently been 
generalised to the prediction of tensorial properties such as (anisotropic) chemical shielding tensors.296 
Furthermore, it provides accurate estimates of prediction uncertainty.306 These are particularly important in this 
context, not only to estimate the reliability of assignments, but also because DFT calculations can at times yield 
unreliable results, and the ML model can be improved by automatically discarding problematic training data. 
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 Conclusions	

In summary, the work shown in this thesis addresses some of the weak points of the isotropic chemical shift based 
NMRX approach for molecular solids. This approach is based on the combination of experimental NMR, CSP and 
calculations of NMR parameters, and over the last decade it has shown to be a powerful tool to obtain atomic 
level information from powdered molecular solids (allowing also for de novo crystal structure determination!). 
Given the experimental challenges related to the use of XRD with powdered samples, and given that often 
molecular solids are only available in the form of a powder (as it is increasingly the case in the pharmaceutical 
industry for example), the strengthen of NMR-based crystallographic methods has a significant impact in many 
areas of chemistry, life and material science.  

We can divide the drawbacks of the isotropic chemical shift based NMRX method into two main categories: the 
experimental and the computational problems. Experimentally, the main difficulties are related to the acquisition 
of high-resolution 1H NMR spectra in the solid-state (which is most of the times the nucleus of choice for this 
method). Computationally, the main disadvantages of this method are the computational costs associated with 
CSP and with the calculations of NMR parameters. In CSP, computational costs are usually cut down with severe 
cuts in the candidate crystal structures, which can lead to failure of the NMRX protocol when the correct structure 
is excluded from the CSP set.  

From the experimental side, we have worked on methods to improve the resolution of 1H spectra. We have first 
focused on the use of homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences. In this frame, we have made a broad 
comparison of the experimental performance of CRAMPS experiments, comparing the “first-generation” 
sequences (developed in the 60s-70s) with newest and more commonly used phase-modulated schemes. 
Furthermore, we have written step by step guidelines for the optimization of these pulse sequences. Finally, we 
have probed the limits on resolution using these sequences by measuring transverse dephasing times. We have 
found that coherence lifetimes are limited by the appearance of a coherent oscillatory behaviour that leads to a 
residual anisotropic splitting, and that this oscillation can be completely removed in a double spin-echo 
experiment. 

Next, we have focused on the development of methods to further improve the resolution at ultra-fast MAS (𝜈𝜈ù > 
100 kHz). In this spinning regime, we have shown by measuring T2’ values that non-refocusable interations 
contribute to about the 30-40% of the residual line broadening in β-AspAla. To remove this contribution, we have 
developed the CT-MAS sequence, which makes use of a constant-time to remove the spectral broadening due to 
non-refocusable interactions. We have shown that this sequence leads to linewidths up to 40% narrower than the 
one-pulse experiment for β-AspAla. We have also shown that by combining the CT-MAS sequence with the TOP 
transformation we can obtain similar line narrowing at a fraction of the experimental time.  

Then, we have hypotetized that in this spinning regime, where the residual linewidths are less than the chemical 
shift differences of the coupled spins, the homogeneous contribution to the residual broadening will be, at least 
in part, of a character similar to the scalar coupling (∝	 𝑰𝑰ô<𝑰𝑰â<). We have verified this hypothesis by using the anti-
z-COSY pulse sequence (which is used for broadband homonuclear J decoupling in solution-state NMR) to reduce 
the residual line broadening of 1H NMR spectra of powdered organic solids. We have demonstrated on three 
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samples that this experiment offers up to a factor of two gain in resolution as compared to conventional echo-
detected MAS experiments. 

From the computational side, we have first worked on reducing the computational costs associated with 
calculating NMR parameters by developing a machine learning method to accurately predict chemical shifts of 
molecular solids. This method, which was trained with the chemical shifts calculated with GIPAW DFT of 2000 
crystal structures of molecular solids, is able to predict chemical shifts thousands of times faster than traditional 
DFT methods, while keeping comparable accuracy. The R2 coefficients between the chemical shifts calculated with 
DFT and with ShiftML are 0.97 for 1H, 0.99 for 13C, 0.99 for 15N, and 0.99 for 17O, corresponding to RMSEs of 0.49 
ppm for 1H, 4.3 ppm for 13C, 13.3 ppm for 15N, and 17.7 ppm for 17O. The calculation times are of the order of a 
few tens of seconds. The error (RMSE) between experimental and predicted 1H chemical shifts for a set of six 
molecular crystals (for a total of 68 shifts) was 0.39 ppm. We have also shown that this protocol can be used in 
the NMRX approach to correctly determine the crystal structure of cocaine and AZD8329.  

For reducing the CSP computational costs we developed a method to restrict the CSP search space to relevant 
regions of the conformational space. In the current NMRX protocol, the CSP conformer selection is based on single-
molecule energies. This leads to failure of the method when the molecular conformer present in the crystal 
structure is of very high relative energy in the gas phase, which can be the case, for example, when the crystal 
structure conformation is stabilized through inter-molecular hydrogen bonds or other interactions only present in 
the solid phase. We have introduced a method that selects the conformer based on unambiguous experimental 
constraints (in our case, H-C distances) extracted from solid-state NMR experiments. We have shown that this 
method considerably decreases the number of conformers selected in multiple NMRX cases, saving a large amount 
of computational costs related to the CSP protocol, while ensuring that the correct conformer is not excluded. The 
large reduction in computational costs associated with the introduction of this method and of ShiftML is key for 
the application of the NMRX approach to larger and more flexible molecules. More importantly, we have shown 
that this method is able to correctly determine the crystal structure of ampicillin, which would have failed using 
the traditional approach because it adopts a high energy conformer in its crystal structure.  

Finally, we have introduced a Bayesian framework to determine the confidence in the identification of the 
experimental crystal structure. This approach allows to unambiguously clarify NMRX cases where more than one 
candidate crystal structure falls within the confidence interval. Furthermore, we have shown that using this 
framework it is consistently possible to use 13C shifts to improve the accuracy of the structure determination (if 
the estimated 13C errors for GIPAW-DFT calculated shifts are correct). For instance, for flufenamic acid the addition 
of 13C chemical shifts using our framework increases the confidence in the determination of the correct crystal 
structure from 80 to 96%. We have also introduced a visualization approach for the similarity between candidates 
in terms of their chemical shifts and in terms of their structures. This kind of visualization allows to critically assess 
the reliability of NMRX, giving information on whether lack of structural diversity, insufficient resolving power of 
the experiment, or uncertainties in the computationally-determined shifts are involved in inconclusive structural 
determinations. 
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Appendix	

Chapter	2	

Additional	Section	2.2	and	2.3	Information	

Experimental Parameters 

The following tables show the experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS spectra and 
the T2’ measurements show in Section 2.2. ωr is the rotor spinning rate, ωRF is the 1H rf power, τc is the length of a 
single decoupling cycle (the length of the decoupling element is m*τc), τacq is the length of the acquisition window, 
m is the number of time the decoupling cycle is repeated within the decoupling element, ps is the number of phase 
steps used to describe the phase modulated pulses, α is the LG4 rotation axis, q1 is the length of the flip angle used 
at the end of the 2τ evolution in EyEy experiments to measure the T2’, q2 is the length of the pre-pulse, qc1 and qc2 
are the lengths of the compensation pulses. All experiments can be found in the folder “Experiments” in the 
supporting information. 

Sequence LG       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 94 83 77 80 83 83 80 83 83 

τc / µs 11 9.6 10.5 6.5 9.6 9.6 7 9.6 9.6 

τacq / µs 3 3.1 3.1 3 3.1 3.1 3 3.1 3.1 

m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ps 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 1.3 0.6 1.3 1.3 0.6 1.2 1 0.6 1.1 

qqc1 / µs 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 

qqc2 / µs 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

LG Rotation cc cc cc cc cc cc cc cc cc 

Table A.1. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the LG 
sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. In LG rotation, “cc” stands for “counter-clockwise”. 

Sequence WHH-4       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 

τc / µs 16.5 15.9 16.5 18.3 16.8 16.2 17.4 16.8 16.5 

τacq / µs 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 
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m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ps - - - - - - - - - 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.35 1.35 1.3 1.35 1.35 1.35 

qqc1 / µs - - - - - - - - - 

qqc2 / µs - - - - - - - - - 

Table A.2. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the WHH-
4 sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 

Sequence MREV-8       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 

τc / µs 33 33 31.8 31.8 33 32.4 32.4 33 33 

τacq / µs 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 

m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ps - - - - - - - - - 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 1.28 1.28 1.1 1.1 1.15 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.1 

qqc1 / µs - - - - - - - - - 

qqc2 / µs - - - - - - - - - 

Table A.3. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the 
MREV-8 sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 

Sequence BR-24       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 156.25 

τc / µs 99 103.5 100.8 95.4 102.6 102.6 95.4 102.6 102.6 

τacq / µs 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 

m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ps - - - - - - - - - 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 

qqc1 / µs - - - - - - - - - 

qqc2 / µs - - - - - - - - - 

Table A.4. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the BR-
24 sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 

Sequence PMLG       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 72 72 80 70 84 83 71 80 77 

τc / µs 19.3 18.5 27 19.8 16.2 23.8 20.4 16.2 26.4 
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τacq / µs 3 3 3.05 3.25 2.95 3.05 3.2 2.95 3.05 

m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ps 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.65 0.65 0.8 1 0.5 0.8 

qqc1 / µs 0.9 0.85 0.85 0.45 1 0.95 0.35 0.95 0.95 

qqc2 / µs 0.05 0.15 0.15 0.55 0.15 0.15 0.55 0.15 0.15 

PMLG Rotation cc cc cc cc cc cc cc cc cc 

Table A.5. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the PMLG 
sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. In PMLG rotation, “cc” stands for “counter-clockwise”. 

Sequence DUMBO-1       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 100 110 100 100 120 119 100 110 112 

τc / µs 32.25 28.5 26.5 32.25 25 27.5 32.25 28.5 28 

τacq / µs 3.65 3.6 3.8 3.65 3.55 3.75 3.65 3.55 3.75 

m 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

ps 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 0.8 1 0.8 0.8 0.35 0.8 0.7 1 1.35 

qqc1 / µs 0.8 0.8 0.55 0.75 0.9 0.85 0.75 0.9 0.85 

qqc2 / µs 0.33 0.38 0.45 0.4 0.25 0.45 0.4 0.35 0.45 

Table A.6. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the 
DUMBO-1 sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 

Sequence eDUMBO-122       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 

(ωRF/2π) / kHz 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 

τc / µs 30.2 27.25 27.25 29.5 25 28 30 25 28 

τacq / µs 3.6 3.9 3.8 3.2 3.65 3.8 3.65 3.9 3.8 

m 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

ps 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.45 0.7 0.4 0.5 

qqc1 / µs 0.7 0.65 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.55 

qqc2 / µs 0.8 0.35 0.45 0.8 0.35 0.45 0.9 0.35 0.45 

Table A.7. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the 
eDUMBO-122 sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 

Sequence LG4       

Sample Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 

(ωr/2π) / kHz 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 3.0 12.5 22.0 
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(ωRF/2π) / kHz 80 125 125 80 125 125 80 125 125 

τc / µs 25 15.33 17.67 24.5 16 17 25 15.33 16.8 

τacq / µs 4.35 4.6 4.6 3.35 4.6 4.55 3.35 4.6 4.6 

m 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

α / ° 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 

ps 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 

qq1 / µs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

qq2 / µs 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.55 0.1 0.4 0.3 

qqc1 / µs 0.5 0.5 0.45 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.5 

qqc2 / µs 0.5 1 1 0.55 0.8 0.8 0.55 0.9 0.9 

Table A.8. Experimental parameters used for the acquisition of the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiment and T2’ measurements using the LG4 
sequence for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 

Linewidth Measurements 

The following tables show the linewidths of the resonances observed in 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments shown in 
Section 2.2. All linewidths values are corrected for the scaling factor.  

Sample Alanine    

MAS / kHz Sequence 
Linewidth / Hz 

CH3 CH NH3+ 

3.0 

WHH-4 189 221 1318 

MREV-8 162 193 1363 

BR-24 115 180 1530 

PMLG 482 358 1677 

DUMBO-1 136 208 1371 

eDUMBO-122 371 365 1224 

LG4 199 237 1493 

12.5 

MAS 1425 1671 1813 

LG 1472 1584 1635 

WHH-4 207 196 873 

MREV-8 213 189 1065 

BR-24 170 273 1199 

PMLG 228 180 814 

DUMBO-1 151 169 914 

eDUMBO-122 104 149 878 

LG4 167 177 1010 

22.0 

MAS 1102 1014 1214 

LG 1255 1770 1297 

WHH-4 264 221 724 

MREV-8 272 196 669 

BR-24 584 461 1893 

PMLG 213 171 629 

DUMBO-1 205 195 592 
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eDUMBO-122 113 117 399 

LG4 190 161 499 

Table A.9. Linewidths of the resonances observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS and MAS experiments of powdered alanine shown in Section 
2.2. 

Sample Glycine    

MAS / kHz Sequence 
Linewidth / Hz 

CH2a CH2b NH3+ 

3.0 

WHH-4 547 264 492 

MREV-8 230 245 427 

BR-24 176 210 241 

PMLG 572 560 708 

DUMBO-1 172 211 315 

eDUMBO-122 421 383 519 

LG4 236 242 332 

12.5 

WHH-4 358 289 429 

MREV-8 343 346 537 

BR-24 375 340 441 

PMLG 256 228 336 

DUMBO-1 189 191 282 

eDUMBO-122 195 204 309 

LG4 241 237 309 

22.0 

LG 1701 1485 1574 

WHH-4 653 327 656 

MREV-8 593 401 629 

BR-24 688 533 782 

PMLG 236 217 337 

DUMBO-1 186 191 316 

eDUMBO-122 180 204 325 

LG4 318 256 389 

Table A.10. Linewidths of the resonances observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments of powdered glycine shown in Section 2.2. 

Sample β-AspAla         

MAS / kHz Sequence 
Linewidth / Hz 

CH3 CH2a CH2b CH(Asp) CH(Ala) NH3+ NH OH 

3.0 

WHH-4 220 184 426 217 262 386 441 291 

MREV-8 190 192 198 187 202 415 343 260 

BR-24 125 180 196 220 186 214 170 206 

PMLG 440 653 182 377 315 366 404 432 

DUMBO-1 133 171 195 166 163 317 250 260 

eDUMBO-122 251 371 545 520 192 325 423 307 

LG4 157 163 203 177 123 357 - 321 

12.5 WHH-4 221 242 204 234 217 456 229 244 
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MREV-8 221 414 346 267 221 504 467 420 

BR-24 292 227 290 216 187 417 300 287 

PMLG 166 201 222 138 183 253 - 179 

DUMBO-1 119 130 163 160 176 342 205 248 

eDUMBO-122 119 135 158 175 157 330 264 295 

LG4 155 123 178 136 149 289 325 220 

22.0 

WHH-4 267 - - 155 322 647 - 388 

MREV-8 272 237 497 329 275 435 531 327 

BR-24 585 - - 1075 525 808 426 286 

PMLG 178 171 333 228 156 382 347 264 

DUMBO-1 121 120 150 158 156 179 - 132 

eDUMBO-122 109 104 130 124 160 208 287 126 

LG4 203 172 201 206 155 366 253 301 

Table A.11. Linewidths of the resonances observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments of powdered b-AspAla shown in Section 2.2. 

Peak Positions 

The following tables show the peak positions and the scaling factor observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments 
shown in Section 2.2. Scaling factors were calculated as detailed in Section 2.1.  

Sample Alanine     

MAS / kHz Sequence 
Peak Position / ppm Experimental 

Scaling Factor CH3 CH NH3+ 

3.0 

WHH-4 1.13 3.61 8.54 0.55 

MREV-8 1.13 3.60 8.54 0.47 

BR-24 1.13 3.60 8.54 0.39 

PMLG 1.13 3.38 8.54 0.58 

DUMBO-1 1.13 3.49 8.54 0.47 

eDUMBO-122 1.13 3.52 8.54 0.53 

LG4 1.13 3.65 8.54 0.42 

12.5 

MAS 1.13 3.62 8.54 - 

LG 1.13 3.80 8.54 0.67 

WHH-4 1.13 3.67 8.54 0.58 

MREV-8 1.13 3.61 8.54 0.46 

BR-24 1.13 3.58 8.54 0.38 

PMLG 1.13 3.46 8.54 0.56 

DUMBO-1 1.13 3.49 8.54 0.49 

eDUMBO-122 1.13 3.48 8.54 0.53 

LG4 1.13 3.66 8.54 0.44 

22.0 

MAS 1.13 3.62 8.54 - 

LG 1.13 3.78 8.54 0.65 

WHH-4 1.13 3.67 8.54 0.54 

MREV-8 1.13 3.68 8.54 0.45 
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BR-24 1.13 3.75 8.54 0.36 

PMLG 1.13 3.69 8.54 0.50 

DUMBO-1 1.13 3.64 8.54 0.53 

eDUMBO-122 1.13 3.51 8.54 0.55 

LG4 1.13 3.65 8.54 0.41 

Reference Position 1.13 3.62 8.54  

Table A.12. Peak position of the resonances observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS and MAS experiments of powdered alanine shown in 
Section 2.2. The reference peak positions were obtained from the 22.0 kHz MAS spectrum of powdered alanine. 

Sample Glycine     

MAS / kHz Sequence 
Peak Position / ppm Experimental 

Scaling Factor CH2a CH2b NH3+ 

3.0 

WHH-4 2.30 3.41 8.00 0.56 

MREV-8 2.30 3.40 8.00 0.46 

BR-24 2.30 3.41 8.00 0.38 

PMLG 2.30 3.44 8.00 0.57 

DUMBO-1 2.30 3.36 8.00 0.45 

eDUMBO-122 2.30 3.50 8.00 0.52 

LG4 2.30 3.40 8.00 0.38 

12.5 

WHH-4 2.30 3.45 8.00 0.58 

MREV-8 2.30 3.47 8.00 0.45 

BR-24 2.30 3.36 8.00 0.38 

PMLG 2.30 3.42 8.00 0.57 

DUMBO-1 2.30 3.34 8.00 0.47 

eDUMBO-122 2.30 3.35 8.00 0.53 

LG4 2.30 3.41 8.00 0.42 

22.0 

LG 2.30 3.96 8.00 0.53 

WHH-4 2.30 3.49 8.00 0.58 

MREV-8 2.30 3.52 8.00 0.45 

BR-24 2.30 3.38 8.00 0.36 

PMLG 2.30 3.39 8.00 0.50 

DUMBO-1 2.30 3.30 8.00 0.43 

eDUMBO-122 2.30 3.33 8.00 0.50 

LG4 2.30 3.34 8.00 0.38 

Reference Position 2.30 3.80 8.00  

Table A.13. Peak position of the resonances observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments of powdered glycine shown in Section 2.2. 
The reference positions were obtained from Ref. 348. Note that the reference position of the CH2b peak is different from the 
measured position. For the RMSE calculations we used a reference value of 3.4 ppm for this resonance, which is in line with the values 
we observe experimentally. 
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Sample β-AspAla          

MAS / kHz Sequence 
Peak Position / ppm Experimental 

Scaling Factor CH3 CH2a CH2b CH(Asp) CH(Ala) NH3+ NH OH 

3.0 

WHH-4 0.86 1.92 2.55 3.88 4.79 7.34 7.99 12.59 0.59 

MREV-8 0.86 2.18 2.74 4.00 4.89 7.43 8.08 12.59 0.49 

BR-24 0.86 2.21 2.75 4.04 4.99 7.58 8.36 12.59 0.39 

PMLG 0.86 2.24 2.89 3.70 4.83 7.17 7.67 12.59 0.58 

DUMBO-1 0.86 1.99 2.59 3.79 4.65 7.15 7.82 12.59 0.49 

eDUMBO-122 0.86 1.99 2.67 3.88 4.86 7.37 7.84 12.59 0.55 

LG4 0.86 2.11 2.72 3.99 4.85 7.47 - 12.59 0.40 

12.5 

WHH-4 0.86 2.05 2.61 3.91 4.87 7.42 8.16 12.59 0.60 

MREV-8 0.86 2.17 2.78 4.01 4.93 7.45 8.14 12.59 0.48 

BR-24 0.86 2.11 2.70 4.04 4.90 7.47 8.38 12.59 0.40 

PMLG 0.86 1.99 2.55 3.78 4.68 7.19 - 12.59 0.60 

DUMBO-1 0.86 1.95 2.48 3.71 4.59 7.18 7.74 12.59 0.49 

eDUMBO-122 0.86 2.03 2.59 3.81 4.72 7.32 7.88 12.59 0.57 

LG4 0.86 2.15 2.71 4.00 4.90 7.50 8.17 12.59 0.44 

22.0 

WHH-4 0.86 - - 3.97 4.86 7.54 - 12.59 0.60 

MREV-8 0.86 1.99 2.77 4.00 4.90 7.43 8.04 12.59 0.48 

BR-24 0.86 - - 4.06 5.23 7.71 8.64 12.59 0.36 

PMLG 0.86 1.97 2.51 3.92 4.90 7.33 7.79 12.59 0.51 

DUMBO-1 0.86 1.90 2.40 3.63 4.55 7.08 - 12.59 0.48 

eDUMBO-122 0.86 2.07 2.62 3.88 4.78 7.26 7.75 12.59 0.56 

LG4 0.86 2.14 2.70 4.01 4.91 7.50 8.19 12.59 0.42 

Reference Position 0.86 2.13 2.71 3.96 4.85 7.36 7.94 12.59  

Table A.14. Peak position of the resonances observed in the 1D 1H CRAMPS experiments of powdered b-AspAla shown in Section 
2.2. Reference positions were obtained from the 111.0 kHz 1H MAS spectrum of powdered b-AspAla. 

T2’ Measurements 

The following table show the T2’ values measured by fitting the dephasing curves shown in Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 
and Figure 2.10 of Section 2.2. The curves were fit using an exponential decay S(2td)=a*exp(-2td/T2’).  

Sequence 

T2' / ms 

Alanine Glycine β-AspAla 
3.0 kHz 

MAS 
12.5 kHz 

MAS 
22.0 kHz 

MAS 
3.0 kHz 

MAS 
12.5 kHz 

MAS 
22.0 kHz 

MAS 
3.0 kHz 

MAS 
12.5 kHz 

MAS 
22.0 kHz 

MAS 

LG 0.9 1.4 1.2 0.8 1.4 1.0 1.2 0.9 1.2 

WHH-4 4.3 1.8 2.5 3.2 2.8 1.7 2.8 4.2 2.9 

MREV-8 5.8 3.1 2.5 3.7 2.6 1.1 6.6 4.4 2.9 
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BR-24 11.2 2.3 2.8 10.6 4.2 1.5 15.3 5.4 2.8 

PMLG 1.3 6.7 5.6 0.4 2.8 - 2.6 4.5 5.0 

DUMBO-1 9.4 8.4 6.3 6.8 7.3 6.0 11.3 12.2 11.8 

eDUMBO-122 1.4 10.2 9.7 1.8 7.0 7.9 2.4 10.4 14.9 

LG4 5.0 13.4 8.4 4.2 4.1 6.9 6.6 9.7 8.8 

Table A.15. T2’ values obtained by fitting the dephasing curves shown in Section 2.2. 

WHH-4 Pulse Program 

;whh4.fmp 
; 
;1D CRAMPS experiment using the WHH-4 sequences for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 
;The FID is sampled in acquisition windows within the WHH-4 sequence. 
; 
;For a detailed description on the parameters optimization of this pulse program, see: 
F.M. Paruzzo and L. Emsley (2019), High-Resolution 1H NMR of Powdered Solids by 
Homonuclear Dipolar Decoupling 
; 
;Tested on Bruker Avance III HD / TopSpin 3.5 
;Last Modification: F.M. Paruzzo,  16th July 2019 
; 
;$CLASS=Solids 
;$DIM=1D 
;$TYPE=homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
;$COMMENT=1D CRAMPS experiment using WHH-4 sequences 
; 
;------------------------------------------------- 
;Parameters: 
;d1 : recycle delay 
;d2 : WHH-4 tau delay 
;d4 : WHH-4 2tau delay 
;d5 : WHH-4 delay during acquisition window 
;d9 : time for acquisition of FID points during each acquisition window 
; 
;pl1 : not used (=0) 
;pl12 : power level for initial 90 degree and pre-pulse 
;pl13 : power level for WHH-4 pulses 
; 
;p1 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl13 (WHH-4 pulses) 
;p9 : lenght of the acquisition window 
;p10: tau (us) 
;p12 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl12 
;p14: pre-pulse length (typically between 0.5 and 1.5 us) 
; 
;l11: number of data points to be detected each acquisition window 
; 
;cnst10 : additional phase of WHH-4 pulses 
;cnst25 : additional phase of pre-pulse 
;cnst31 : spinning rate (Hz) 
; 
;o1 : 1H offset, best when at the right side of the resonances, close to the region to 
decouple 
;ns : n*4 
;tau  : tau value for WHH-4 decoupling 
;trtc : calculated as ratio between rotor period/cycle time 
;dead : receiver dead time in s 
;cycle : decoupling cycle time 
;count : total number of acquisition window/decoupling pulses 
;------------------------------------------------- 
 
"acqt0=0" 
 
dwellmode auto 
#include <Avancesolids.incl> 
#include <Delayssolids.incl> 
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  "d9=0.1u*(l11)"     ;set the sampling window in 
Avancesolids.incl as l11 multiples of 100 ns 
define delay dead 
  "dead=1.6u" 
"p9=dead+d9+0.1u+1.4u" 
define delay tau 
  "tau=p10" 
"d2=tau-p1" 
"d4=2*tau-p1" 
"d5=(2*tau-p1-p9)/2" 
define delay cycle 
  "cycle=6*tau" 
define loopcounter count 
  "count=aq/cycle-1" 
define delay rest ; 
  "rest=aq-(count*cycle)" 
define delay trot 
 "trot=1/cnst31" 
define delay trtc 
 "trtc=trot/cycle" 
 
1 ze 
  1u ip4+cnst25      ;increment the phase of the pre-pulse 
  1u ip10+cnst10    ;increment the WHH-4 phases 
  1u ip11+cnst10 
  1u ip12+cnst10 
  1u ip13+cnst10 
2 d1 pl12:f1      ;recycle delay 
  10u reset1:f1     ;synchronise pulse and detection RF 
  STARTADC       ;prepare adc for sampling, set 
reference frequency, defined in Avancedru.incl 
  RESETPHASE      ;reset reference phase 
  1u rpp10       ;reset phase list pointer 
  (p12 pl12 ph1):f1   ;first 90 at pl12 
  (p14 pl12 ph4):f1     ;pre-pulse at pl12 
  .1u DWL_CLK_ON 
4 dead    pl13:f1 
  d9 RG_ON           ;acquire l11 data points 
  .1u RG_OFF 
  1.4u 
  d5                 ;WHH-4 decoupling 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d5                 ;end of WHH-4 decoupling 
  lo to 4 times count 
  rest 
  1u  DWL_CLK_OFF 
  rcyc=2 
5 100m wr #0 
6 exit 
 
ph0=2 
ph1=1 2 3 0 
ph4=0 
ph10= 2 
ph11= 1 
ph12= 3 
ph13= 0 
ph30=1 
ph31=0 1 2 3 
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MREV-8 Pulse Program 

;mrev8.fmp 
; 
;1D CRAMPS experiment using the MREV-8 sequences for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 
;The FID is sampled in acquisition windows within the MREV-8 sequence. 
; 
;For a detailed description on the parameters optimization of this pulse program, see: 
F.M. Paruzzo and L. Emsley (2019), High-Resolution 1H NMR of Powdered Solids by 
Homonuclear Dipolar Decoupling 
; 
;Tested on Bruker Avance III HD / TopSpin 3.5 
;Last Modification: F.M. Paruzzo,  16th July 2019 
; 
;$CLASS=Solids 
;$DIM=1D 
;$TYPE=homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
;$COMMENT=1D CRAMPS experiment using MREV-8 sequences 
; 
;------------------------------------------------- 
;Parameters: 
;d1 : recycle delay 
;d2 : MREV-8 tau delay 
;d4 : MREV-8 2tau delay 
;d5 : MREV-8 delay during acquisition window 
;d9 : time for acquisition of FID points during each acquisition window 
; 
;pl1 : not used (=0) 
;pl12 : power level for initial 90 degree and pre-pulse 
;pl13 : power level for MREV-8 pulses 
; 
;p1 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl13 (MREV-8 pulses) 
;p9 : lenght of the acquisition window 
;p10: tau (us) 
;p12 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl12 
;p14: pre-pulse length (typically between 0.5 and 1.5 us) 
; 
;l11: number of data points to be detected each acquisition window 
; 
;cnst10 : additional phase of MREV-8 pulses 
;cnst25 : additional phase of pre-pulse 
;cnst31 : spinning rate (Hz) 
; 
;o1 : 1H offset, best when at the right side of the resonances, close to the region to 
decouple 
;ns : n*4 
;tau  : tau value for MREV-8 decoupling 
;trtc : calculated as ratio between rotor period/cycle time 
;dead : receiver dead time in s 
;cycle : decoupling cycle time 
;count : total number of acquisition window/decoupling pulses 
;------------------------------------------------- 
 
"acqt0=0" 
 
dwellmode auto 
#include <Avancesolids.incl> 
#include <Delayssolids.incl> 
 
"d9=0.1u*(l11)"     ;set the sampling window in 
Avancesolids.incl as l11 multiples of 100 ns 
define delay dead 
  "dead=1.6u" 
"p9=dead+d9+0.1u+1.4u" 
define delay tau 
  "tau=p10" 
"d2=tau-p1" 
"d4=2*tau-p1" 
"d5=(2*tau-p1-p9)/2" 
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define delay cycle 
  "cycle=12*tau" 
define loopcounter count 
  "count=aq/cycle-1" 
define delay rest 
  "rest=aq-(count*cycle)" 
define delay trot 
 "trot=1/cnst31" 
define delay trtc 
 "trtc=trot/cycle" 
 
1 ze 
  1u ip4+cnst25      ;increment the phase of the pre-pulse 
  1u ip10+cnst10    ;increment the MREV-8 phases 
  1u ip11+cnst10 
  1u ip12+cnst10 
  1u ip13+cnst10 
 
2 d1 pl12:f1      ;recycle delay 
  10u reset1:f1     ;synchronise pulse and detection RF 
  STARTADC       ;prepare adc for sampling, set 
reference frequency, defined in Avancedru.incl 
  RESETPHASE      ;reset reference phase 
  1u rpp10       ;reset phase list pointer 
  (p12 pl12 ph1):f1   ;first 90 at pl12 
  (p14 pl12 ph4):f1     ;pre-pulse at pl12 
  .1u DWL_CLK_ON 
4 dead    pl13:f1 
  d9   RG_ON          ;acquire l11 data points 
  .1u RG_OFF 
  1.4u 
  d5          ;MREV-8 decoupling 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d5            ;end of MREV-8 
decoupling 
  lo to 4 times count   ;make sure td points are sampled 
  rest 
  1u  DWL_CLK_OFF 
  rcyc=2 
5 100m wr #0 
6 exit 
 
ph0=0 
ph1=1 2 3 0 
ph4=0 
ph10= 0 
ph11= 1 
ph12= 3 
ph13= 2 
ph30=1 
ph31=0 1 2 3 
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BR-24 Pulse Program 

;br24.fmp 
; 
;1D CRAMPS experiment using the BR-24 sequences for homonuclear dipolar decoupling. 
;The FID is sampled in acquisition windows within the BR-24 sequence. 
; 
;For a detailed description on the parameters optimization of this pulse program, see: 
F.M. Paruzzo and L. Emsley (2019), High-Resolution 1H NMR of Powdered Solids by 
Homonuclear Dipolar Decoupling 
; 
;Tested on Bruker Avance III HD / TopSpin 3.5 
;Last Modification: F.M. Paruzzo,  16th July 2019 
; 
;$CLASS=Solids 
;$DIM=1D 
;$TYPE=homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
;$COMMENT=1D CRAMPS experiment using BR-24 sequences 
; 
;------------------------------------------------- 
;Parameters: 
;d1 : recycle delay 
;d2 : BR-24 tau delay 
;d4 : BR-24 2tau delay 
;d5 : BR-24 delay during acquisition window 
;d9 : time for acquisition of FID points during each acquisition window 
; 
;pl1 : not used (=0) 
;pl12 : power level for initial 90 degree and pre-pulse 
;pl13 : power level for BR-24 pulses 
; 
;p1 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl13 (BR-24 pulses) 
;p9 : lenght of the acquisition window 
;p10: tau (us) 
;p12 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl12 
;p14: pre-pulse length (typically between 0.5 and 1.5 us) 
; 
;l11: number of data points to be detected each acquisition window 
; 
;cnst10 : additional phase of BR-24 pulses 
;cnst25 : additional phase of pre-pulse 
;cnst31 : spinning rate (Hz) 
; 
;o1 : 1H offset, best when at the right side of the resonances, close to the region to 
decouple 
;ns : n*4 
;tau  : tau value for BR-24 decoupling 
;trtc : calculated as ratio between rotor period/cycle time 
;dead : receiver dead time in s 
;cycle : decoupling cycle time 
;count : total number of acquisition window/decoupling pulses 
;------------------------------------------------- 
 
"acqt0=0" 
 
dwellmode auto 
#include <Avancesolids.incl> 
#include <Delayssolids.incl> 
 
"d9=0.1u*(l11)"     ;set the sampling window in 
Avancesolids.incl as l11 multiples of 100 ns 
define delay dead 
  "dead=1.6u" 
"p9=dead+d9+0.1u+1.4u" 
define delay tau 
  "tau=p10" 
"d2=tau-p1" 
"d4=2*tau-p1" 
"d5=(2*tau-p1-p9)/2" 
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define delay cycle 
  "cycle=36*tau" 
define loopcounter count 
  "count=aq/cycle-1" ;make sure td datapoints are sampled 
define delay rest 
  "rest=aq-(count*cycle)" 
define delay trot 
 "trot=1/cnst31" 
define delay trtc 
 "trtc=trot/cycle" 
 
1 ze 
  1u ip4+cnst25     ;increment the phase of the pre-pulse 
  1u ip10+cnst10    ;increment the BR-24 phases 
  1u ip11+cnst10 
  1u ip12+cnst10 
  1u ip13+cnst10 
 
2 d1 pl12:f1      ;recycle delay 
  10u reset1:f1     ;synchronise pulse and detection RF 
  STARTADC       ;prepare adc for sampling, set 
reference frequency, defined in Avancedru.incl 
  RESETPHASE      ;reset reference phase 
  1u rpp10       ;reset phase list pointer 
  (p12 pl12 ph1):f1   ;first 90 at pl12 
  (p14 pl12 ph4):f1     ;pre-pulse at pl12 
  .1u DWL_CLK_ON 
4 dead   pl13:f1 
  d9 RG_ON 
  .1u RG_OFF         ;take l11  complex data points 
  1.4u 
  d5           ;BR-24 decoupling 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph13 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph13 
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  d2 
  p1:f1  ph12 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d4 
  p1:f1  ph10 
  d2 
  p1:f1  ph11 
  d5            ;end of BR-24 
decoupling 
  lo to 4 times count   ;make sure td points are sampled 
  rest 
  1u  DWL_CLK_OFF 
  rcyc=2 
5 100m wr #0 
6 exit 
 
ph0=2 
ph1=0 1 2 3 
ph4= 0 
ph10= 0 
ph11= 1 
ph12= 2 
ph13= 3 
ph30=1 
ph31=3 0 1 2 
 

Windowless Sequences Pulse Program 

;dumbo.fmp 
; 
;1D CRAMPS experiment using phase-modulated sequences for homonuclear dipolar 
decoupling. 
;The FID is sampled in acquisition windows between homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
pulses. 
;This program also contains two additional compensation pulses before and after the 
decoupling pulse, which have shown to improve the spectral resolution. 
;This program was written based on the pulse program "dumbo1d.es", written by Elodie 
Salager. 
; 
;For a detailed description on the parameters optimization of this pulse program, see: 
F.M. Paruzzo and L. Emsley (2019), High-Resolution 1H NMR of Powdered Solids by 
Homonuclear Dipolar Decoupling 
; 
;Tested on Bruker Avance III HD / TopSpin 3.5 
;Last Modification: F.M. Paruzzo,  16th July 2019 
; 
;$CLASS=Solids 
;$DIM=1D 
;$TYPE=homonuclear dipolar decoupling 
;$COMMENT=1D CRAMPS experiment using phase-modulated sequences 
; 
;------------------------------------------------- 
;Parameters: 
;d1 : recycle delay 
;d9 : time for acquisition of FID points during each acquisition window 
; 
;pl1 : power level for compensation pulses 
;pl12 : power level for initial 90 degree and pre-pulse 
;pl13 : power level for decoupling pulse 
; 
;p8 : delay to adjust the  length of the acquisition window 
;p9 : lenght of the acquisition window 
;p10: lenght of the decoupling pulse 
;p12 : 1H 90 degree pulse lenght at pl12 
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;p14: pre-pulse length (typically between 0.5 and 1.5 us) 
;p21: lenght of the second compensation pulse 
;p22: lenght of the first compensation pulse 
; 
;l11: number of data points to be detected each acquisition window, set to 2-32 
; 
;cnst21 : additional phase of second compensation pulse 
;cnst22 : additional phase of first compensation pulse 
;cnst25 : additional phase of pre-pulse 
;cnst31 : spinning rate (Hz) 
; 
;o1 : 1H offset, best when at the right side of the resonances, close to the region to 
decouple 
;ns : n*4 
;trtc : calculated as ratio between rotor period/cycle time 
;dead : receiver dead time in s 
;acqu : extra delay within the acquisition window in s 
;cycle : decoupling cycle time 
;count : total number of acquisition window/decoupling pulses 
;spnam1 : file name for homonuclear dipolar decoupling pulse 
;------------------------------------------------- 
 
"acqt0=0" 
 
dwellmode auto 
#include <Avancesolids.incl> 
#include <Delayssolids.incl> 
 
"d9=0.1u*(l11)"                 ;set the sampling window in Avancesolids.incl as l11 
multiples of 100 ns 
define delay dead 
  "dead=1.6u" ;receiver dead time 
define delay acqu 
 "acqu=p8" 
"p9=p8+dead+d9+0.1u+p22+p21"   ;total length of the acquistion window, including 
compensation pulses (us) 
define delay cycle 
  "cycle=p9+p10"                ;cycle time 
define delay trot 
 "trot=1/cnst31" 
define delay trtc 
 "trtc=trot/cycle" 
define loopcounter count 
  "count=aq/(cycle)-1" 
define delay rest 
  "rest=aq-(count*cycle)" 
"spw1=plw13" 
 
1 ze 
  ip4+cnst25                ;increment the phase of the pre-pulse 
  ip22+cnst22                   ;increment the phase of the first compensation pulse 
  ip21+cnst21                   ;increment the phase of the second compensation pulse 
 
2 d1 pl12:f1                    ;recycle delay 
  10u reset1:f1             ;synchronise pulse and detection RF 
  STARTADC                      ;prepare adc for sampling, set reference frequency, 
defined in Avancedru.incl 
  RESETPHASE                    ;reset reference phase 
 
  p12:f1 ph1                     ;first 90 at pl12 
  p14:f1 ph4             ;pre-pulse at pl12 
  .1u DWL_CLK_ON 
3 dead 
  acqu 
  d9 RG_ON               ;acquire l11 data points 
  .1u RG_OFF 
  (p22 pl1 ph22):f1         ;first compensation pulse at pl1 
  (p10:sp1 ph10):f1 
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  (p21 pl1 ph21):f1       ;second compensation pulse at 
pl1 
  lo to 3 times count 
  rest 
  1u  DWL_CLK_OFF 
  rcyc=2 
4 100m wr #0 
5 exit 
 
ph0= 0 
ph1= 1 2 3 0 
ph4= 0 
ph10= 0 
ph21= 3 
ph22= 1 
ph30= 0 
ph31= 0 1 2 3 
 

Chapter	3	

Additional	Section	3.2	Information	

Linewidths Measurement 

Table A.16 shows the linewidths of the resonances observed in the one-pulse, CT-MAS and TOP-CT-MAS 
experiments. All linewidths were measured with a home-written MATLAB script. All linewidths values are given in 
Hz.  

Experiment 
Linewidths / Hz 

CH3 CH2(a) CH2(b) CH(Asp) CH(Ala) NH3 NH OH 

one-pulse  272 298 299 266 228 337 373 249 

CT-MAS 

4.6 ms 213 211 212 220 219 266 337 247 

6.8 ms 191 190 194 201 196 248 337 231 

9.2 ms 184 181  205 190 247 343 228 

18.5 ms 171       191     242 

TOP-CT-MAS 

4.6 ms 205 205 205 212 205 255 336 232 

9.2ms 186    203 192 245 358 228 

18.5ms 158       170     260 

Table A.16. Linewidths of the resonances observed in the experiments of powdered b-AspAla shown in Section 3.2. 

T2’ Measurement 

Table A.17 shows the T2’ values obtained from the fittings shown in Figure 3.3c. We also report here the 
contributions to the total linewidth of the interactions that are refocused and not refocused by the application of 
the p pulse. These contributions are calculated from the T2’ values (and also shown in Figure 3.3d). 

 CH3 CH2(a) CH2(b) CH(Asp) CH(Ala) NH3 NH OH 

T2' / ms 2.5 3.1 2.8 3.1 4.7 2.1 3.8 5.2 

Non-refocusable 
Broadening / Hz 

127 103 112 68 104 152 84 61 

Refocusable 
Broadening / Hz 

145 195 187 198 125 185 289 188 

Table A.17. T2’ values obtained by fitting the dephasing curves shown in Figure 3.3c. 
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Non-Refocusable Broadening from TOP-CT-MAS Experiments 

Table A.18 shows the contributions of non-refocusable interactions to the total linewidths. These values are 
extracted from TOP-CT-MAS experiments, by measuring the linewidths of the resonances in the dimension 
orthogonal to the constant-time 1H spectra in double-sheared TOP-CT-MAS experiment. We also report the 
contributions determined using T2’ measurements for comparison.  

Experiment 
Non-refocusable Broadening / Hz 

CH3 CH2(a) CH2(b) CH(Asp) CH(Ala) NH3 NH OH 

T2' Measurements 127 103 112 68 104 152 84 61 

TOP-CT-MAS 

4.6 ms 176 206 220 193 157 201 176 158 

9.2ms 110   138 106 135 114 103 

18.5ms 86    91   85 

Table A.18. Contribution to the non-refocusable interactions to the line broadening extracted from TOP-CT-MAS experiments. 

Additional	Section	3.3	Information	

Apparent linewidths of thymol spectra 

Resonance 
Linewidth / Hz 

echo β = 90° β = 45° β = 20° β = 15° β = 10° β = 8° β = 5° β = 3° 

H1 358 396 384 324 303 260 254 230 187 

H2 393 389 360 296 283 263 231 252 188 

H3 399 389 367 326 302 263 232 262 223 

H4 349 364 346 309 291 265 247 222 199 

H5´* 672 631 617 412 512 348 478 294 230 

H5´´* 672 631 617 405 512 318 315 516 396 

H6 448 448 422 344 329 317 295 264 225 

Table A.19. Measured linewdiths of thymol echo-detected spectrum and spectra obtained as integral projections from the sheared 
2D ant-z-COSY spectra acquired with 𝛽𝛽 of 90° 45°, 20°, 15°, 10°, 8°, 5°, and 3° at 100.0 kHz MAS. The linewidths were extracted 
through gaussian deconvolution. The asterisks denote protons that overlaps in the spectra. 

Apparent linewidths of β-AspAla spectra 

Resonance 
Linewidth / Hz 

echo β = 90° β = 45° β = 20° β = 15° β = 10° β = 8° β = 5° β = 3° 

H8 284 242 229 206 196 193 185 179 155 

H5 473 379 364 329 285 272 258 233 195 

H4 445 342 314 272 265 248 230 228 205 

H7 284 240 223 195 187 174 172 155 152 

H3 342 264 243 212 205 191 181 178 153 

H1 416 316 312 235 281 189 162 142 ? 

H2 409 310 295 305 220 187 169 175 202 

H6 337 256 232 201 195 187 175 180.7 158 

Table A.20. Measured linewdiths of β-AspAla echo-detected spectrum and spectra obtained as integral projections from the sheared 
2D anti-z-COSY spectra acquired with 𝛽𝛽 of 90° 45°, 20°, 15°, 10°, 8°, 5°, and 3° at 100.0 kHz MAS. The linewidths were extracted 
through gaussian deconvolution. 
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Anti-z-COSY at 62.5 kHz MAS 

Resonances 
Linewidths / Hz 

echo β = 90°  
rot. sync. 

β = 5°  
rot. sync. 

β = 90°  
rot. async. 

β = 5°  
rot. async. 

H8 281 290 280 299 237 

H5 526 448 434 531 304 

H4 477 436 434 429 269 

H7 284 265 265 274 185 

H3 423 363 293 353 259 

H1 515 390 274 426 216 

H2 543 372 375 366 291 

H6 346 312 301 322 270 

Table A.21. Measured linewdiths of β-AspAla echo-detected spectrum and spectra obtained as integral projections from the sheared 
2D anti-z-COSY spectra acquired with 𝛽𝛽 of 90° and 5° at 62.5 kHz MAS. The linewidths were extracted through gaussian deconvolution.  

Chapter	4	
NMR Crystallography.  

Experimental chemical shifts were referenced to the 1H resonance observed for adamantane at 1.87 ppm with 
respect to TMS. We used assigned chemical shifts values and we account for rotational dynamics of the methyl 
groups by averaging the chemical shift values of the three 1H positions to a single value for each methyl group. For 
AZD8329 the chemical shifts of the CH2 groups were also averaged. The RMSE calculation was carried out in 
MATLAB using a home-written script. The chemical structures of cocaine and AZD8329, together with the 
assignment of the experimental chemical shifts are shown in Figure A.1 and Table A.22. 1H chemical shieldings 
calculated with GIPAW and ShiftML are given in https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-06972-x. 

 

Figure A.1. Chemical structure of cocaine (a) and AZD8329 (b) and the labelling scheme used here 

Cocaine AZD8329 

Atom Label 1H d (ppm) Atom Label 1H d (ppm) 

1 3.76 1 6.92 

2 3.78 2 8.69 

3 5.63 3 9.01 

4 3.32 4 8.47 

5 3.49 5 15.37 
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6 3.06 6 7.73 

7 2.91 7 9.64 

8 3.38 8 2.90 

9 2.56 9 1.78 

10 2.12 10,11 1.88 

11,12,13 1.04 12 1.8 

14 8.01 13 1.6 

15 8.01 14 0.44 

16 8.01 15 1.54 

17 8.01 16,17 1.88 

18 8.01 18,19 0.8 

19,20,21 3.78 20 1 

  21,22 1.74 

  
23,24,25, 
26,27,28, 
29,30,31 

0.73 

Table A.22. Experimental chemical shifts of cocaine and the form 4 of AZD8329. The labelling scheme is given in Figure A.1. When 
more than one atom corresponds to a single chemical shift value, their values were average 

Prediction Parameters 

Table A.23 and Table A.24 show the parameters used for the single and the multi-scale kernel predictions 
respectively.  

Atom Cut-off (rc) Gaussian width (VV) lmax nmax 𝝈𝝈𝒏𝒏 𝜻𝜻 

1H 2 0.3 9 9 0.1 2 

 3 0.3 9 9 0.1 2 

 4 0.4 9 9 0.1 2 

 5 0.4 9 9 0.1 2 

 6 0.5 9 12 0.1 2 

 7 0.5 9 12 0.1 2 

13C 2 0.3 9 9 0.01 2 

 3 0.3 9 9 3.0 2 

 4 0.4 9 9 5.0 2 

 5 0.4 9 9 3.0 2 

 6 0.5 9 12 1.0 2 

 7 0.5 9 12 1.0 1 

15N 2 0.3 9 9 0.5 2 

 3 0.3 9 9 1.0 2 

 4 0.4 9 9 0.1 2 

 5 0.4 9 9 0.1 2 

 6 0.5 9 12 0.1 2 

 7 0.5 9 12 0.05 2 

17O 2 0.3 9 9 0.5 2 

 3 0.3 9 9 5.0 2 

 4 0.4 9 9 5.0 2 
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 5 0.4 9 9 5.0 2 

 6 0.5 9 12 1.0 2 

 7 0.5 9 12 7.0 2 

Table A.23. Kernel and GPR parameters. The GPR parameters (𝜎𝜎G	and 𝜁𝜁) are the ones used in single kernel predictions. 

Atom 
Multi-Scale Kernel Weights 

𝝈𝝈𝒏𝒏 𝜻𝜻 
rc = 2  Å rc = 3  Å rc = 4  Å rc =5   Å rc = 6  Å rc = 7  Å 

1H 256 128 32 8 8 1 0.1 2 
13C 256 512 64 8 8 1 2.0 2 
15N 256 128 32 8 8 1 0.1 2 
17O 256 128 32 8 8 1 5.0 2 

Table A.24. Kernel weights and GPR parameters used for multi-scale kernel prediction. 

Comparison to Experiments 

Comparison between 1H experimental chemical shifts and 1H chemical shifts calculated with ShiftML were carried 
out analysing 68 chemical shifts obtained from 6 crystal structures. The names, IUPAC IDs, CSD reference codes 
(when available) and references to the experimental NMR data of the analysed crystal structures are the following:   

- Naproxen, (2S)-2-(6-Methoxy-2-naphthyl)propanoic acid, COYRUD11, Ref. 349 
- Uracil, Pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione, URACIL, Ref. 350 
- Co-crystal of 3,5-dimethylimidazole and 4,5-dimethylimidazole, Ref. 142 
- Theophylline, 1,3-Dimethyl-3,7-dihydro-1H-purine-2,6-dione, BAPLOT01, Ref. 120 
- Cocaine, methyl (1R,2R,3S,5S)-3- (benzoyloxy)-8-methyl-8-azabicyclo[3.2.1] octane-2-carboxylate, 

COCAIN10, Ref. 120 
- AZD8329, 4-[4-(2-adamantylcarbamoyl)-5-tert-butylpyrazol-1-yl]benzoic acid, Ref. 121 

The crystal structures (i-iv) were obtained from Ref. 294, where the experimentally determined crystal structures 
were subjected to all-atom geometry optimization with fixed lattice parameters, as described in the reference. 
Crystal structures (v) and (vi) were obtained from Refs. 120 and 121 respectively.  

We used assigned chemical shift values and we account for rotational dynamics of the methyl groups by averaging 
the chemical shift values of the three 1H positions to a single value for each methyl group. The calculated chemical 
shieldings 𝜎𝜎 are converted to the corresponding chemical shifts 𝛿𝛿 through the relationship 𝛿𝛿 = 𝜎𝜎dEe − 𝛽𝛽𝜎𝜎. For 
each structure, we calculated the value of 𝜎𝜎dEe and 𝛽𝛽 by a linear regression between calculated and experimental 
shifts. The calculations were carried out in MATLAB using a home-written script. The chemical structures, together 
with the assigned experimental chemical shifts and the parameters for conversion between shieldings and shifts 
are shown in Figure A.2 and Table A.25.  
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Figure A.2. Chemical structures of the compounds used for experimental comparison. In order, cocaine (a), 3,5-dimethylimidazole 
and 4,5-dimethylimidazole (b), AZD8329 (c), naproxen (d), theophylline (e) and uracil (f), and the labelling scheme used here. 

Naproxen Uracil 

Atom Label Experimental 1H 
𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 

ShiftML 
1H 𝛿𝛿 (ppm) Atom Label Experimental 1H 

𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 
ShiftML 

1H 𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 
1 7 6.87 3 7.5 7.76 
2 6.1 6.07 2 10.8 10.68 
3 3.8 3.74 1 11.2 11.22 
4 4.5 4.40 4 6 5.85 
5 4.1 4.51    
6 5.9 5.11    
7 3.2 3.15    

8,9,10 1.8 1.98    
11,12,13 2.3 2.63    

14 11.5 11.74    

𝜎𝜎dEe 25.38 𝛽𝛽 0.81 𝜎𝜎dEe 23.71 𝛽𝛽 0.74 

3,5-dimethylimidazole & 4,5-dimethylimidazole Theophylline 

Atom Label Experimental 1H 
𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 

ShiftML 
1H 𝛿𝛿 (ppm) Atom Label Experimental 1H 

𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 
ShiftML 

1H 𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 
2’ 4.8 5.17 2 14.6 14.57 

6’,7’,8’ 0.7 0.77 1 7.7 7.27 
3’,4’,5’ 1.4 0.91 3,4,5 3.4 3.22 

1’ 13 12.55 6,7,8 3.4 3.52 
6’,7’,8’ 1.4 1.20    
3’,4’,5’ 1.5 1.35    

1’ 15 14.92    
2’ 5.2 6.14    

𝜎𝜎dEe 29.91 𝛽𝛽 0.99 𝜎𝜎dEe 25.98 𝛽𝛽 0.83 

Cocaine AZD8329 

Atom Label Experimental 1H 
𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 

ShiftML 
1H 𝛿𝛿 (ppm) Atom Label Experimental 1H 

𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 
ShiftML 

1H 𝛿𝛿 (ppm) 
1 3.76 3.95 1 6.92 6.53 
2 3.78 3.22 2 8.69 7.85 
3 5.63 6.11 3 9.01 9.35 
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4 3.32 3.73 4 8.47 7.91 
5 3.06 2.55 5 15.37 15.95 
6 3.49 2.99 6 7.73 7.60 
7 2.91 2.69 7 9.64 9.37 
8 3.38 3.18 8 2.90 2.79 
9 2.56 2.44 9 1.78 1.98 

10 2.12 2.37 10 1.88 1.79 
11,12,13 1.04 1.80 11 1.88 2.61 

14 8.01 8.40 12 1.8 1.68 
16 8.01 7.39 13 1.6 1.28 
15 8.01 7.66 14 0.44 0.87 
17 8.01 8.09 15 1.54 1.94 
18 8.01 8.03 16 1.88 2.76 

19,20,21 3.78 4.28 17 1.88 1.69 
   18 0.8 1.21 
   19 0.8 0.43 
   20 1 1.42 
   21 1.74 1.47 
   22 1.74 1.21 
   23,24,25 0.73 0.84 
   26,27,28 0.73 1.02 
   29,30,31 0.73 0.14 

𝜎𝜎dEe 30.04 𝛽𝛽 0.96 𝜎𝜎dEe 28.39 𝛽𝛽 0.91 

Table A.25. Experimental and calculated chemical shifts of naproxen, uracil, the co-crystal of 3,5-dimethylimidazole and 4,5-
dimethylimidazole, theophylline, cocaine and AZD8329. The labelling scheme is given in Figure A.2. When more than one atom 
corresponds to a single chemical shift value, their values were averaged 

Chapter	5	

Additional	Section	5.2	Information	

INADEQUATE and MAT Spectra of Ampicillin and Assigned Chemical Shifts 

Label 1H, ppm 13C, ppm 15N, ppm 

Me1 0.6 30.1 - 
Me2 1.6 28.9 - 

4 4.0 75.3 - 
10 4.8 57.4 - 
6 5.2 64.8 - 
Ar 5.4 128.3 - 
5 6.6 56.5 - 
Ar 7.1 129.0 - 
Ar 7.2 132.0 - 
Ar 7.3 129.9 - 
Ar 7.6 126.9 - 
N - - Around -210 

NH 7.5 - Around -270 
NH3 10 - Around -340 

3 - 64.8  
Ar(ipso) - 135.4  

7 - 169.8  
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1 - 173.2  
2 - 175.0  

Table A.26. Ampicillin experimental chemical shifts. 

 

Figure A.3. 15N spectra of ampicillin used for the 1H and 15N assignments. (a) 1H-15N HETCOR spectra of ampicillin measured at 16.4 T 
and 15.0 kHz MAS. (b) 15N MAT spectra of ampicillin at 16.4 T. 

 

Figure A.4. 13C-13C INADEQUATE spectra of ampicillin used for the 13HC assignments, measured at 11.7 T and 13.0 kHz MAS. 

ShiftML Error Estimation.  

Comparison between 1H experimental chemical shifts and 1H chemical shifts calculated with ShiftML were carried 
out analysing around 150 chemical shifts obtained from 11 crystal structures. In addition to the structures given 
in the “Comparison to Experiment” paragraph of Section 4.5, the following structures were used (for which we list 
names, IUPAC IDs, CSD reference codes when available and references to the experimental NMR data of the 
analysed crystal structures):  

- Anthranilic, acid, 2-aminobenzoic acid, AMBACO05, Refs. 294, 351  
- Cimetidine, 1-cyano-2-methyl-3-[2-[(5-methyl-1H-imidazol-4-yl)methylsulfanyl]ethyl]guanidine, CIMETD, 

Refs. 294, 352  
- Phenobarbital, 5-Ethyl-5-phenyl-1,3-diazinane-2,4,6-trione, PHBARB06, Refs. 294, 353 
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- Thymol, 5-Methyl-2-(propan-2-yl)phenol, IPMEPL, Ref. 116 
- Terbutaline hemisulfate, 2-t-Butylamino-1-(3,5-dihydroxyphenyl)ethanol, ZIVKAQ, Refs. 112, 294 

These crystal structures were obtained from Ref. 294, where the experimentally determined crystal structures 
were subjected to all-atom geometry optimization with fixed lattice parameters, as described in the reference. 
We only used the 1H chemical shifts from the references, which were clearly distinguishable and did not have a 
broad peak spanning several ppm.  

We used assigned chemical shift values and we account for rotational dynamics of the methyl groups by averaging 
the chemical shift values of the three 1H positions to a single value for each methyl group. For chemical shifts 
which could not be assigned unambiguously, such as e.g. shifts from CH2 protons, we assigned the chemical shifts 
on a best match basis. The calculated chemical shieldings 𝜎𝜎 are converted to the corresponding chemical shifts 𝛿𝛿 
through the relationship 𝛿𝛿 = 𝜎𝜎dEe − 𝛽𝛽𝜎𝜎., where the slope (𝛽𝛽) and the offset (𝜎𝜎dEe) were fit for each reference 
structure individually. The chemical structures (of the whole error estimation set), the RMSE between 
experimental and ShiftML predicted 1H chemical shifts, together with the assigned experimental chemical shifts 
and the parameters for conversion between shieldings and shifts are shown in Figure A.5 and Table A.27. For the 
entire reference set we calculate an average RMSE of 0.346 ppm and a standard deviation of 0.195 ppm.  

 

Figure A.5. Chemical structures of the compounds used for the error estimation. In order, cocaine (a), 3,5-dimethylimidazole and 4,5-
dimethylimidazole (b), uracil (c), AZD8329 (d), naproxen (e), theophylline (f), cimetidine (g), anthranilic acid (h), terbutaline 
hemisulfate (i), thymol (j) and phenobarbital (k) and the labelling scheme used here. 
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1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm) Atom Label Experimental 1H 
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1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm) 

2 7.64 7.55 Aromatic (1) 5.8 5.74 
3 11.84 11.55 Aromatic (2) 6.8 6.66 
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7 2.24 2.17 NH2 5.4 5.52 
10 8.44 9.00 COOH 12.3 12.33 

15 9.94 9.86    
16 2.24 2.28    

𝜎𝜎dEe = 5.12 ppm 𝛽𝛽 = 0.86 RMSE = 0.21 ppm 𝜎𝜎dEe = 4.95 ppm 𝛽𝛽 = 0.79 RMSE = 0.095 ppm 

Phenobarbital Thymol 

Atom Label Experimental 
1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm) 

ShiftML 
1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm) Atom Label Experimental 1H 

𝜹𝜹 (ppm) 
ShiftML 

1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm) 

1 10.3 10.49 1 5.4 5.80 
3 8.1 8.34 2 6.19 5.90 

7a 2.7 2.69 3 7.08 6.35 

7b 1.7 1.63 4 3.38 2.91 
8a-c 0.6 0.78 5-7 1.05 0.44 
9-14 6.9 6.60 8-10 1.45 1.14 

   11-13 0.42 1.68 

   14 9.99 10.08 

𝜎𝜎dEe = 5.08 ppm 𝛽𝛽 = 0.78 RMSE = 0.33 ppm 𝜎𝜎dEe = 4.93 ppm 𝛽𝛽 = 0.85 RMSE = 0.72 ppm 

Terbutaline hemisulfate  

Atom Label Experimental 
1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm) 

ShiftML 
1H 𝜹𝜹 (ppm)    

1 6.83 7.60    
3 6.83 6.50    
4 10.93 10.07    
5 6.83 6.96    

7 4.73 5.26    
10-12 1.33 1.25    

13 7.6 8.22    

𝜎𝜎dEe = 5.25 ppm 𝛽𝛽 = 1.00 RMSE = 0.44 ppm     

Table A.27. Experimental and calculated chemical shifts of the structures used in the ShiftML benchmarking. The experimental and 
calculated chemical shifts of the structures that are missing from this table are given in Table A.25. The labelling scheme is given in 
Figure A.5. When more than one atom corresponds to a single chemical shift value, their values were averaged. 

Ampicillin lattice parameters 

A comparison between lattice parameters of the ampicillin crystal structure, as primitive cell, determined with 
XRD337 and with NMRX are given in the following table.  

Parameter XRD NMRX deviation (%) 

a [Å] 12.4 11.7 -5.6 
b [Å] 6.2 5.78 -6.8 
c [Å] 12.0 12.63 +5.25 

 a 90.0 90.0 0.0 

b 114.5 114.506 <0.1 

g 90.0 90.0 0.0 
A [Å] 839.494 777.213 -7.4 

Table A.28. Comparison between ampicillin lattice parameter of the crystal structures, as primitive cell, determined with XRD337 and 
NMRX. 
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Additional	Section	5.3	Information	

Experimental Chemical Shifts  

For ampicillin the fully assigned experimental 1H and 13C chemical shifts with the corresponding labels are given 
above. For cocaine, flufenamic acid, flutamide, theophylline and AZD8329 the fully assigned experimental shifts 
were taken from Refs. 121, 322 and for the convenience of the reader are given in the following tables. The 
labelling scheme is shown in Figure A.6. 

 

Figure A.6. Chemical structures of theophylline (a) and AZD8329 (b). The distinct 1H and 13C sites are labeled. 

Label 1H / ppm 13C / ppm 

1 15.37 – 
2 – 171.04 
3 – 131.19 
4 8.69 130.48 or 128.05 
5 6.92 128.05 or 130.48 
6 – 147.31 
7 8.47 128.05 or 130.48 
8 9.01 130.48 or 128.05 
9 – 148.71 

10 – 114.10 
11 7.73 138.43 
12 – 33.42 
13 0.73 29.53 
14 0.73 29.53 
15 0.73 29.53 
16 – 172.98 
17 9.64  
18 2.90 60.16 
19 1.54 34.14 
20 0.44 or 1.6 30.80 or 37.41 
21 1.00 27.81 
22 0.80 36.42 or 30.80 
23 1.78 32.45 
24 1.88 30.90 or 36.42 
25 – 27.81 
26 1.88 37.41 or 30.80 
27 1.74 37.41 

Table A.29. AZD8329 experimental chemical shifts. 
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Label 1H / ppm 13C / ppm 

1 – 150.8 
2 – 146.1 
3 7.7 140.8 
4 14.6 – 
5 – 105.8 
6 – 155.0 
7 3.4 29.9 
8 3.4 29.9 

Table A.30. Theophylline experimental chemical shifts. 

Label 1H / ppm 13C / ppm 

1 3.5 66.0 
2 3.5 50.2 
3 5.5 66.7 
4 3.3 36.7 
5 3.4 62.6 
6 3.4 25.6 
7 2.4 25.6 
8 - 165.9 

Ar () 7.8 129.4 
Ar (ipso) - 134.5 

15 - 172.2 
16 3.5 50.2 
17 1.2 41.52 

Table A.31. Cocaine experimental chemical shifts. 

Label 1H / ppm 13C / ppm 

1 - 149.3 
2 - 109.7 
3 8.3 133.0 
4 6.0 117.2 
5 5.4 136.3 
6 6.8 112.0 
7 - 175.0 
8 9.6 - 
9 -6.6 - 

10 - 139.9 
11 6.9 121.7 
12 - 131.7 
13 6.2 119.8 
14 5.9 129.5 
15 7.3 128.1 
16 - 124.1 

Table A.32. Flufenamic acid experimental chemical shifts. 

Label 1H / ppm 13C / ppm 

1 - 145.4 
2 - 124.5 
3 7.9 130.9 
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4 - 140.9 
5 9.9 124.5 
6 7.1 116.7 
7 - 122.0 
8 8.0 - 
9 - 176.1 

10 2.3 35.7 
11 1.3 17.7 
12 1.3 21.7 

Table A.33. Flutamide experimental chemical shifts. 
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